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ABSTRACT 
High temperature superconductors (HTS) and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) both 
offer the possibility for dramatic improvements in efficiency in power applications such as 
generation, transmission and use of electrical energy. However, production costs and energy 
losses prohibit widespread adoption of these technologies. This thesis investigates low-cost 
methods to tailor the structures of HTS wires and SOFCs to reduce these energy losses. 
Section I focusses on methods to produce filamentary HTS coated conductors that 
show reduced AC losses. This includes spark-discharge striation to pattern existing HTS tapes 
and inkjet printing of different filamentary architectures. The printed structures are directly 
deposited filaments and ‘inverse’ printed tracks where an initially deposited barrier material 
separates superconducting regions. Furthermore, the concept and first stages of a more 
complex ‘Rutherford’ cable architecture are presented. Additionally, Section I investigates 
how waste material produced during the manufacture of an alternative low-AC loss cable 
design, the Roebel cable, can be used to make trapped field magnets that produce a uniform 
magnetic field profile over a large area. This trapped field magnet work is extended to study 
self-supporting soldered stacks of HTS tape that demonstrate unprecedented magnetic field 
uniformity. 
Section II looks at how nanostructuring porous SOFC electrodes via solution 
infiltration of precursors can improve long-term stability and low temperature performance. 
Inkjet printing is utilised as a scalable, low-cost technique to infiltrate lab-scale and 
commercial samples. Anode infiltration via inkjet printing is demonstrated and methods to 
increase nanoparticle loading beyond ~1 wt% are presented. Symmetric cells with infiltrated 
cathodes are shown to have improved performance and stability during high temperature 
aging. Additionally, the sequence of solution infiltration is found to be important for samples 
dual-infiltrated with two different nanoparticle precursors. 
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PREFACE 
Improving efficiency and reducing greenhouse gas emissions in energy generation, 
conversion and transmission are particularly important topics of research. There is 
international agreement that greenhouse gas emissions must be sharply reduced to minimise 
the likelihood of even a 2 °C rise in average global temperature, Figure 1. Additionally, the 
increasing scarcity of fossil fuels motivates increasing renewable capacity and maximising 
energy efficiency. 
 
Figure 1. Current energy related CO2 emissions forecast and the required reduction to avoid a 2 °C rise in average 
global temperature. Adapted from [1]. 
Current predictions about the required increase in renewable capacity and reduction 
in emissions rely on improvements in device efficiency and both lower unit and capital 
investment costs. Inkjet printing is a relatively new method for depositing functional materials 
for energy applications and crucially enables low capital and unit costs. This thesis will explore 
how scalable inkjet printing technology and structural modification can be used to enhance 
the properties of two important categories of energy materials systems: high temperature 
superconductors (HTS) and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs). 
HTS COATED CONDUCTORS 
Superconductors have zero DC electrical resistance when below their critical 
temperature. Therefore, HTS cables have the potential to significantly increase energy 
efficiency in power applications. The high current density achievable also allows for much 
more compact installations. However, the cost of HTS cables relative to traditional copper 
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conductors and the problem of AC loss both remain as significant barriers to widespread 
adoption in large scale power applications. 
The effective cost of superconducting wire depends on performance, so the metric of 
dollars per kilo-amp per metre is used. Therefore, increasing current carrying capacity or 
reducing production costs will be beneficial for market uptake. The widely-agreed cost of 
< $10 kA-1 m-1 for operation at 77 K, self-field, that coated conductors need to achieve has 
still not been reached, despite forecasts, Figure 2. The cost of cuprate based, second generation 
(2G), coated conductors is not limited by the embedded materials cost in the way that first 
generation, silver sheathed conductors were. The raw materials cost < $1 kA-1 m-1 [2] so the 
manufacture and processing of superconducting wire is where reduction in cost should be 
focussed. 
 
Figure 2. Historical and predicted HTS coated conductor tape costs. Despite predictions of substantial falls in 
price the costs have remained well above the $10 kA-1 m-1 level. Barcelona 2011 reference [3]. 
The energy losses present when superconductors operate in an alternating field or 
with alternating transport current complicate their use in large scale applications such as 
motors/generators, transformers and AC transmission. As well as the direct energy loss, there 
is an additional cryogenic load due to heat evolution, which can further complicate system 
design. The main source of AC loss is the hysteresis when the magnetisation of a 
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superconductor is cycled, Figure 3. Luckily, however, the losses can be significantly reduced 
through patterning and structuring the superconductor.  
 
Figure 3. Magnetisation loop for an unstriated thin film of YBCO. The area enclosed within the loop represents 
the energy lost during a cycle. Adapted from [4]. 
The acceptable level of AC loss can be estimated from a comparison with traditional 
copper conductor without forced cooling [5]. Assuming the copper power loss is  
~15 mW A-1 m-1 with no cooling requirement and that the cooling penalty for HTS wire at 
77 K is ~15 times then the maximum acceptable power dissipation is 1 mW A-1 m-1. However, 
if HTS wires are to be competitive with conventional technology, and justify the extra 
investment cost, then approximately half this value should be a suitable target. 
Section I of this thesis will investigate how both the challenge of cable cost and AC 
loss can be tackled through different methods of producing and tailoring the wire structure, 
including the minimisation of waste material. 
SOFCS 
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are highly efficient devices for converting chemical 
energy into electricity. The key target markets for SOFCs are utility scale generation, 
distributed generation and auxiliary power units (APU). The relatively high operating 
temperatures of SOFCs lend themselves well to providing distributed combined heat and 
power (CHP), which can increase total efficiency further. 
However, for SOFCs to be competitive with incumbent technology there are a several 
technological challenges. The European Commission [6] and the US Department of Energy 
[7] have both identified cost and durability as the major issues for fuel cell development, see 
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Figure 4. Additionally, given that cost and durability are evaluated for a specific performance 
level, improvements to power output and efficiency will also benefit these goals.  
 
Figure 4. A star plot showing the current performance of SOFC systems relative to 2020 targets set by the US 
Department of Energy [7]. The target is to reach all outer corners by 2020. The main issues are durability/lifetime 
and cost.  
There are different approaches to tackling the challenges of cost, durability and 
performance and the one focussed on in section II of this thesis is solution infiltration of the 
porous electrode structure. Specifically, the use of scalable inkjet printing technology to 
infiltrate precursor solutions that enable formation of oxide nanoparticles. This processing 
technique is inherently low cost and can improve the durability and performance of SOFCs 
without significantly increasing costs. 
A diagram summarising the structure of this thesis addressing high temperature 
superconductors (HTS) and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) is shown on the following page. 
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SECTION I: FILAMENTARY HIGH TEMPERATURE 
SUPERCONDUCTORS 
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1 INTRODUCTION: HTS 
1.1 High temperature superconductors 
1.1.1 Brief history 
Superconductivity was discovered in 1911 when Onnes observed that the electrical 
resistance of mercury fell sharply to zero when cooled using liquid helium [8]. In the following 
years, other elements [9] and many compounds [10] were discovered to be superconductors 
including the Nb3Sn intermetallic [11] and the widely-used niobium titanium alloys. A very 
significant development for superconducting materials was the discovery of superconductivity 
in La-Ba-Cu-O ceramics by Bednorz and Müller in 1986 [12]. In the following year, the first 
material to exhibit superconductivity above the boiling point of liquid nitrogen, 77 K, was 
discovered [13]. The cuprate, YBa2Cu3O7-x, (YBCO), with a critical transition temperature 
(Tc) of ~93 K is now one of the most widely studied superconductors and this class of REBCO 
(RE = rare earth) materials will be the primary focus in this thesis. 
Other cuprate materials with a Tc above 77 K, often collectively termed high 
temperature superconductors (HTS), include Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O discovered in 1988 and Hg-Ba-
Ca-Cu-O in 1993 [14,15]. Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 (Bi-2223) and HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8 have transition 
temperatures of ~110 K and ~134 K respectively, the latter being the current record at ambient 
pressure. 
In 2001 magnesium diboride, MgB2, was discovered to be superconducting with a 
Tc 39 K [16] and more recently a new class of superconductors, the iron oxypnictides, with 
transition temperatures up to ~56 K have been developed [17–19]. The current record for Tc 
is for the hydrogen sulphide system at high pressure with a value of 203 K at 155 GPa [20]. A 
timeline showing selected superconducting materials and their Tc is in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Critical transition temperatures (Tc) and year of discovery for several superconducting materials. 
1.1.2 Superconducting properties 
Superconductivity is the phenomenon where a material can display exactly zero DC 
resistance when cooled below a critical temperature, Tc. There are many excellent resources 
describing the physics [21] and materials science of superconductivity [22–24], so this thesis 
will not replicate those in great detail. 
In addition to critical temperature the magnetic field and current density a material 
experiences also influences superconductivity. Plotting these critical properties against each 
other defines a surface, below which a material exhibits superconductivity, Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6. Critical surface for several type II superconductors showing the interdependence of temperature, 
magnetic flux density and current density on the superconducting state. A material will only be in the 
superconducting state when beneath this critical surface. From [24]. 
Before a microscopic theory of superconductivity was proposed by Bardeen, Cooper 
and Schrieffer in 1957 (BCS Theory) [25] phenomenological descriptions of superconductor 
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properties were given by the London brothers in 1935 [26] and Ginzburg and Landau in 1950 
[27]. In the Ginzburg-Landau theory two characteristic length scales are introduced, the 
coherence length, ξ, and the penetration depth, λ. These can be related to the microscopic 
description given by BCS theory [28] as a characteristic size for Cooper pairs (in certain 
limiting cases) and the depth an external magnetic field will penetrate into a superconductor 
respectively. The coherence length is also a measure of the distance over which there is a 
transition between superconducting and normal states at the edge of a superconductor. The 
ratio between the penetration depth and coherence length, often termed the Ginzburg-Landau 
parameter, κ, equation (1) is important for classifying superconductors based on their response 
to an applied magnetic field. 
𝜅 = #$       (1) 
The value κ takes determines whether the surface energy of the interface between 
normal and superconducting regions is positive or negative. For κ < 2-1/2 the surface energy is 
positive and the superconductor is type I, for κ > 2-1/2 the surface energy is negative and the 
superconductor is type II. The consequence of this is that in type II superconductors the 
formation of boundaries between normal and superconducting regions is favourable and flux 
can penetrate the material when the applied field gets above the lower critical field, Hc1. 
Conversely in a type I superconductor as soon as the thermodynamic critical field, Hc, is 
reached the material enters the normal state. 
The critical field for type I superconductors is typically low (e.g. µ0Hc ~ 0.03 T for 
tin) and because the field experienced by the material includes the self-field due to circulating 
supercurrents the maximum current density that it can support is correspondingly low. This is 
the reason all superconductors used or proposed for applications with high fields or current 
densities are type II. The response of a type II superconductor to an increasing applied field, 
at T < Tc, can be described in three main stages, illustrated schematically in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Schematic showing how magnetic flux penetrates a superconductor between critical values. 
As shown in Figure 7 for applied fields less than Hc1 the magnetic flux is completely 
excluded from the bulk of the material and it behaves in the same way as a type I 
superconductor below the thermodynamic magnetic field, Hc, Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8. The magnetisation response for type I and type II superconductors to an applied external magnetic field. 
From [24] and [29]. 
When the field is between Hc1 and Hc2 it becomes favourable for magnetic flux to 
penetrate the bulk and the material is in the mixed state. It does this in discrete flux quanta, 
each with magnitude Φ0 (≈ 2×10-15 Wb). Abrikosov predicted in 1957 that these flux lines 
would arrange themselves into a triangular lattice in the absence of defects [30], which was 
observed in 1967 [31], Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Electron holography image of the flux line lattice in a type II superconductor thin film. From [24]. 
The flux lines are non-superconducting cores (of radius ~ξ) surrounded by shielding 
supercurrents. As the magnetic field is increased further the flux lines become more closely 
spaced until at Hc2 the flux line cores begin to overlap and the material becomes normal. 
 
Figure 10. Schematic showing the characteristic length scales near flux cores in a type II superconductor. Bint is 
the magnetic flux density, ns is the density of superconducting electrons, js is the shielding supercurrent density, 
ξ is the coherence length and λ is the penetration depth. From [24]. 
During use, most type II superconductors operate in the mixed state. When a current 
in a superconductor flows perpendicular to the field the flux lines will experience a Lorenz 
force. The force experienced by each flux line is given by equation (2). The total flux density, 
B, is the product of the flux quantum and the number density of flux lines. The total force 
density experienced by the flux line lattice, Fl, is given by equation (3). 𝑓 = 𝐽×Φ)      (2) 𝐹+ = 𝐽×𝐵      (3) 
If the flux lines move due to this force, then current flow will become dissipative. 
This is because the movement of the flux lines at a velocity, v, and perpendicular to B will 
create an electric field per equation (4). This will be parallel to the transport current density, 
J, and therefore result in resistive loss. 𝐸 = 𝑣×𝐵      (4) 
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To prevent this dissipation the flux lines need to be pinned effectively at defects in 
the material. The total pinning force density, Fp, can be equated with the force experienced by 
the lattice to define the maximum current density, Jc, as shown in equation (5). 𝐹+ = 𝐹/ = 𝐽0 𝐵       (5) 
The pinning force is dependent on the applied magnetic field such that if it reaches a 
certain value, the irreversibility field, Hirr, at a given temperature the critical current density 
falls to zero. It is this limit, rather than Hc2 that determines the operating limits of type II 
superconductors. The different phases are shown schematically in Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11. Schematic phase diagram showing how a type II superconductor responds to an applied magnetic field 
and temperature. In the vortex liquid phase the pinning force is zero and so the bulk critical current is zero despite 
it still being in the superconducting state. Adapted from [23]. 
Data for real superconducting materials are presented in Figure 12. The HTS 
materials Bi-2223 and YBCO have significantly lower Hirr than Hc2 at 77 K, which limits their 
application in high fields at liquid nitrogen temperatures. 
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Figure 12. The temperature dependence of the critical field values for several superconducting materials. The 
irreversibility field, µ0Hirr, is shown in red, upper critical field, µ0Hc2, is in black and the vertical blue dotted lines 
are the boiling points of several cryogens. Redrawn from [32]. 
In contrast to the HTS materials both LTS materials Nb-Ti and Nb3Sn have Hirr lines 
that are close to Hc2. This can be explained in part by comparing the anisotropy of the crystal 
structure. Both the niobium alloys are virtually isotropic, whilst MgB2, Bi-2223 and YBCO 
are anisotropic. The anisotropy in REBCO materials is discussed further in section 1.1.3.1 but 
the key concept is that one of the crystallographic axes, conventionally labelled the c-axis, is 
significantly longer than the other two.  Coupling along the c-axis across the CuO2 planes 
through the Cu-O chains is not very effective due to the difference in coherence length and 
penetration depth parameters in the different crystallographic directions. The critical current 
density is much higher within the planes perpendicular to the c-axis and this significant 
anisotropy can lead to decoupling of the flux lines into pancake vortices. If these are not 
correlated effectively along the c-axis they experience weaker pinning forces and are more 
susceptible to thermally assisted motion and so the irreversibility field is significantly reduced 
[33]. 
Superconductors display a highly non-linear I–V characteristic when they pass 
through the critical transition, Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Schematic voltage-current characteristic of a superconductor as it passes through the critical current 
transition. The critical current, Ic, is typically defined by the current value when a voltage criterion, Vc, is reached. 
The transition region can be described by a power law relationship, equation (6). 
112 = 332 4     (6) 
Where Ic is the critical current and Vc is the critical voltage criterion. Commonly an electric 
field criterion of E = 1 µV cm-1 is used. The n-value provides a measure of the sharpness of 
the transition and typically REBCO coated conductors have n-values of 30–50 [34]. High n-
values are generally desired because a conductor can operate closer to Ic without dissipative 
loss. 
1.1.3 REBCO 
(RE)Ba2Cu3O7-x (REBCO) materials where RE = Y, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Ho, 
Er, Tm, Yb or Lu have some of the most impressive superconducting properties of all the HTS 
materials. The superconducting phase of these materials has an orthorhombic crystal structure 
as shown in Figure 14. The highest Tc and Jc are attained when the oxygen stoichiometry is 
just less than seven, i.e. 7-x, where x is typically 0.02-0.20 [35,36]. The superconducting 
properties are quite sensitive to the oxygen content and the transition temperature drops rapidly 
as x increases beyond ~0.2 and the material becomes non-superconducting when x ≳ 0.7. 
The motivation for using REBCO in power applications becomes apparent when its 
critical properties are compared with other superconducting materials, Table 1. The primary 
benefit is the significantly higher Tc, which allows liquid nitrogen or even liquid hydrogen to 
be used as a cryogen rather than the much more expensive liquid helium. Also, if operating at 
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lower temperatures the critical current density and critical field are much greater than 
conventional low temperature superconductors. Additionally, compared with Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O 
compounds REBCO has a much greater Hirr at 77 K, see Figure 12 and Table 1. 
Table 1. Superconducting properties for several materials. Tc and critical field data from [32]. Critical current 
references provided in table. 
Material Tc / K µ0Hc2 / T 
(4 K) 
µ0Hirr / T Jc / kA mm-2 
(Temperature, Field) [Ref] 
YBCO 92 >100 5–7 (77 K) 40 (4 K, 5 T || c-axis) [37] 
Nb-Ti 47wt% 9 12 10.5 (4 K) 2.3 (4 K, 6 T) [38] 
Nb3Sn 18 27 24 (4 K) 3 (4 K, 12 T) [39] 
MgB2 39 15 8 (4 K) 4.3 (4 K, 5 T) [40] 
Bi-2223 108 >100 ~0.2 (77 K) 4 (4 K, 5 T) [41] 
 
Detailed HTS wire performance can be found at the public database compiled by 
Wimbush and Strickland [42,43]. Additionally, an up-to-date plot produced by Lee showing 
the in-field performance of the best wires constructed from different superconductors can be 
found at [44]. 
These impressive superconducting properties motivate the study of REBCO as a 
material for long length conductors for power applications. However, REBCO is an 
anisotropic, brittle ceramic where grain boundaries act as weak links. The origin of the 
difficulties and current progress in production of suitable conductors will be discussed in the 
following sections. 
1.1.3.1 Anisotropy 
As shown in Figure 14 the crystal structure of YBCO is anisotropic. The main 
consequence of this is the critical current density in the a-b planes, specifically the CuO2 planes 
adjacent to yttrium, is much greater than along the c-axis. The intrinsic anisotropy in the 
coherence lengths, ξab⁄ξc, is of the order 5–7 [45,46]. At low temperatures and fields the critical 
current anisotropy is of this order for single crystals but rises by an order of magnitude at 
higher temperatures [47].  
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Figure 14. Crystal structure of orthorhombic YBCO showing the copper oxide planes and chains. From [24]. 
For the long length required for applications the use of single crystal REBCO is not 
feasible. The most successful method for producing long lengths of suitably textured REBCO 
is the coated conductor, which will be explained in more detail in section 1.2. Jia et al. [48,49] 
have found that in coated conductors the ratio of the critical current density in the a-b planes 
to the c-axis, Jcab/Jcc, (77 K, self-field) ranges from 500-600 up to ~2000 in some cases. The 
higher degree of anisotropy compared to single crystals, and the difference between different 
coated conductors, are explained by the various microstructures and specifically the 
concentration of stacking faults present. Stacking faults act as pinning sites in YBCO and so 
can be deliberately encouraged to increase the in-plane critical current density. However, their 
geometry can then disrupt the current flow in the c-direction. 
The critical current in the a-b planes is also affected by the angle of any external fields 
as shown in Figure 15. When the field is parallel to the a-b planes there is a significantly higher 
critical current than at other field orientations. 
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Figure 15. (a) Angular dependence of in-plane current density for a textured REBCO coated conductor. 
(b) Definition of the angle between external field and tape surface. There is a strong intrinsic peak when the 
external field is parallel to the a-b planes. Adapted from [37] and [24]. 
The anisotropy can be explained in terms of intrinsic pinning by weakly 
superconducting layers. As mentioned earlier, equation (5), the critical current is proportional 
to the pinning force on flux lines. When the applied field is an angle θ = 90°, φ = 90° and 
therefore parallel to the a-b planes the flux lines are pinned by the weakly superconducting 
layers between the strongly superconducting CuO2 planes. Therefore, in crystals of REBCO 
the flux lines will be pinned along their entire length in this configuration and so the pinning 
force, and hence Jc, will be high [50]. In the absence of other, artificial, pinning additions the 
intrinsic peak dominates leading to a strongly anisotropic response to applied fields. 
In general, however, the anisotropy is more complex and influenced by both angles 
θ and φ. When φ = 0° and θ = 90° for example, Figure 16, the superconductor is in the “force-
free” configuration and consequently the material can transport higher critical currents because 
the flux lines do not experience a force, if perfectly parallel to the external field [51–53]. 
 
Figure 16. Diagrams showing the forces experienced by flux lines when (a) φ = 90° and (b) φ = 0 in an anisotropic 
type II superconductor. From [24]. 
1.1.3.2 Pinning 
The critical current density of REBCO is strongly dependent on the pinning of flux 
lines. Flux lines will be pinned by defects because the material in the flux core is normal rather 
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than superconducting and in a superconductor these regions will have a higher energy, part of 
which can be recovered if the region is defective [53–55]. Hence, defects represent local 
energy minima for flux lines. The size of the coherence length determines the length scale of 
effective pinning sites, Figure 10. In YBCO this is of the order 1.5 nm in the a-b planes but 
0.3 nm in the c-axis. 
As mentioned above the intrinsic pinning by the weakly superconducting layers can 
give acceptable critical currents for fields parallel to the a-b planes. However, in general the 
field will not necessarily be parallel to the a-b planes and for applications in high external 
magnetic fields increased Jc is required. Foltyn et al. [56] provide a comprehensive review of 
pinning in coated conductors. 
1.1.3.3 Grain boundaries 
The highly anisotropic nature of REBCO mean that grain boundaries behave as weak 
links. The current across a grain boundary drops exponentially with increasing misorientation 
angle for high angle boundaries and ~linearly for low angles (<2–5°) [57,58]. A plot of the 
critical current density for [001] tilt boundaries in YBCO is shown in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17. Exponential reduction in critical current density for large misorientation angles for [001] tilt 
boundaries in YBCO, measured at 77 K. Adapted from [59]. 
There are two predominant theories describing the cause of the exponential drop in 
current density: local strain [60] and charge carrier depletion [61]. The consequences of this 
are that any practical polycrystalline conductor must only contain low angle grain boundaries 
and therefore must exhibit a high degree of crystallographic texture. 
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1.2 Coated Conductors 
To produce a highly textured REBCO conductor with sufficient strength and 
flexibility for cables is not trivial. The brittle nature of REBCO means traditional wire forming 
and drawing techniques are not suitable. To address the issues of texture, strength and 
flexibility the coated conductor architecture was developed [62,63], and quickly improved 
[64,65], and now critical current densities greater than 106 A cm-2 (77 K, self-field) are 
routinely reported [37,66,67]. 
The coated conductor concept is to grow a textured film of REBCO on 
multifunctional buffer layers that are supported by a metallic substrate, Figure 18. The 
superconductor typically makes up only ~1% of the wire thickness. 
 
Figure 18. Schematic of coated conductor architecture. Typical widths are 4 – 12 mm. Dimensions not to scale. 
The two dominate approaches to producing the textured buffered substrate that 
REBCO can be grown on are rolling assisted biaxially textured substrate (RABiTS) and ion 
beam assisted deposition (IBAD). In RABiTS texture is developed in the metallic NiW 
substrate through rolling and recrystallization. The addition of tungsten to nickel improves 
strength, oxidation resistance, percentage cube texture (up to ~5 at% W) and reduces the Curie 
temperature of the alloy, which is beneficial for AC applications. 
In the IBAD approach a textured thin film of MgO is deposited on an untextured 
metal substrate, commonly Hastelloy (a Ni-Cr-Mo based non-magnetic corrosion resistant 
alloy) [68], using an ion beam to ensure the correct crystallographic texture. In both 
architectures, the metal substrates need to have low surface roughness. To achieve this, they 
can be electropolished prior to buffer layer deposition or, if the metal is untextured, the surface 
can be smoothed with “solution deposition planarisation”. This is where repeated deposition 
Metallic
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~30-100 μm
Buffer layers
~0.2 μm
REBCO
~0.5-3 μm
Silver cap layer
~2 μm
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of an oxide precursor solution acts to smooth out asperities because the surface tension in the 
liquid leads to greater volumes of material in the ‘valleys’ rather than on ‘peaks’. After several 
(~9 to 15) layers the surface roughness can be reduced by an order of magnitude [69]. 
The role of the buffer layers is to transfer the crystallographic texture to the growing 
REBCO film and prevent deleterious reactions between the metal substrate and HTS film. 
Multiple layers of buffer material are commonly used to achieve a graded lattice match with 
the REBCO and ensure epitaxial growth. For the REBCO deposition two main routes have 
been established: physical and chemical, which are discussed in the following sections. 
1.2.1 Physical methods 
The two most successful methods for physical deposition of the REBCO layer that 
are currently used by HTS tape manufacturers are pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and reactive 
co-evaporation (RCE). 
1.2.1.1 Pulsed laser deposition 
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is one of the most widely used methods for deposition 
of REBCO films, see Table 2. It allows the formation of complex oxides from stoichiometric 
targets. During deposition, a laser is focussed on a target (e.g. YBCO). This causes local 
heating and vaporisation and the ejected material forms a plume out from the target. The 
ejected material then deposits on the substrate, which is heated to help control film growth. 
There are several difficulties associated with PLD such as production of particles during 
ablation, high energy impacting species and complex atmospheric requirements. The presence 
of particles impacting the substrate, which may then cause defects in the film, can be 
minimised by careful control of the deposition geometry and the use of fully dense targets, 
whilst adjusting the pressure of the background gas in the chamber can reduce the high energy 
of depositing atoms that could otherwise cause defects [70]. However, the atmospheric 
requirements during deposition necessitate high capital cost equipment. 
PLD also allows for the straightforward inclusion of nanoparticles that act as pinning 
centres. The relevant material can be included in the correct concentration in a single target, 
for example BaZrO3 (BZO) and REBCO powders can be combined so that REBCO containing 
BZO nanoparticles grows [71]. 
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1.2.1.2 Reactive co-evaporation 
The principle in reactive co-evaporation (RCE) is for the material of interest to be 
heated, resistively or with an electron beam, such that atoms evaporate from the surface and 
deposit on the substrate. The low energy of depositing species requires vacuum conditions. 
An issue for the deposition of multicomponent oxides such as REBCO is that the vapour 
pressure of the components will not be equal from a single source. To avoid this several targets 
can be used and heated appropriately to give the correct ratios at the substrate. Metal targets 
are normally used, so an oxidant must be introduced to form the film and if the low partial 
pressure of oxygen is insufficient a different oxidant such as NO2, O3 or atomic oxygen can 
be used [70,72]. 
1.2.2 Chemical methods 
The two main chemical methods for REBCO deposition are in-situ metal-organic 
chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) and ex-situ metal-organic deposition (MOD). In-situ 
referring to case where the film grows as the species are deposited on the substrate whilst ex-
situ involves deposition followed by a subsequent heat treatment to grow the textured REBCO. 
1.2.2.1 Metal-organic chemical vapour deposition 
Reactants are delivered to the substrate in the gas phase. The substrate is heated to 
control the film growth. An advantage compared with the physical deposition methods is that 
it does not require line of site and therefore does not suffer from shadowing. Additionally, the 
process does not require vacuum conditions and can be  readily scaled up [73,74]. 
1.2.2.2 Metal-organic deposition 
In MOD the deposition and film growth are separated into two separate processes: 
deposition and growth. The first stage involves a chemical precursor solution containing the 
required metal ions being deposited on the textured substrate before a controlled thermal 
treatment produces the REBCO film. There are several methods used for the deposition of the 
chemical solution including, spin, dip and slot die coating and inkjet printing. Spin coating is 
typically only used for research samples because the high angular speed that spreads the 
solution across the substrate surface is only suitable for short samples. 
In dip coating the substrate is submerged then withdrawn from a bath of solution 
leading to a residual film on the surface. The thickness of the film is dependent on the 
withdrawal speed and solution rheology. The process is scalable but leads to material wastage 
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as both sides of the tape are coated. Additionally, the solution bath can become contaminated 
or suffer from solvent evaporation leading to variable rheology and subsequent film thickness. 
Slot die coating avoids these problem by enclosing the chemical solution reservoir and coating 
a single side only. 
Inkjet printing is a scalable non-contact method for solution deposition that enables 
improved control and patterning during deposition. This flexibility to pattern the film during 
deposition is advantageous for reducing material waste and enables the possibility of more 
complex REBCO wire architectures than other methods. Inkjet printing technology and the its 
application in HTS coated conductor production will be discussed further in section 4. 
1.2.3 Coated conductor manufacturers 
There are, as of Autumn 2016, fifteen different manufacturers of REBCO coated 
conductor tape. The companies along with their location and preferred production route are 
given in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Location and preferred processing route for REBCO coated conductor manufacturers. 
Manufacturer Location Substrate Deposition method 
AMSC USA RABiTS MOD 
SuperPower USA/ Japan IBAD MOCVD 
SuNAM Co. Ltd Korea IBAD RCE 
SuperOx Russia/ Japan IBAD PLD 
Fujikura Japan IBAD PLD 
Bruker HTS Germany IBAD PLD 
Theva Germany ISD* RCE 
STI USA IBAD RCE 
Shanghai Superconductor China IBAD PLD 
D-Nano (BASF) Germany RABiTS MOD 
Shanghai Creative Superconductor China IBAD MOD 
SAMRI/CAS China IBAD MOCVD 
Oxolutia Spain IBAD MOD 
Sumitomo Japan RABiTS PLD 
Metox USA RABiTS MOCVD 
*ISD = inclined substrate deposition. Similar to IBAD, except the angle of the substrate relative to depositing 
atoms is used to ensure textured film growth rather than a separate ion beam. 
1.3 AC Applications 
Superconductivity has numerous applications including: medical imaging, scientific 
analysis, transportation, devices and energy production, distribution and storage [24]. Power 
applications and machines are the primary focus of the current work, where AC losses 
complicate the use of HTS coated conductors [75]. 
The attraction of using HTS coated conductors is in the potential to save energy. 
Therefore, the total power losses, including the cooling factor, should be lower than in 
conventional conductors. Otherwise the HTS must offer an additional benefit that cannot be 
achieved with conventional materials, such as much higher power density in a motor or more 
compact dimensions that allow upgrade of underground distribution cables. The latter is 
particularly applicable in major cities where space is severely limited or large-scale 
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underground work would be prohibitively expensive and disruptive. AC loss is a concern for 
motors and generators due to the higher magnetic fields experienced than in the other power 
applications discussed, Figure 19. 
 
Figure 19. Schematic illustrating the magnetic field and temperature ranges for different large-scale applications 
for HTS. The green and red regions highlight the conditions of interest for the applications discussed below. 
1.3.1 Cables 
Power distribution cables need to carry high currents with minimal resistive losses. 
Superconductors have lower resistive losses than traditional materials meaning lower voltages 
can be used. HTS cables can be routed underground and can be isolated systems, with minimal 
thermal or electromagnetic influence on their surroundings. There are several demonstration 
installations of HTS cables being integrated with power grids [76–79], with a notable example 
being the “AmpaCity” project in Essen, Germany [80]. This is currently the longest grid level 
HTS cable installation worldwide and incorporates a HTS fault current limiter. Whilst most 
demonstration installations use Bi-2223 some of them are being upgraded to use REBCO 
coated conductors such as in Long Island, USA [81]. REBCO coated conductors have the 
advantage of reduced silver usage and lower AC losses [82], which are critical if HTS cables 
are to make a significant impact in power distribution. 
HTS are also under consideration for use in high voltage direct current (HVDC) 
cables [83,84]. This would have the advantage of inherently lower losses and reduced 
cryogenic load. However, the power distribution network functions primarily with AC 
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generation and so integration with existing infrastructure is prioritised. In the future DC 
transmission may become more popular with the rise in decentralised energy generation that 
naturally generate DC power, such as solar cells and fuel cells. 
1.3.2 Fault current limiters 
Fault current limiters (FCLs) are required in grid systems to minimise damage to the 
grid in the case of fault [24]. This is particularly relevant for distributed generation and 
interconnected grids where faults need to be isolated from the rest of the grid without having 
to upgrade the entire system of circuit breakers every time a new connection is made. They 
limit the current without complete disconnection and are designed to respond very rapidly. A 
FCL needs to have a very low impedance during regular operation but a very high impedance 
during fault current conditions, Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20. Schematic showing the current response with and without a FCL. The FCL experiences a rapid 
transition to high impedance during a fault situation, limiting the magnitude of the current. From [24]. 
There are two main types of superconducting FCL (SFCL), resistive and inductive 
[85]. Resistive SFCLs have a superconductor in parallel with a high impedance shunt. During 
normal operation, the impedance is very low, however, when a fault current occurs the 
superconductor quenches and the current is limited by the impedance of the shunt. Drawbacks 
of this design include heat leak from the current leads, AC loss in operation and recovery time 
required following HTS quench. However, their simplicity, compactness and fail-safe nature 
are significant advantages. 
Inductive SFCLs work by either shielding or saturating iron cores. In the first type a 
superconducting cylinder shields a primary coil carrying the current of interest from an iron 
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core. When a fault current develops and the magnetic field exceeds that required to fully 
penetrate the HTS and the impedance increases sharply. This design still suffers from AC loss 
in the HTS cylinder but has a simpler cryogenic arrangement. However, the iron core leads to 
a much bulkier size than a resistive type. In the saturated core design a DC current in a 
superconducting winding saturates two iron cores that each have a copper winding around 
them. In regular operation, the copper windings have a low impedance but if a fault current 
occurs the iron cores are driven into the high permeability region of the magnetisation curve, 
significantly increasing the coil inductance. This design, in contrast to the others described, 
does not lead to a quench in the HTS material and therefore benefits from a very rapid recovery 
time. Additionally, the superconductor only experiences a DC current so experiences lower 
losses. The requirement of using superconducting material is simply to maintain acceptable 
losses whilst passing sufficient current to saturate the iron cores. As with the other inductive 
type limiter the cryogenic design is simpler but the size is much larger than comparable 
resistive devices [86]. 
1.3.3 Transformers 
Like power cables, the windings of a transformer need to carry high current densities 
with minimal losses. However, due to the higher magnetic fields experienced by the material 
successful methods to reduce AC loss are even more important. Despite the high efficiency of 
conventional transformers, replacing copper with HTS can yield several advantages. Typically 
reducing the size of a transformer reduces its efficiency, however, with a superconducting 
transformer significant savings in mass and volume, by a factor of ~3 and ~2 respectively, can 
be achieved whilst improving on already high efficiencies. Additionally, the replacement of 
oil with liquid nitrogen as a coolant and dielectric is environmentally beneficial and much 
safer when considering fire risk. Furthermore, superconducting transformers can cope with 
overcurrent loads without insulation degradation and can display inherent resistive SFCL 
behaviour [87]. 
Due to the cryogenic load only HTS materials are economically suitable for 
transformer applications. Demonstrations of transformers using Bi-2223 [88] and more 
recently REBCO [89] have shown that the performance can improve on conventional 
technology. However, a significant challenge that remains is the cost of HTS wire. 
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1.3.4 Motors and generators 
Motors and generators convert between mechanical and electrical energy. Their size 
is dependent on the torque, which is proportional to the product of current density in the 
armature and the magnetic flux density seen by the current. Increasing either of these 
properties by using superconductors will reduce the size or weight of a rotating machine. 
Superconductors can carry current densities several orders of magnitude higher than copper, 
2 kA mm-2 c.f. 2–10 A mm-2, and can generate magnetic flux densities much higher than 
permanent magnets [90]. The higher power density available from superconducting motors 
means they can act as an enabling technology for future electric aircraft [91]. 
Furthermore, lower resistive losses improve efficiency, though this is more important 
for very large machines. Machines based on low temperature superconductors have been 
demonstrated and perform well [92], however, at the low operating temperature AC losses 
become more problematic, due to lower heat capacity. It is the improved thermal stability, 
leading to greater reliability and simplified cryogenic design, that is the main advantage of 
using HTS in motors and generators. Several HTS demonstrators have been produced in 
various configurations including Bi-2223 windings and REBCO bulks and there is work to 
upgrade and design systems using REBCO coated conductors [93–95]. However, as with 
several of the other applications mentioned in this section, two of the key materials challenges 
for widespread adoption of HTS rotating machines are cost of the conductor and AC losses.  
1.4 Reducing AC losses in coated conductors 
As mentioned superconductors only have zero electrical resistance in DC operation. 
The hysteretic motion of magnetic flux during a cycled external or self-field leads to energy 
loss. Additionally, the energy loss increases the cryogenic demand of the system. This is more 
problematic when very low temperatures are used because the heat capacity of materials is 
much lower. The low heat capacity reduces the stability of the superconductor meaning it is 
more susceptible to small thermal fluctuations and more likely to quench. A recent review by 
Grilli and Kario [96] provides an excellent summary of methods to reduce AC losses in coated 
conductors. 
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1.4.1 Sources of loss 
There are three main sources of AC loss in coated conductors: magnetisation, 
coupling and eddy current losses. The dominant mechanism will depend on the frequency, 
magnetic field and conductor properties. 
1.4.1.1 Magnetisation loss 
The motion of flux through the superconducting layer is a dissipative process. The 
magnitude of the hysteresis is proportional to the area of the magnetisation loop, Figure 21, 
which in turn is proportional to the size of the superconductor. 
 
Figure 21. Schematic magnetisation loop for a type II conductor and corresponding magnetic flux profiles for a 
superconducting slab during a cycle of changing external magnetic field. From [24] and [29]. 
A simplified picture can illustrate the size dependence of the hysteresis. Consider the 
Bean model for a superconducting slab [97] where a changing magnetic field induces a current 
of ±Jc. This model ignores the dependence of Jc on field but still illustrates the size dependence 
of the hysteresis loss for the situation where the field is perpendicular to the current in the 
superconductor, such as when the field is perpendicular to the flat face of a coated conductor. 
Consider two samples: a slab of width 2a and the same divided into two separate slabs each 
of width a, as in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22. Schematic illustrating the Bean model for a superconducting slab. (a) and (b) show the trapped flux 
for a slab of width 2a and 2 slabs each of width a respectively following magnetisation with a field > 2Bmax. (c) 
and (d) show the currents induced by the magnetisation. 
The hysteresis loss is proportional to the change in magnetisation during a full cycle, 
which in this simplified model is proportional to the magnetic flux within the superconductor. 
This change in flux, and therefore loss, is proportional to the green and blue areas in Figure 
22(a) and (b). Dividing the superconductor into two reduces the hysteretic loss by the same 
factor when external magnetic fields are high enough to fully penetrate the superconductor. 
The thin film geometry of coated conductors means that relatively low magnetic 
fields can fully penetrate them when the field is perpendicular to the tape face, leading to high 
magnetisation losses. Brandt and Indenbom [98] derived analytical equations to describe the 
magnetisation of thin superconducting strips in a perpendicular field. The energy loss per unit 
length per cycle for a thin superconducting strip of width 2a subject to a sinusoidal external 
magnetic field is given by equation (7). 
𝑄 = 4𝜇)𝑎9𝐽0:𝐻< 9=2>?@A ln cosh ?@A=2> − tanh ?@A=2>    (7) 
Where µ0 is the permeability of free space Ha is the amplitude of the applied field and 
Jcs is the critical sheet current density (Jcs = Ic/2a). The loss is proportional to the square of the 
width, therefore, dividing the superconductor into N filaments should reduce the total loss by 
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a factor of N. The validity of the expression and consequent reduction in AC loss, for fields 
that fully penetrate the conductor, has been well verified, for example Figure 23 [99]. 
 
Figure 23. The measured magnetisation loss (Qm) for a striated sample and comparison with the Brandt-Indenbom 
model for non-striated (Qc,BI) and striated (Qf,BI) cases and a numerical model (Qf,n). The samples showed the 
expected reduction in magnetisation loss. There was good agreement between the experimental results, Brandt-
Indenbom model and numerical model when the applied magnetic field was greater than the penetration field. 
From [99]. 
1.4.1.2 Coupling loss 
The striation of a coated conductor into filaments is only effective at reducing the AC 
losses if the filaments are electromagnetically uncoupled. When filaments are coupled, 
electrical currents can be driven across the normal material between filaments leading to 
losses. These can be reduced by ensuring electrically resistive barriers between filaments and 
preventing coupling via the current lead contacts by twisting or transposing the filaments. 
1.4.1.3 Eddy current loss 
Eddy current losses occur in the normal metal components of the coated conductor 
and are inversely proportional to the resistivity of the material and proportional to the square 
of the width. Hence, it is advantageous to striate the stabilizer on the coated conductor due to 
its low resistivity. The substrate will also contribute to eddy losses but is usually insignificant 
due to the high resistivity of the alloy. 
1.5 Filamentary conductors 
Division of coated conductors into filaments to reduce AC loss was first proposed by 
Carr and Oberly [100]. Since then several techniques for dividing the superconductor into 
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separate filaments and reducing the coupling between them have been demonstrated and are 
summarised below. 
1.5.1 Mechanical striation & punching 
Using mechanical striation to divide the superconducting layer in to separate 
filaments has been successfully demonstrated by Kesgin et al. [101] using a diamond scribe. 
Mechanically removing the buffer layer before REBCO deposition and growth has also been 
demonstrated by Majkic et al. [102]. The removal of the buffer stack caused the REBCO layer 
to become contaminated and not textured above the striated regions leading to well separated 
filaments. Ashworth and Grilli [103] demonstrated the use of longitudinal and transverse 
‘cross cuts’ to produce separated and decoupled filaments. The transverse cuts were bridged 
with normal metal and allowed magnetic flux to enter between the filaments. This technique 
introduces ohmic losses but this was compensated for by the reduction in hysteretic losses. 
Another technique that mechanically divides the superconductor into separate 
filaments is the Roebel cable. This approach, first demonstrated by Goldacker et al. [104], has 
the added benefit of producing a conductor where the individual filaments undergo 
transposition. Additionally, cables that can carry larger currents than single tapes are required 
for power applications so an intrinsically low AC loss approach is beneficial. Goldacker et al. 
[105] also provides a recent review of Roebel cables fabricated from coated conductors and 
they will be further discussed in section 2.1. Briefly, the technique involves mechanically 
punching out trapezoid shaped sections of the HTS tape on alternating sides, as shown in 
Figure 24. The remaining meandering strands are then stacked together so that they interlock 
and the current along each strip follows a twisted path. 
 
Figure 24. Schematic plan view of (a) a length of coated conductor tape, (b) tape following the punching process 
to give a meandering strand and (c) a waste offcut piece. 
Despite the advantages of this approach for producing a low AC loss cable from 
coated conductor the significant disadvantage is the substantial loss of expensive 
(a)
(b)
(c)
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superconducting material. An approach to utilize this waste material is demonstrated and 
developed in section 2. 
1.5.2 Chemical etching 
Photolithography and etching of the tape has been demonstrated using dry [106] and 
wet chemical methods [107]. The method is effective at dividing the tape but leads to relatively 
large gaps, ~100–400 µm compared with <100 µm for alternative techniques. Additionally, 
when wet chemical etching is used the Ic degradation is more severe, possibly due to 
uncontrolled chemical attack of the REBCO layer. 
A novel alternative method demonstrated by Wulff et al. [108] involves etching the 
substrate before functional layer deposition. The technique called “two level undercut-profile 
substrate” (2LUPS) involves selectively etching alternating tracks into the substrate. The 
resulting structure has 2 levels of flat surface on which to deposit the textured buffer and 
superconducting layers, see Figure 25 for a comparison between the 2LUPS and standard 
striation architecture. The curved surfaces between the filaments prevent successful deposition 
of superconducting REBCO in these regions whilst the undercut means the full width of the 
tape can be used in current transport. 
 
Figure 25. (a) Schematic cross-section for standard striated tape and (b) diagram of the “2LUPS” coated 
conductor design. Superconducting REBCO only grows successfully on the flat surfaces leading to separated 
filaments that use the full width of the substrate to transport current. 
1.5.3 Laser scribing 
One of the most popular methods for striating coated conductors is by using a laser 
to ablate material. The precision of the non-contact technique enables many fine filaments to 
be produced, with one hundred filaments per cm-width feasible [109]. However, when many 
fine filaments are produced the total current carrying capacity drops more rapidly than 
(a)
(b)
Substrate
REBCO
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expected due to defects preventing a percolative current path. Therefore, there is only a benefit 
in producing very fine filaments if there is some degree of current sharing via bridging, which 
will be discussed further in section 3.5. 
Laser striated tapes often show higher than expected coupling losses due to re-
deposition of the ablated material in the grooves [110,111]. The connection of filaments by 
low resistance paths leads to more substantial coupling losses. Levin et al. [112] demonstrated 
reduced coupling losses by performing an oxidation heat treatment on the striated tapes, which 
has since been scaled up to long lengths of coated conductor effectively [113]. Alternatively 
more substantial grooves can be cut [99] or a subsequent chemical etching performed [114] to 
achieve the desired reduction in coupling loss. The higher electrical resistance of the oxidised 
grooves also enable selective electroplating of copper stabilizer following striation [115]. 
Laser striated coated conductors have also been used as strands for cables that provide 
transposition such as Roebel [116] and conductor on round core (CORC®) [117–119]. The 
Roebel cables constructed from striated strands, Figure 26, did show lower AC loss but not 
the full N-fold (for N filaments) reduction that might be expected. This is possibly due to the 
cabling not providing any further transposition than that for the strands themselves and hence 
some coupling between filaments occurred. CORC® type cables made with filamentary tapes 
did show the expected lower AC loss. However, it was noticed that outer filaments were 
coupled by the stabilizer that extended over the back surface of the tape and so to achieve the 
expected AC loss reduction this also had to be removed. Additionally, striation through the 
relatively thick copper stabilisation resulted in higher laser powers being required and the 
degradation of the total tape Ic. 
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Figure 26. (a) Laser striated Roebel strands and (b) the same strands assembled into a cable. From [116]. 
1.5.4 Inkjet printing 
Inkjet printing is a deposition technique that enables filaments to be formed directly 
during production rather than via a post-processing step. It has primarily been used in 
conjunction with the MOD processing route with the precursor solution deposited in a suitable 
pattern directly on the textured substrate. An overview of the types of inkjet printing 
technology that are suitable for filamentary HTS deposition will be given in section 4.1. 
List et al. [120] produced directly printed filaments on RABiTS. However, it was 
found that the AC losses were not as low as anticipated [121] and this was ascribed to filament 
coupling. However, it may have also been due to inhomogeneous lateral current distribution. 
The analytical expressions for AC loss reduction scaling with filament width assume 
homogeneous current distribution and when this is not realised in practice losses can be higher 
than expected [122,123]. It was noticed by Duckworth and Rupich [124] that lateral thickness 
variations lead to non-uniform Ic across the filaments and due to the difficulty of optimising 
the heat treatment process for different thicknesses of film. Additionally, “undulations” in the 
width along the filament length were also found to contribute to the higher-than-expected 
losses. This was determined by fabricating two analogous laser striated samples with constant 
and undulating filament widths. 
To minimise the issue of thickness variation across the width of directly printed 
samples an alternative method of “inverse printing” has been proposed [125]. The concept is 
to deposit a compatible, non-conductive barrier material that then prevents well textured 
(a)
(b)
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REBCO from forming in those regions and leads to separate superconducting filaments with 
a more uniform thickness. This process has been demonstrated in two ways, one using a fully 
printed superconductor structure [126] and also by just printing the barrier strips then growing 
the REBCO layer using MOCVD [127]. With both techniques, the total current capacity of 
the striated tapes was lower than the expected value considering the reduction in current 
carrying area alone. This was ascribed to non-optimum deposition and growth conditions. 
Further research on inkjet printing of REBCO coated conductors including discussion of more 
complex architectures will be presented in section 4. 
1.6 Summary & section overview 
In this chapter, a brief history and overview of superconductors has been given 
followed by a summary of the ‘coated conductor’ method for producing HTS conductor tapes 
that can carry high critical currents. The current variety of production routes has been 
described and relevant large scale applications discussed. The problem of AC losses was 
highlighted and the various methods to reduce the losses by producing filamentary structures 
were presented. 
As mentioned in the preface, two of the most significant challenges to the widespread 
adoption of HTS coated conductors in large-scale applications are the relatively high 
production costs and the high AC losses inherent with the flat tape architecture. The chapters 
in section I will investigate three possible ways to address these problems: 
• Chapter 2 will demonstrate how the waste, offcut material produced during 
the manufacture of Roebel cables can be used usefully to produce trapped 
field magnets. This should effectively reduce the cost penalty and the main 
disadvantage of the Roebel cable design. 
• Chapter 3 will illustrate a cost-effective method for producing filamentary 
tape using a spark-discharge to create resistive striations for low AC loss 
tapes. 
• Chapter 4 investigates the use of inkjet printing to produce patterned, 
filamentary coated conductors in a low cost, scalable way with potential to 
produce more sophisticated low-AC-loss architectures without significant 
increases in cost. 
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2 ROEBEL CABLES AND UNIFORM TRAPPED 
FIELDS 
Parts of the work presented in this chapter also appear in the following publications: 
[128] T.B. Mitchell-Williams, A. Patel, A. Baskys, S.C. Hopkins, A. Kario, W. 
Goldacker, B.A. Glowacki, Toward Uniform Trapped Field Magnets Using a Stack of Roebel 
Cable Offcuts, IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 26 (2016) 6800404. 
doi:10.1109/TASC.2016.2518994. 
and 
[129] T.B. Mitchell-Williams, A. Baskys, S.C. Hopkins, V. Kalitka, A. Molodyk, 
B.A. Glowacki, A. Patel, Uniform trapped fields produced by stacks of HTS coated conductor 
tape, Supercond. Sci. Technol. 29 (2016) 85008. doi:10.1088/0953-2048/29/8/085008. 
2.1 Roebel cable concept 
The Roebel cable, named after its inventor Ludwig Roebel, has existed for over 100 
years and is the standard design for low AC loss windings in large conventional motors and 
generators. Hussennether et al. [130] demonstrated the concept with a HTS Bi-2223 cable and 
Goldacker et al. [104] produced the first Roebel cable constructed using REBCO coated 
conductor tape. As mentioned in section 1.5.1 the concept for producing a Roebel cable using 
coated conductor tape is to mechanically punch out trapezoid segments leaving behind a 
meandering tape strand that can be stacked with others to produce a cable where the current 
paths will follow a twisted path, Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Schematic showing (a) original tape, (b) mechanically punched strand with a meandering current path, 
(c) the shape of the waste offcut pieces produced and (d) the resulting interlocking transposed cable produced by 
stacking several strands together appropriately. 
2.2 Utilising waste material 
It is apparent from Figure 27 that a significant portion of the superconducting tape, 
approximately 50%, is wasted when a Roebel cable is produced from a coated conductor. This 
increases the cost per kA·m by reducing the quantity of superconductor that can carry current 
in the final cable. If there is a use for the offcut material, however, then the drawback of 
materials waste and consequent cost increase will be mitigated to an extent. The following 
sections describe how these offcut pieces can be used to form trapped field magnets. 
Superconductors can act as trapped field magnets when magnetised by applying and 
removing an external magnetic field. The changing magnetic field induces currents in the 
superconductor according to Faraday’s law of induction, however, due to zero electrical 
resistance in the superconductor the current can circulate persistently and produces its own 
‘trapped’ magnetic field. This effect has been demonstrated with both bulk pseudo-single 
crystal superconductors and with stacks of superconducting tape. The resulting current loops 
are shown schematically in Figure 28. 
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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Figure 28. Schematic for (a) a bulk superconductor and (b) stack of tapes machined into a cylinder. Cross-sections 
illustrating the resulting current loops, assuming the critical state model, following magnetisation for (c) a bulk 
and (d) stack of tapes. Current flow is perpendicular to the plane of the page. The resulting trapped magnetic 
field will have a conical profile. 
2.3 Uniform trapped field profiles 
Spatially uniform trapped fields are required for a new generation of small-scale 
NMR/MRI devices. Large-grain bulk superconductors can trap high magnetic fields and the 
profile can be adjusted using soft ferromagnetic materials [131]. The conical trapped fields 
produced by bulk superconductors, or stacks of tape where there is no misalignment between 
tape layers, is highly non-uniform. This is due to the nature of macroscopic current loops 
circulating around the whole sample, throughout the sample cross-section, unlike the case of 
a permanent magnet, which can be described by an array of small current loops equivalent to 
only a surface current around the whole sample. Therefore, conventional bulk superconductors 
and conventional stacks of tape, although good at producing high fields, are fundamentally not 
suited to producing spatially uniform trapped fields. However, ring shaped bulks and stacks 
of tape samples have been used to generate uniform fields in a similar manner to a coil. Hahn 
et al. have investigated the use of stacks of 40 mm square tape annuli with a 25 mm bore for 
use in a compact NMR device [132,133] and similar experiments have also been done using 
bulk YBCO/GdBCO rings [134,135]. An alternative approach, presented here, seeks to 
replicate the properties of permanent magnets using trapped field stacks of tape to generate 
uniform fields. Selva et al. [136] have shown that stacked arrays of tape can yield more 
uniform trapped field profiles than previous stacks over a larger area but clear undulations in 
the fields would be a problem for an NMR device. The purpose of this work was to investigate 
new arrangements that are fundamentally better suited to producing more uniform trapped 
fields including a novel angled stack arrangement. 
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12 mm square stacks of superconducting tape have been established as efficient 
trapped field magnets with fields of up to 13.4 T recorded when field cooled due to the 
persistent currents set up in the tape layers [137]. They have also been shown to be 
advantageous compared to bulk superconductors when pulse magnetised at low temperature 
due to their higher thermal stability [138,139]. 
2.3.1 Roebel cable offcuts 
2.3.1.1 Superconducting tape 
Superconducting tape from SuperPower (12 mm wide, 0.096 mm thick, 325 A Ic,sf) 
was used to make a Roebel cable. The offcuts stamped out during manufacture were trimmed 
to enable easy handling as shown in Figure 29. 
 
Figure 29. Top view of offcut piece from Roebel cable manufacture (a) before and (b) after trimming. 
2.3.1.2 Stacking configurations 
Initially several different stacking arrangements were tried to determine how the 
stacking influenced the trapped field profile. The offcut pieces were stacked in 5 different 
arrangements as shown schematically in Figure 30. with the new angled arrangement shown 
in Figure 30(e). 
25 mm
6.5 mm
52 mm
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z
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Figure 30. Schematic of tape stacks in cross section, not to scale. The majority of the tape pieces had their 
thickness parallel to z, their width parallel to y and length parallel to x. The primary Hall scan direction was 
parallel to y. (a) 4 adjacent pieces, (b) 4 pieces with 1 perpendicular, (c) 2 layers half offset, (d) 4 layers half 
offset, (e) angled stack. The angled stack was made of 27 tape pieces, each offset by 1 mm relative to adjacent 
pieces. 
The trapped field profile for a rectangular piece of tape has a “rooftop” shape 
(approximately a triangular prism), with good uniformity parallel to the long axis [140]. 
Therefore, the interest was to find a stacking arrangement that extended the uniformity in the 
direction parallel to the tape width (in the y direction). Hence, configurations using 
overlapping tape pieces to smooth out the profile were investigated to replicate the array of 
magnetic dipoles responsible for permanent magnet fields. 
The flats stacks, Figure 30(a)-(d), were held in place during cooling, magnetisation 
and measurement using Kapton® tape and vacuum grease. The angled stack, Figure 30(e), was 
made from 27 pieces of tape and constructed using a custom-built aluminium holder. The tape 
pieces were offset by 1 mm with respect to their neighbours and the pieces were at an angle 
of 5.7° to the horizontal. 
2.3.1.3 Scanning Hall probe magnetometry 
Scanning Hall probe magnetometry enabled the trapped magnetic field profile to be 
mapped as a function of position. The tape stacks were zero-field-cooled to 77 K in liquid 
nitrogen before being magnetised in an applied field of 0.20 T ramped at a rate of  
6.25 mT s-1. The Hall probe (Toshiba THS118) was scanned using a bespoke stage controlled 
by in-house software. The probe control current was nominally 5 mA and the sensitivity 
1.18 V T-1. The scan was started 300 s after magnetisation to ensure flux creep did not 
4A
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2LHO
4LHO
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significantly affect measurements. The trapped field was measured 2.15 mm above the sample 
surface. The scan step size was 0.25 mm in the y direction and 0.5 mm in the x direction. 
2.3.1.4 Measured trapped field profiles 
To quantify the uniformity of the trapped magnetic field a ‘profile roughness’ (Rrms) 
metric was developed. This was calculated in an analogous way to root-mean-square surface 
roughness for materials and gave a measure of the average variation away from the mean 
trapped field; the mathematical definition of this metric is given by equation (9), below. The 
ratio of the roughness to the mean trapped field was used to compare the relative roughness of 
stacks containing different numbers of tape pieces. The results for each of the stacking 
configurations are summarized in Table 3. 
The profile roughness, Rrms, and mean trapped field, B*, were calculated in the 
following way. The data were selected from a central region to avoid the end-effect peaks 
dominating the result. The regions of interest are shown in Figure 31. The mean trapped field 
and roughness were calculated using data between Ys and Yf in the region marked αL in Figure 
31. In the current work α = 0.5. The mean trapped field, B*, for the n data points between Ys 
and Yf is given by equation (8). 
𝐵∗ = LMNM4       (8) 
Where Bi is an individual data point in the sampled region. The profile roughness, 
Rrms, is given by equation (9). 
𝑅PQ: = LMRL∗ SNM 4       (9) 
 
Figure 31. Schematic magnetic field profile showing the data range sampled. Y1 and Y2 correspond to the positions 
of the end-effect peaks. Data between Ys and Yf were used for analysis. The mean trapped field, B*, is for the data 
sampled. In the current work α = 0.5. 
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Table 3. Trapped field profile roughness data for stacks produced from Roebel offcuts. 
Sample Mean trapped field, B* (mT) Profile roughness, Rrms (mT) Ratio, Rrms/B* (%) 
4A 1.73 1.00 57.7 
4A1P 5.80 1.14 19.7 
2LHO 3.73 0.39 15.8 
4LHO 7.04 0.49 7.0 
AS 8.52 0.31 3.7 
 
With no overlap between adjacent pieces as for sample 4A, the trapped magnetic field 
profile had a pseudo-sinusoidal shape as can be seen in Figure 32. The peaks corresponded to 
the centre of the tape pieces and the troughs to the edges. When a tape piece was added with 
the long axis parallel to the scanning direction, as for sample 4A1P, the magnitude of the 
trapped field increased but the amplitude of the variation across the sample remained similar. 
In contrast when 2 layers of tape were offset by half a tape width, sample 2LHO, the mean 
trapped field was not increased as much but the profile was smoother. Adding an additional 2 
layers to form configuration 4LHO resulted in a similar Rrms to 2LHO but an increased trapped 
field. The angled stack, AS, had the highest trapped field and smoothest profile. 
 
Figure 32. Trapped magnetic field profiles for each of the stacking configurations. The field was measured 
2.15 mm above the top surface of the stacks. All measurements at 77 K. 
The undulations seen in the 2LHO and 4LHO have 2 primary contributions; the 
relative height difference of the offset layers and small misalignments and non-uniformities in 
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the tapes. Although the latter contribution has the potential to be eliminated, the former, 
however, is a fundamental feature of the stacking arrangement and will always lead to some 
profile undulation as discussed through modelling in the next section. 
The dip in the field profile at +3 mm in Figure 32 for AS was likely to be caused by 
a local defect in one of the tape pieces. It was found during preliminary tests that some of the 
individual offcut pieces had defects that reduced the field they could trap. It has been found in 
previous work that the effect of defects in individual layers tend to be averaged out when 
stacked simply [141]. However, for the stacks reported here, discrepancies between tapes were 
not as readily smoothed out due to the spatial offset each tape had relative to adjacent pieces. 
The field profiles in the x direction (parallel to the tape axis) for a small central region 
of the stacks were also measured. The size of the scanned region in the x direction was limited 
to 5 mm. Nevertheless, the expected high uniformity of the field profile over the region 
scanned was seen with a profile roughness of < 0.14 mT for the angled stack, corresponding 
to a relative roughness of < 1.6%. 
2.3.1.5 Comparison with modelling results 
Simple finite element method (FEM) modelling was performed to investigate the 
parameters that affected the trapped field profiles. It also enabled the properties of the stacking 
configuration to be assessed without the complicating factors of misalignments and tape 
defects. 
2.3.1.5.1 Modelling framework 
A time independent model was constructed in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0 using the 
AC/DC module and a stationary study [128]. The simple approximation of uniform surface 
currents was used to simulate the superconducting surfaces on domains of the same cross-
sectional dimensions as the real tape pieces. The models were 2D, considering changes only 
in the yz plane shown in Figure 30, assuming no variation in the x direction, which is a good 
approximation for our region of interest. Although uniform surface currents may seem an 
oversimplification, it was an important first step for investigating the parameters that affected 
the trapped field profiles. More extensive time-dependent critical state modelling results for 
angled stacks are in section 2.3.6.3. However, the critical state models took a long time to 
solve and were often unstable due to the relatively high number of mesh elements and complex 
geometry. 
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2.3.1.5.2 Modelling results 
It was found that the measurement height had a significant effect on the field profile 
and corresponding roughness as can be seen in Figure 33. 
 
Figure 33. Simulated field profiles for 2LHO tape stack arrangement at different heights above the sample 
surface. The roughness is strongly dependent on the measurement height. 
The modelling showed that the asymmetries and regular undulations present in the 
2LHO and 4LHO configurations are inherent to the arrangements rather than purely due to 
non-uniformities and misalignments. For example, the asymmetry in the peak at +5 mm in 
sample 2LHO and 4LHO appear in the modelled profile too. The lower relative roughness for 
4LHO compared to 2LHO suggested that yet more layers would lead to a smoother profile. 
This was confirmed by simulating an 8-layer stack (8LHO), which showed a lower relative 
roughness than either 4LHO or 2LHO, Figure 34. 
 
Figure 34. Simulated trapped field profiles for an 8-layer half offset stack (8LHO) and an angled stack equivalent 
to AS. Also, the profile for a half offset configuration with each of the layers infinitesimally thin. All profiles are 
for a measurement height of 2.15 mm. 
However, the undulations are still present due to the difference in height each layer 
is away from the measurement plane. The undulations only disappear if the layers are 
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infinitesimally thin as can be seen in Figure 34. When the trapped field was measured above 
the top surface of the stack the layers closer to the measurement plane contributed more 
strongly than the layers further away. Hence each pair of layers did not fully cancel out each 
peak and trough. The advantage of the angled stack configuration is that it avoids this problem 
because in the central region each of the tapes contribute equally to the field profile. The 
angled stack arrangement has the advantage of a smoother field profile for a similar number 
of tapes. 
The angled stack field profiles also displayed measurement height dependence, as 
can be seen in Figure 35, but the roughness dropped off much more rapidly away from the 
surface than for LHO stacks. The simulated magnetic field distributions for the angled stack 
and 8LHO arrangements are shown in Figure 36. 
 
Figure 35. Simulated trapped field profiles at different measurement heights for an angled stack equivalent to 
AS. 
 
 
Figure 36. Simulated magnetic field distribution plots for (a) the angled stack and (b) 8 layers half offset 
configurations. Only the central region is shown for clarity. The field lines bend significantly within the stacks. 
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2.3.2 Improving field uniformity 
To improve the field uniformity and magnitude further wider tape pieces were 
required because, unlike in a permanent magnet, the field produced by a superconducting 
trapped field magnet is size dependent. Therefore, multiple angled stacks were produced from 
12 mm wide tape and more comprehensive modelling was performed to explore the limits of 
the angled stack geometry.  
2.3.3 Multiple stack geometry, fabrication and measurement 
2.3.3.1 HTS tape 
Solder coated superconducting tape provided by SuperOx [142] was used to produce 
self-supporting angled stacks. The tape was 12 mm wide, 94 µm thick and had a minimum 
self-field Ic of 400 A at 77 K. The substrate was 60 µm thick non-magnetic Hastelloy C276, 
the buffer and GdBa2Cu3O7−x (REBCO) layers followed the conventional IBAD-PLD 
architecture with a ∼1.5 µm thick HTS layer. The tape had a 1 µm thick silver layer, 5 µm thick 
copper layer and 10 µm thick lead–tin eutectic solder layer on either side of the tape. 
2.3.3.2 Stack geometry and fabrication 
Baskys et al. [143] demonstrated that self-supporting stacks could be produced from 
solder coated tape with minimal damage to the superconducting layers. For the angled stacks 
the solder coated superconducting tape was cut into 24 mm long pieces. To form a single 
angled stack, as in Figure 37, 26 of these were arranged so the relative offset between pieces 
was 1 mm in the tape width direction (y-axis in Figure 37 and Figure 38). There was no offset 
in the tape length direction (x-axis in Figure 37 and Figure 38). All tape pieces were oriented 
in the same way with the HTS layer closer to the top surface (+z side) than the Hastelloy 
substrate. The tapes were held in place by a custom-made aluminium rig during assembly. The 
tape stacks were heated to 210 °C for 5 minutes to solder them together. Following this 
procedure, four self-supporting stacks were produced of the same geometry and specification; 
A, B, C and D. 
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Figure 37. (a) Profile and (b) plan view of a single angled stack, stack A. The stack was constructed of 26 tape 
pieces each 12 mm × 24 mm in size, offset 1 mm laterally to adjacent pieces and at angle of 5.4° to the horizontal. 
The stack thickness was 1.2 mm. 
 
Figure 38. (a) Schematic showing measurement plane, axes and position of ferromagnetic (FM) plate, when used. 
(b) Schematic showing the different layers of stacks tested in the current work. The individual stacks A, B, C and 
D were all equivalent. Not to scale, individual stacks contained 26 tape pieces. 
In addition to single stacks several layers of the stacks were investigated as shown 
schematically in Figure 38(b). These samples were referred to as A, AB and ABCD. 
Furthermore, it has been shown by Philippe et al. [131] that a plate of soft ferromagnetic (FM) 
material beneath a bulk REBCO superconductor can enhance the trapped field measured above 
it, so samples with a soft FM plate beneath were also characterised. The position of this plate 
relative to the stack, when used, is shown in Figure 38(a). The plate was 0.85 mm thick mild 
steel cut to the same area as the stacks, 37 mm × 24 mm. 
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2.3.3.3 Scanning Hall probe magnetometry 
The samples were field cooled (FC) to 77 K in liquid nitrogen in an applied field of 
0.20 T to ensure full penetration. The field was applied using an electromagnetic coil and was 
ramped down to zero at a rate of 6.7 mT s−1 once the sample had reached 77 K. The trapped 
magnetic field profile was characterized by scanning a Hall probe (Arepoc HHP-VA) 2 mm 
above the sample surface. The bespoke mechanical stage was controlled by software 
developed in-house. The probe control current was nominally 10 mA and the sensitivity was 
0.0522 V T−1. The lateral step size was 0.25 mm for trapped field profile measurements in the 
y direction. For full area field maps, the step size was 0.5 mm in the x and y directions. Scans 
were started 300 s after magnetisation. 
Flux creep measurements were also performed using the Hall probe system. The 
trapped magnetic field at a height of 2 mm above the centre of the sample was measured for 
∼4 h at 10 s intervals following magnetisation. 
2.3.3.4 Magnetic properties of the FM plate 
The magnetic properties of the FM plate were measured using a sensitive vibrating 
sample magnetometer (PMC MicroMag 3900 Series VSM). A small sample, approximately 
0.85 mm × 0.66 mm2, was prepared from the same material as the FM mild steel plate. The 
sample was magnetically soft and displayed virtually no remanence. The relative permeability, 
µr, calculated from the initial gradient of the magnetisation curve was ∼10. 
2.3.4 Trapped field profile results 
The trapped field profiles shown in Figure 39 have good uniformity. Having several 
layers of the stacks, as in samples AB and ABCD, led to a smoother trapped field profile than 
the single stack alone. Also, the asymmetry present in the trapped field profile for the single 
stack A was supressed when it was layered with additional stacks. The asymmetry in the field 
profile for a single stack is expected due to the nature of the stacking configuration and the 
property being measured; the z component of the magnetic field. As will be discussed below 
in section 2.3.4.1, the angled stack can be thought of like a coil with the edge segments 
contributing a net current. 
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Figure 39. Trapped field profiles of the layered stacks with and without the ferromagnetic plate (FM). The stacks 
were field cooled to 77 K. The measurement height was 2 mm. Vertical dashed lines indicate sample dimensions. 
To quantify and compare the uniformity of the field, the profile roughness metric, 
equation (9), was used again. The data from the central 10 mm of the field profiles were used 
to calculate the mean trapped field, B* and the profile roughness, Rrms. The values for each of 
the samples are summarized in Table 4. 
Table 4. Trapped field profile roughness data for self-supporting soldered angled stacks. 
Sample Mean trapped field, B* (mT) Profile roughness, Rrms (mT) Ratio, Rrms/B* (%) 
A 33.6 0.67 2.0 
AB 51.8 0.31 0.6 
ABCD 77.6 0.13 0.2 
A+FM 51.7 0.77 1.5 
AB+FM 74.6 0.38 0.5 
ABCD+FM 97.3 0.38 0.4 
 
Layering stacks together increased the trapped field as did the addition of the FM 
plate beneath the samples. The magnitude of the increase resulting from doubling the number 
of stacks was approximately the same as that from the addition of the FM plate beneath the 
sample. The field enhancement due to the presence of the FM plate can be explained by 
considering the magnetic circuit around the sample when magnetised. The FM plate has a 
higher relative magnetic permeability, µr, than liquid nitrogen and so reduces the reluctance of 
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the circuit surrounding the sample, reducing the stray field and enhancing the field magnitude 
above the sample surface. 
Figure 40 shows the full area trapped field maps for several of the samples. The 
uniformity in the x direction (parallel to the length of the tape pieces) is good, as expected. 
The trapped field maps show that layers of the angled stacks can be magnetised to produce 
uniform trapped fields over large areas, with uniformity good in both directions. Furthermore, 
the FM plate does not distort the shape of the trapped field above the sample. 
 
Figure 40. (a)–(c) Contour and (d)–(f) surface plots showing the trapped field profile for a single stack A, four-
layer stack ABCD and four-layer stack with ferromagnetic plate beneath ABCD+FM. Measured at 77 K, 2 mm 
above the top surface. 
The angled stacks show several advantages over alternative methods for producing 
uniform fields using trapped field magnets such as tape annuli, bulk rings, tape coils or 
unsaturated bulks or stacks. Unlike annuli made from either bulk rings [134] or stacks of tape 
[132], the size of the angled stacks is scalable and limited only by the method used for 
magnetisation and amount of coated conductor available. Furthermore, the technical 
difficulties encountered with producing long lengths of coated conductor that can be used to 
produce a persistent mode coil are avoided because only relatively short sections of tape are 
required and no superconducting joints need to be created. Also, the uniformity, magnitude 
and reproducibility of the field profile is much better for angled stacks than an unsaturated 
bulk or conventional tape stack. 
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2.3.4.1 Stack similarity to a coil 
The angled stacks were found to have some similarities with a coil when considering 
the persistent current directions in the magnetised tape layers. Consider the current directions 
in a tape piece in a magnetised angled stack as in Figure 41, the two colours indicating current 
in opposite directions; the positive and negative x directions. The current in each tape piece 
can be approximated to a block rather than surface current, which, to a first approximation 
leads to the schematic in Figure 41(b) and (c). This can be further simplified to two current 
domains as shown in Figure 41(d). The relative contribution to the resultant field profile can 
be deduced by modelling the individual situations shown in Figure 41(e) and (f). The results 
for these models are shown in Figure 42. The magnitude of the trapped field measured above 
the centre is entirely due to the end segments, with the central region only contributing to the 
shape of the end peaks. Therefore, there is a similarity to a coil with an outer diameter the 
same as the sample dimensions. 
 
Figure 41. Schematic showing the equivalent block currents in the angled stack A. (a) The single angled stack. 
(b) A single piece of tape from the stack illustrating the current directions in two domains when magnetised. 
Block currents rather than surface currents are used for clarity. (c) The block currents in each tape piece are 
equivalent to a first approximation. (d) Simplification to two domains with opposite current directions, the dotted 
lines show the boundary between the central and end regions. (e) Central blocks only. (f) End segments only. 
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Figure 42. Field profiles from FEM block current models for the separate segments and the complete stack. The 
letters correspond to the sections of Figure 41. Experimental data shown for comparison. The modelled profile 
for block currents in all segments matched exactly with the surface current model used in section 2.3.6. The 
central blocks only contribute to the asymmetry of the end peaks; the end segments are responsible for the central 
field magnitude. 
The end segments have an associated engineering current density, Jc,eng, when 
considering the net current over their effective area in the y–z plane. To maximize the 
magnitude of the trapped field the engineering critical current at the edge of the sample needs 
to be maximised, which leads to the stack design presented in section 2.3.7. 
2.3.5 Magnetic flux creep results 
The flux creep results for the single stack A are shown in Figure 43. The decay 
follows the expected logarithmic dependence given by equation (10). The decay constant, a, 
was found to be less than 5% per time decade, which is comparable to bulks [23] and 
conventional stacks of tape [140,144] at 77 K. The full area field profile remained unchanged 
in shape when measured after the flux creep experiment, the only perceptible change was the 
fall in magnitude predicted by logarithmic decay. 
T(V)TX = 1 − 𝑎 log VVX = 1 + 𝑎 log 𝑡) − 𝑎 log 𝑡   (10) 
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Figure 43. Flux creep for stack A. The rate of decay of flux, calculated from the gradient of the red trend line, is 
less than 5% per time decade. 
2.3.6 Modelling trapped field profiles 
The simple time-independent FEM model, see section 2.3.1.5.1 was adapted reflect 
the new angled stacks made with wider tape pieces. Additional, time-dependent, critical state 
modelling was performed and the framework used is outlined below [129]. This critical state 
model was only constructed for the single angled stack A because of the time and stability 
issues described earlier. 
2.3.6.1 Critical state modelling framework 
The H-formulation for magnetic fields was used in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0. The 
framework used an E–J power law, equation (11), to simulate the critical state, where Ex and 
Jx are the electric field and current density respectively. A field dependant n-value was used 
as in [145] based on data in [34] giving typical n-values of around 27 for the model. 
𝐸] = 𝐸) =^=2(L) NX_`a aXN      (11) 
The model used field cooling with a 0.1 T applied field, which was enough to saturate 
the sample, with the field ramp rate being the same as for the experiment. Flux creep was 
modelled for a further 300 s after magnetisation to match the time delay used for the 
experimental Hall scans. The field dependent n-value was most appropriate for the flux creep 
period as creep rates are sensitive to n-values. The Kim model [146] was used to describe the 
dependence of the critical current density, equivalent to the engineering critical current 
density, Jc,eng, for the experiment, on field at 77 K, equation (12). 
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𝐽0(𝐵) = 𝐽0,c4d = 32Xef gh iS a∥ S` ak SaX     (12) 
Equation (12) includes the Jc anisotropy of the tape integrated into the Kim law as 
used previously in [147], where the parameter k varies between 0 and 1. Full descriptions of 
the parameters used are given in Table 5. The motivation behind equation (12) was to use a 
simple mathematical framework that can easily fit typical measured Jc,eng values for 
commercial superconducting tape for fields of up to 4 T, which covers the field range in 
question at 77 K. The B0 Kim law parameter was determined by fitting to data for typical 
SuperOx tape at 77 K. The anisotropy variation described by equation (12) does not give such 
a close fit to the available data because it describes a smooth variation in Jc with angle, rather 
than the sharper peak observed for real tape when the field is perpendicular to the c-axis. 
However, it was sufficient for a qualitative investigation, k = 0.5 was chosen as the closest fit. 
The thickness over which supercurrents could flow was varied between full tape thickness, d, 
and a quarter of the tape thickness, 0.25d. The reported results were for superconducting 
domains with half tape thickness, 0.5d. 
Table 5. Descriptions and values of parameters used in critical state modelling. 
Parameter Description Value 
E0 Electric field constant in equation (11) 10-4 V m-1 
Ic0 = Ic(77 K, SF) Tape critical current at 77 K and self-field 400 A 
w Tape width 12 mm 
d Tape thickness 100 µm 
k Anisotropy constant in equation (12) 0.5 
B0 Flux density constant in equation (12) 0.192 T 
n0 n-value constant in equation (11) 30 
B0n Flux density constant in equation (11) 0.75 T 
 
It is worth mentioning what effects the critical state model can account for that the 
stationary study cannot. Although stationary studies can solve for the field-cooled state of a 
superconductor with Jc(B), this is only possible for high symmetry cases such as a cylindrical 
bulk superconductor. The lack of symmetry in the angled stacks means that the distribution of 
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current density along the 12 mm width of a single tape piece can be asymmetric about the mid-
point. This is because the two sides of the tape pieces can experience different field conditions 
leading to different Jc. Such asymmetries are not a problem for critical state models. The 
stationary study also only used surface current density. This is obviously a good approximation 
for the HTS layers but it gives rise to a discontinuity in flux lines causing them to bend at a 
point. This means that the angle of the flux density at the layer is not well defined making Jc 
anisotropy difficult to implement. Finally, the stationary model cannot simulate time 
dependent flux creep effects or the magnetisation process itself. These reasons motivated more 
complex critical state modelling to better approximate the real experiment. 
2.3.6.2 Stationary study model results for angled stacks of tape 
Figure 44 compares the simple modelling and experimental results for sample A and 
AB. There was generally good agreement in magnitude for the single stack A. However, for 
sample AB the experimental data had a lower magnitude than the simple model predicted. The 
difference can in part be explained by the lack of flux creep in the stationary study model. In 
both cases the experimental results are clearly more uniform than the model. In section 2.3.6.3 
the critical state modelling shows some improved agreement with the experimental results. 
 
Figure 44. Comparison between modelled and experimental trapped field profiles for samples A and AB. 
Figure 45 shows the simulated magnetic field distribution in a single stack, A, and 
double stack, AB. As mentioned above the tape pieces experience different field conditions, 
which is particularly apparent at the edges of the sample as can be seen in Figure 45(a). This 
difference could lead to differences in Jc between tapes, particularly as the field angle varies 
for each piece of tape. Figure 45(b) suggests that the flux lines undergo significant bending 
within the stacks and that the tape pieces will experience fields at a variety of angles, not just 
perpendicular to the superconducting layer. The effect of this Jc(B,θ) dependence was not 
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incorporated in to the simple stationary study but was investigated as part of the critical state 
modelling in section 2.3.6.3. However, despite the significant flux bending implied in the 
model the flux decay constant calculated from flux creep measurements, section 2.3.5, was 
similar to that for bulks and other stacks of tape. 
 
Figure 45. Simulated magnetic field distribution for (a) a single stack, A, and (b) the central region of a double 
stack, AB. The flux lines show significant bending within the stacks. 
The increase in magnitude and symmetry of the field profiles seen experimentally for 
samples with the FM plate was reflected in the modelling results shown in Figure 46. However, 
as in the model without the FM plate, the experimental results were more uniform than the 
model. There was a much better match for the single stack A than the double stack AB. The 
larger difference for the AB+FM stack could be due to the lack of field dependent Jc, which is 
more important when the tapes are being exposed to higher field as is the case when adding a 
FM plate. The FM plate was modelled using a B(H) dependence derived from its measured 
magnetisation curve. 
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Figure 46. Comparison between modelled and experimental field profiles for samples A+FM and AB+FM. 
The field enhancement due to the FM plate was expected to increase with increasing 
plate thickness and permeability [131]. Models with different values of permeability and 
variable thicknesses of FM plate were solved in the stationary study framework, Figure 47. 
The modelled data all show the FM plate enhancing the field magnitude up to a point where 
increasing the thickness further does not significantly increase the field magnitude. The results 
also suggest that the higher the permeability the thinner the plate required to achieve a given 
increase in trapped field, as expected. The larger discrepancy between modelled and 
experimental results when the FM plate was present may also be partly due to the challenges 
of measuring the permeability of the FM plate material precisely. Due to the sensitive nature 
of the magnetometer a very small sample had to be characterised because of the maximum 
magnetic moment measureable by the device. Hence, it is possible that the relative 
permeability of the small sample measured may not be fully representative of the entire FM 
plate used, contributing to the model discrepancy. 
 
Figure 47. The central trapped field magnitude, Bz, with increasing ferromagnetic plate thickness for three 
different values of relative permeability, µr. Experimental data are included for comparison. The measurement 
height was 2 mm. The plate thickness used in experimental work was 0.85 mm. 
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2.3.6.3 Critical state model results 
The trapped field profiles in Figure 48 show that the critical state model gave a closer 
match to experimental data in terms of both magnitude and shape than the stationary study. 
The time dependent flux creep in the critical state model appears to be a key feature that was 
not captured by the simpler stationary study and helps to explain the better match with 
experiment. However, there are still differences between the model and experimental data, 
most notably in the shape of the profile. As part of the critical state modelling, a sensitivity 
study was performed to determine if there were parameters that significantly affected the 
uniformity of the trapped field profile. 
 
Figure 48. Trapped field profile results for a single angled stack, A. Comparing experimental data with the 
stationary study and critical state FEM data. The critical state model results 300 s after magnetisation showed 
good agreement with experimental data. 
The thickness of the superconducting domains was adjusted from 100 µm down to 
25 µm to better approximate the thin layer of superconductor in the tape pieces, below this 
thickness the computation time was too great. No discernible difference was detected in the 
shape or magnitude of the trapped field profile when the thickness was altered. The model data 
used in the figures above was for a domain thickness of 50 µm. Additionally, the Jc(B) and 
anisotropic components of the model, k, were adjusted to extreme values to ascertain if they 
could help explain discrepancy between the model and experimental results. Only small 
differences in magnitude and negligible differences in shape were noticed. The field and 
angular dependence of Jc may have only had a very limited effect on the trapped field profiles 
predicted by the critical state modelling because of the relatively low fields in the angled stacks 
at 77 K and the expected symmetrical nature of the Jc(B,θ) curve due to spherical pinning 
centres. If superconducting tape with more complex Jc(B,θ) behaviour was used, such as that 
produced by SuperPower Inc. with columnar defects and vicinal substrate, then the effect of 
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the anisotropic fields experienced by the tape may have a greater effect. Baskys et al. [148] 
demonstrated that incorporating experimentally determined angular dependence of Jc in to 
finite element modelling gave better agreement with experiment for magnetised stacks of tape, 
particularly at higher fields. 
The current densities within the tapes during and following magnetisation are shown 
in Figure 49. During the ramp down of the applied field the current density is highest at the 
edge of the tape pieces before reaching a state very similar to that modelled by the stationary 
study after magnetisation. This illustrates that the simple ‘block current’ model used in section 
2.3.4.1 and the stack equivalence to a coil were suitable approximations. 
 
Figure 49. Evolution of current density (a) and (b) during and (c) after the magnetisation process. Time t* = 0 is 
defined as the start of the magnetisation ramp, where the external field is reduced. Time t = 0 is at the end of 
magnetisation. 
The critical state modelling results do not fully explain the very high uniformity seen 
in the experimental trapped fields. There are likely two possible simplifications in the model 
which may be responsible. The real stacks are not infinitely long in the x direction. The tape 
pieces at the end of the stack along the y-axis may be experiencing magnetic flux conditions 
that vary along the x-axis. In other words, there may be complex end effects that alter the 
currents in the tapes and therefore the trapped field profile. The other possibility is that the 
FEM solution for the tape currents change when the superconducting layer becomes very thin 
(∼microns) giving rise to an altered trapped field. Both these reasons are difficult to investigate 
numerically due to unmanageable numbers of mesh elements for 3D and thin layer models. 
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2.3.7 Optimising trapped field magnitude 
2.3.7.1 Shallow angled stack experimental results 
As discussed in section 2.3.4.1 the angled stack arrangement gives rise to a net current 
at the sample edges and an approximately zero net current in the centre and therefore behaves 
in a similar way to a coil. Alternative designs for maximising the trapped field magnitude 
whilst still retaining the field uniformity were considered. A shallower angled stack 
arrangement would give a larger engineering critical current density, Jc,eng, at the edges of the 
sample and therefore was predicted to give a higher trapped field magnitude. 
The alternative ‘shallow angled stack’ had a similar cross-sectional area in the y–z 
plane to the angled stack A. The new stack was constructed and the field profile measured in 
the same way as the original angled stacks. Figure 50(a) shows the trapped field profile and 
Figure 50(b) the stacking schematic for the shallow angled stack. Although the average 
trapped field magnitude, B*, was higher the uniformity was significantly poorer with a Rrms of 
2.3 mT, corresponding to a relative ratio of > 5.4%. The reason for this was probably due to 
the shallow angled stack being much more sensitive to small offsets and non-uniformities 
between tape pieces. In the shallow angled stack, each piece of tape in the central region needs 
to exactly cancel out the contribution from its neighbours and hence a small offset or difference 
in Ic between tape pieces can lead to larger scale non-uniformities in the trapped field profile. 
The more robust stacking geometry of the angled stacks A, B, C and D accommodated for 
small discrepancies and misalignments more successfully. Therefore, the shallow angled stack 
remains an ideal case that would require more careful assembly to exploit its potential to 
achieve higher magnitude uniform fields. 
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Figure 50. (a) Trapped field profile for the shallow angled stack. Inset, (b) shows the schematic structure of the 
stack. The stack was comprised of 30 pieces of tape each offset by 6 mm in the y direction with respect to adjacent 
pieces. The tape pieces were at an angle of 0.9° to the horizontal. 
2.3.7.2 Model results for optimum magnetic field magnitude 
To investigate the limitations for the maximum trapped field possible for an angled 
stack an explicit comparison with an equivalent coil was made and modelled in the simple 
stationary study framework. The shallow angled stack, discussed above and illustrated in 
Figure 51(a), has the potential for a high engineering current density at the sample edges. The 
edge regions that contribute to the field magnitude can be modelled by an equivalent coil, 
Figure 51(b), which allows for flexible estimates of the magnitude of the field the angled 
stacks can produce at different temperatures and sizes. The modelling in this section assumes 
30 µm thick tape with 400 A Ic (77 K, self-field), which is now commercially available. The 
previous modelling considered stacks to be infinitely long in the x-axis, hence 2D infinite 
models. In this case, it is more helpful to assume cylindrical symmetry so that the equation for 
a 2D axisymmetric coil can be used, equation (13). Of course, the real experimental stacks 
have rectangular net currents flowing around the whole sample and so produce a central field 
somewhere between that resulting from the 2D infinite and 2D axisymmetric approximations. 
 
Figure 51. (a) Schematic diagram of the optimum shallow angled stack and (b) the equivalent coil dimensions. 
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Although the fields produced by the experimental angled stacks are very uniform, the 
magnitudes are much lower than the best rare-earth permanent magnets. Lower temperatures 
and greater stack thickness is needed to reach higher field values. The effect of the coil 
geometry on the magnetic flux density above the coil was calculated using equation (13), 
available from [149]. 
𝐵 = lX43eX 𝑧) + ℎ) ln PSh PSSh oXhpX SP_h P_Sh oXhpX S − 𝑧) ln PSh PSShoXSP_h P_ShoXS   (13) 
Where µ0 is the permeability of free space, n the number of turns per unit length, I 
the coil current, w0 the width of the tape, r1 the inner coil radius, r2 the outer radius, h0 the coil 
height and z0 is the measurement height as shown in Figure 51. The collected term (nI/w0) 
gives an equivalent engineering current density for the tape at the edges, considering the empty 
space in these regions. 
Equation (13) was used to estimate the field 2 mm above an ideal stack that had a 
height of 20 mm. The results are shown in Figure 52 for two different critical currents 
corresponding to 77 and 20 K. For the chosen measurement height of 2 mm, there is an 
optimum inner radius, which gives the largest central field, however larger radii can be used 
but with reduced field magnitude, as expected for a coil. To calculate the current in the coil at 
the two different temperatures the same tape Ic fitting as described in [145] was used to give a 
field and temperature dependent Jc,eng. A factor of half was involved due to the 50% space 
present at the stack edges, Figure 51(a). A stationary study model was then used with Jc(B) 
dependence to calculate the currents and hence field for the coil. The stationary study 
modelling framework could be used with Jc(B) dependence in this case because of the 
simplification offered by using a 2D axis symmetric model. Unlike in a regular coil, there was 
no constraint to make the total current in each tape layer the same. This is because unlike a 
typical coil, the current can be different in each tape layer and hence there is no current 
constraint for the equivalent coil cross-section. The results of this FEM model are shown in 
Figure 52 and demonstrate large increases in trapped field possible at lower temperatures, 
where current densities can be much higher. The FEM model results are very similar to the 
analytic coil calculation, which uses uniform current density. The analytic curves were 
calculated using a current per half tape width that gave an appropriate match in magnitude 
with the FEM results, because the analytic equation had no method for considering the field 
dependence of Jc. The results show that trapped fields above 2.5 T could be expected with a 
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single stack and higher would be predicted between two stacks, thus showing the potential to 
produce greater fields than possible with rare earth magnets. 
 
Figure 52. Field 2 mm above coil equivalent for different temperatures and current. Only discrete values of the 
inner radius, r1, are allowed due to the way the equivalent stacks can be composed. (N+1) = number of tape pieces 
in a single layer. 
2.4 Summary and outlook 
In this chapter, the concept of using the wasted superconductor material from the 
manufacture of Roebel cables to produce trapped field magnets was presented. Roebel cable 
offcuts, 6.5 mm wide, were stacked in various arrangements to determine if a uniform 
magnetic field, that might be suitable for a small-scale NMR device, could be produced 
following magnetisation. A novel angled stack configuration was designed and tested and 
found to display promising properties compared with alternatives. 
Further experiments with full width tape pieces were performed and several self-
supporting angled stacks were produced from 12 mm wide solder coated tape. These stacks 
displayed much higher and more uniform trapped field profiles. Additionally, layering 
multiple stacks together and including a soft-ferromagnetic plate beneath them enhanced the 
field magnitude and uniformity even further. Both stationary and time-dependent modelling 
results from COMSOL Multiphysics were presented. There was found to be good agreement 
between experiment and model for the single stack case that improved further with time-
dependent modelling. Limitations in the simple model framework were commented on, with 
experimental samples displaying lower magnitude but more uniform field profiles. 
Estimates for the maximum trapped field magnitude were made by demonstrating the 
similarities between the magnetised angled stacks and a coil. The predictions indicated that by 
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using currently available, high performance, thin tape at 20 K a magnetised angled stack 
configuration has the potential to generate uniform fields much higher than rare-earth magnets. 
Therefore, angled stacks have the potential to be used as trapped field magnets for use in small-
scale NMR/MRI devices. 
Useful future work in this area could investigate how the angled stacks respond to 
pulse magnetisation, where a high magnetic field is applied in a short (~milliseconds) pulse 
rather than slowly ramped up and down. Additionally, experiments at temperatures below 
77 K would help verify the model predictions and should enable larger fields to be trapped. 
Finally, Goldacker et al. [150] have recently presented the concept of using wider 
tape to produce a ‘double core’ Roebel cable, where the central gap between strands made 
from wider tape is made large enough to accommodate a regular width Roebel cable. This 
cable design offers the possibility of increasing the current carrying capacity of Roebel cables 
but requires the use of wider tape and high fractions of material wastage. However, the ability 
to usefully utilise the offcut material may enable ‘double core’ Roebel designs to become 
feasible. Additionally, the magnitude of the trapped fields presented for the angled stacks made 
from 12 mm wide tape should be matched or exceeded if wider offcuts became available. 
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3 SPARK-DISCHARGE PLASMA STRIATION 
Parts of the work presented in this chapter also appear in the following publication: 
[151] T.B. Mitchell-Williams, A. Baskys, Y. Guo, S.C. Hopkins, U. Bangert, A. 
Molodyk, V. Petrykin, F. Gomory, L. Frolek, B.A. Glowacki, Spark-Discharge Plasma as a 
Method to Produce Low AC Loss Multifilamentary (RE)Ba2Cu3O7 Coated Conductors, IEEE 
Trans. Appl. Supercond. 27 (2017) 5900405. doi:10.1109/TASC.2017.2651584. 
3.1 High voltage spark-discharge 
As mentioned in section 1.4.1 the division of superconducting layers in coated 
conductor tapes into separate filaments is important for reducing hysteretic AC loss, 
particularly for applications where the external magnetic field is perpendicular to the flat face 
of the tape. Additionally, the separation of filaments by resistive barriers is required to prevent 
significant coupling between filaments, which may also result in substantial AC losses. 
Approaches including laser striation, mechanical cutting, inkjet printing and substrate 
templating were discussed in section 1.5. This chapter proposes a new, non-contact, scalable, 
low-cost method to selectively degrade strips of superconductor tape. The concept was to 
damage the superconducting layer using the high temperature plasma that occurs during an 
electrical spark discharge between an electrode and the tape surface. 
3.2 Experimental methods 
3.2.1 Superconducting tape 
The superconducting tape used was 12 mm wide and was produced by SuperOx. It 
had a nominal minimum Ic rating of 430 A at self-field and 77 K. The basic architecture of the 
tape was like that produced by several manufacturers and is shown in Figure 53. The tape is 
based on a 60 µm thick Hastelloy substrate, with the functional layers deposited by the IBAD-
MgO/PLD-GdBCO route. The stabilizer consisted of a 2 µm silver layer, giving a total tape 
thickness of approximately 65 µm. Some samples had the Ag cap layer removed chemically 
using a 1:1:2 solution of H2O2:NH3(aq):H2O. The silver free samples were used to compare if 
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there was an advantage to striating without the Ag cap layer in terms of the resulting width of 
the striated region. 
 
Figure 53. Schematic architecture for the SuperOx coated conductor tape used. 
3.2.2 Spark-discharge generation and control 
Spark-discharges were produced during the dielectric breakdown of air between 
electrodes held at high voltage. The voltage was generated using a voltage multiplier circuit 
(VMC) extracted from an electric fly-swatting device. This converted 4.2 V DC input voltage 
to a maximum of ~20 kV output across the electrodes, with ~450 V output used in practice. 
The input voltage and current were controlled using a regulated DC power supply (Kenwood 
PD 18-30). The lateral precision of the spark-discharge was improved by using a needle (radius 
of curvature 0.15 mm) as one of the electrodes. The motion of the tape with respect to the 
electrodes was controlled using a 3-axis mechanical stage (custom xyz stage, developed in-
house). A schematic of the set-up is shown in Figure 54. The electrode-tape distance, relative 
speed and VMC input power were varied. Tests were performed with and without the silver 
stabilizer present. Spark-discharging was performed in ambient conditions at atmospheric 
pressure. 
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Figure 54. Schematic diagram of spark-discharge set up. The superconducting tape is represented by the hatched 
box. The steel plate was electrically isolated from ground. The details of the voltage multiplier circuit (VMC) are 
not included for simplicity. Not to scale. 
3.2.3 Characterisation 
Samples were characterised using scanning Hall probe magnetometry, scanning 
electron microscopy, interfilament resistance, critical current and AC loss measurement. 
Different sample sizes were required for different characterisation techniques, hence samples 
produced using nominally the same processing parameters but made from separate pieces of 
superconducting tape were given different prefixes. The prefix “M” was given for samples 
characterised using magnetic measurements (Hall probe), microscopy and interfilament 
resistance, “I” for samples used for critical current measurements and “AC” for samples that 
had their AC loss characterised. 
3.2.3.1 Hall probe magnetometry 
Samples 24 mm long were zero-field cooled to 77 K in liquid nitrogen and 
magnetised using an electromagnet with an applied field of 140 mT. The trapped magnetic 
field was measured by a Hall probe (HHP-VA, Arepoc) as it was scanned above the sample 
surface using a bespoke 3-axis stage controlled by in-house software. Measurements were 
started 300 s after magnetisation to avoid any significant effects due to flux creep. The scan 
height was 0.5 mm and lateral step size 0.25 mm. 
3.2.3.2 Microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using two different electron 
microscopes. For high resolution microanalysis a Hitachi SU-70 SEM with Schottky electron 
gun was used with a working distance of 15 mm and accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) data were collected using INCA software (Oxford 
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Instruments). Morphology was assessed using secondary electron imaging (JSM-5500LV 
SEM, JEOL) with a working distance of 10 mm and accelerating voltage of 10 kV. 
3.2.3.3 Interfilament resistance 
Resistance measurements were performed using the 4-point method to determine the 
resistive barrier between filaments at 77 K. Current was supplied by a 1030 MicroCal Current 
Source (RS components) and measured using a Keithley 2000 multimeter. Voltage was 
measured using a Keithley 182 nanovoltmeter. Current was varied between -100 mA and 
+100 mA in 5 mA steps. Samples were cut down to 10 mm long from the original 24 mm and 
any silver at the sample edges was removed. 
3.2.3.4 Critical current measurement 
The critical currents of silver stabilised samples 40 mm in length were measured 
before and after striation. Only silver stabilised samples were tested due to the risk of sample 
burn out when the stabilizer was not present. Samples were tested at 77 K in liquid nitrogen 
and zero external magnetic field. Current was supplied (Hewlett Packard 6680A DC power 
supply) whilst the voltage was measured using a Keithley 182 nanovoltmeter. The current was 
ramped linearly at a rate of 8 A s-1. Current contacts were 10 mm long at both ends of the 
sample. Voltage taps were soldered to the silver stabilizer of the tape surface and a criterion 
of 1 µV cm-1 was used to determine Ic. The entire system was controlled using software 
developed in-house. 
3.2.3.5 AC loss measurement 
The AC losses of 120 mm long samples were measured, by Lubomir Frolek, in an 
applied AC magnetic field by an established calibration free method [152]. Measurements 
were performed at 77 K at frequencies of 36, 72 and 144 Hz up to a maximum field of 
100 mT (rms). The results were compared with calculations for full-width and multi-
filamentary samples using the Brandt-Indenbom model for a superconducting strip in 
perpendicular AC field [98]. 
3.3 Striation morphology 
3.3.1 Parameter selection 
Single striations were made across the width of several 24 × 12 mm tape pieces and 
the trapped field profiles measured to determine the parameters required to separate the 
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superconducting regions. The needle height (d in Figure 54), relative linear speed and VMC 
input power were all varied. It was found that smaller distances, lower speeds and higher input 
power gave better separated filaments. Small distances, faster speeds and lower power gave 
narrower striations. Parameters were sought to achieve separated filaments with the minimum 
reduction in current carrying capacity. 
The samples that were electrically characterised all had 4 filaments, were produced 
using a height, d, of 0.15 mm and VMC input power of 2 W. The frequency of discharge was 
~20 Hz. The linear velocity of the needle for each of the 4 sample types presented are shown 
in Table 6. 
Table 6. Parameters for the striated sample types reported. 
Sample Silver stabilizer Linear velocity (mm s-1) 
AgP01 Yes 0.5 
AgP02 Yes 1.0 
R01 No 1.0 
R02 No 2.0 
 
The large number of combinations available were not exhausted. Furthermore, other 
variables such as thickness of stabilizer, atmosphere composition and pressure, needle tip 
radius and multiple passes were not adjusted either, meaning there is still room for 
optimisation. 
3.3.2 Single impact 
Additionally, the morphology of an isolated single discharge impact was studied on 
a separate sample by using a high enough linear velocity to ensure the spark-impacts did not 
laterally overlap. The surface of the HTS layer following a single spark discharge impact is 
shown in Figure 55. There were 2 distinct regions within the impact zone. The EDX element 
maps, Figure 55(d) and (e), indicate that the central part was exposed Hastelloy whilst the 
surrounding area was severely degraded GdBCO. The GdBCO region appears to have melted 
then solidified during the sparking process, microcracks and pores are visible in Figure 55(b). 
The rapid melting and solidification ensured the damaged GdBCO did not carry a supercurrent 
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and acted as a resistive barrier between the superconducting filaments. This was confirmed by 
interfilament resistance measurements. 
 
Figure 55. Tape surface of an un-stabilized sample after a single spark-discharge. (a) SEI at 0° tilt showing 
damaged region, (b) higher magnification SEI at 45° tilt. The white arrows highlight microcracks in the degraded 
GdBCO. (c) SEI and (d), (e) corresponding EDX element maps showing the distribution of Ni, a significant 
component in the Hastelloy substrate, and Gd a component of the HTS layer. Images courtesy of Dr Yina Guo. 
3.3.3 Continuous striation 
The filamentary samples were formed by using multiple, sequential, spark-discharges 
to produce continuous striations, as shown schematically in Figure 56. Figure 56 illustrates 
how a greater density of spark-discharges led to a wider striation width. 
 
Figure 56. (a) SEI of single sparked region, (b) schematic equivalent with dark central disc representing the 
exposed Hastelloy and lighter region the degraded GdBCO surrounding it. (c) Schematics of ideal spark-
discharge spacing (left), higher number of sparks per unit length (centre), even higher spark density (right), and 
the corresponding striation morphology and resulting width. 
The ideal case, Figure 56(c, left) is feasible but requires greater spatial control of the 
sparking process. For example, using a sharper needle tip may enable more precise lateral 
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resolution because the electric field concentration is greater near a sharper point. A smaller tip 
would then allow the location of the plasma arc to be more accurately controlled. Figure 57 
shows how the needle radius influences the magnitude and distribution of the electric field. 
 
Figure 57. FEM simulation showing the electric field near the tip of a needle at 450 V with respect to ground 
with a tip radius of (a) 0.5 mm and (b) 0.15 mm. The sharper needle tip causes a greater electric field in a smaller 
region. 
A surrounding atmosphere with a lower dielectric breakdown strength, such as argon 
[153], would require a lower voltage and the resulting spark would impart less energy, 
resulting in a smaller damaged region. Additionally, the use of reduced pressure may enhance 
the precision by extending the mean free path of charged species during the breakdown process 
and therefore result in a more stable arc. However, at very low pressures the small number of 
particles will limit the ionising avalanche process and lead to a very high breakdown voltage. 
Paschen’s law is an experimental relationship between breakdown voltage and the product of 
electrode distance and gas pressure and shows a minimum for the breakdown voltage. Data 
from Beroual and Fofana [154] predicts the minimum voltage required for breakdown in air 
at a distance of 0.15 mm is 330 V and occurs at a pressure of 0.05 atm, whilst in argon it is 
137 V and occurs at a pressure of 0.08 atm. 
Qualitative testing was performed using different atmospheres. A collinear shroud of 
argon gas around the needle was tested but found to reduce the stability of the sparking 
process. This was attributed to the gas flow disrupting free motion of the ionic charge carriers. 
Stationary electrodes in an evacuated container (approximately -50 kPa gauge pressure) 
showed much more stable sparking and a more continuous arc between the electrodes than at 
atmospheric pressure. Further experiments in alternative atmospheres, including tape striation, 
were not performed due to the practical difficulty associated with enclosing the 3-axis stage 
in a sufficiently gas-tight housing. However, the principle of using a rough vacuum to improve 
spark-discharge stability was confirmed. 
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Photographs showing the surface of the four sample types are shown in Figure 58. 
The colour changes adjacent to the striations were due to partial oxidation of the surface due 
to the temperature of the spark plasma. The actual width of the damaged region was much 
narrower as was confirmed by SEM imaging, Figure 59, and Ic measurements, Table 8. 
 
Figure 58. Photographs of the 4 sample types (a) AgP01, (b) AgP02, (c) R01, (d) R02. The striation width appears 
superficially larger than the damaged region due to colour changes from oxidation occurring during the high 
temperature spark-discharge. 
Differences between the striations can be seen in Figure 59. The higher density of 
spark-discharges present in M_AgP01 and M_R01 led to more exposed Hastelloy regions and 
consequently a wider striation width than in M_AgP02 and M_R02 respectively. 
 
Figure 59. SEM micrographs (SEI) of the 4 sample types. The centres of the individual spark-discharge regions 
have not fully coalesced. The silver has been removed by the sparking process from the striated regions in the 
stabilised samples. 
The width of the striations appeared similar for M_AgP01 and M_AgP02, however, 
the greater density of the exposed Hastelloy regions and proximity to the remaining silver in 
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M_AgP01 implied that the damaged GdBCO areas extended further. This was strengthened 
by the observation of a larger discoloured region visible in Figure 58. 
3.4 Striated conductor properties 
3.4.1 Trapped field profiles 
The trapped field profiles for the 4 sample types are shown in Figure 60. Samples 
without silver stabilizer trap slightly lower fields than those with. This can be attributed to the 
slight damage caused by the etchant to the GdBCO surface during silver removal. All 4 
samples showed 4 clear filaments visible, however, in sample M_R02 an indication of filament 
coupling can be seen between the far-right and centre-right filaments in Figure 60(d). The 
electrical connection between these filaments was confirmed by interfilament resistance 
measurements. These were the only filaments that were incompletely separated. 
 
Figure 60. Surface plots showing the trapped field profiles for the 4 sample types. Samples were zero-field cooled 
to 77 K. The measurement height was 0.5 mm. Separated filaments can be seen in all samples, however the 
degree of separation is variable: M_R02 shows signs of slight filament coupling between the far-right and centre-
right filaments. 
3.4.2 Interfilament resistance 
The average interfilament resistance for the 4 sample types is given in Table 7. Using 
the equivalent resistor model used in [99,111,155], Figure 61, and a resistivity of Hastelloy at 
77 K of 1.24 µW·m [156] the barrier resistance, Rb, was calculated. The barrier resistance was 
much greater than the Hastelloy, suggesting good separation, which should prevent significant 
coupling losses. The barrier resistance was higher for the samples without the silver cap layer 
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because no re-deposition of Ag could occur to provide a lower resistance path. The samples 
striated using a lower linear velocity, and consequently a higher number of discharges per unit 
length, had a higher barrier resistance due to more extensively damaged interfilament material. 
 
Figure 61. Equivalent resistor model used to determine the barrier resistance, Rb, when interfilament resistances 
were measured. Adapted from [111]. 
The barrier resistance values for the sparked samples are approximately 4 orders of 
magnitude higher than those reported by Demencik et al. [111] or Amemiya et al. [99], who 
reported interfilament resistance values for samples striated using laser ablation with groove 
widths of 20 µm and 100 µm respectively. However, they are approximately 1000 times lower 
than those reported by Machi et al. [157], who produced long lengths of filamentary tape using 
a two-step laser striation and chemical etching process leading to groove widths of 250 µm. 
However, the chemical etching led to additional loss of superconducting material and 
reduction in full tape Ic. 
Table 7. Interfilament resistance for striated samples 
Sample 
Average interfilament 
resistance per metre / Ω·m 
Calculated barrier 
resistance per metre / Ω·m 
M_AgP01 0.80 0.40 
M_AgP02 0.46 0.23 
M_R01 1.76 0.88 
M_R02 1.05 0.52 
 
3.4.3 Critical current 
The critical currents of the silver stabilized samples are given in Table 8. The 
effective width of the striations calculated from the reduction in current carrying capacity were 
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280 µm and 140 µm for I_AgP01 and I_AgP02 respectively. This was consistent with the SEM 
images in Figure 59(a) and (b) and suggested that the damaged HTS layer was slightly wider 
than visible full striation width for AgP01 and slightly narrower for AgP02. This meant that 
the spark-discharge process could produce striations that did not significantly damage the HTS 
layer beyond the impact region. 
Table 8. Critical current for the silver stabilised striated samples. 
Sample Ic before striation / A Ic after striation / A Reduction in Ic / % 
I_AgP01 443 413 6.8 
I_AgP02 456 440 3.5 
 
3.4.4 AC losses 
The AC loss characteristics for each of the sample types are shown in Figure 62. All 
4 have similar behaviour across the field range measured. The results were compared with the 
well verified Brandt-Indenbom model for a superconducting strip [98], using a full width of 
12 mm and Ic of 450 A, equation (7), reproduced below. 
𝑄 = 4𝜇)𝑎9𝐽0:𝐻< 9=2>?@A ln cosh ?@A=2> − tanh ?@A=2>    (7) 
Where Q is the energy loss per unit length per cycle, µ0 is the permeability of free 
space, a is the half width of the superconductor, Ha is the applied external magnetic field and 
Jcs is the critical sheet current density (= Ic/2a). 
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Figure 62. The magnetisation AC loss vs. AC external magnetic field (rms) for all 4 sample types and comparison 
with a reference monolithic sample and results from the Brandt-Indenbom model. The samples showed a 
reduction in the AC loss for higher applied fields of ~2 times, approximately half the expected 4-fold reduction. 
Samples measured at 77 K and 72 Hz. Data courtesy of Lubomir Frolek. 
The samples all have a similar dependence with increasing applied field, with an 
approximate 2-fold reduction in AC loss at 100 mT (rms), relative to the monolithic case. To 
determine if the difference between measured and expected AC loss for the filamentary 
samples was due to filament coupling measurements at different frequencies were performed, 
Figure 63. Coupling losses have a frequency dependence, equation (14). Therefore, if 
significant coupling between filaments was present the loss measurements would show a 
strong frequency dependence. 
𝑝r = stLA Suvk       (14) 
Where pC is the power loss per unit volume, f is the frequency, L is the length of the 
tape (or length of twist pitch if twisted), Ba is the applied flux density magnitude and ρ⊥ is the 
perpendicular resistivity across the tape width. 
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Figure 63. The measured AC loss at different frequencies as a function of applied field for two of the striated 
samples. The AC losses were independent of frequency. Data courtesy of Lubomir Frolek. 
The AC loss of the striated samples, Figure 63, was virtually frequency independent. 
This agreed with the interfilament resistance measurements demonstrating that, on short 
samples, the barrier resistance between filaments was high. The slightly higher loss for the 
silver stabilised sample, AgP01, for field magnitudes below ~6 mT was ascribed to the 
presence of silver and was expected [111]. 
The higher-than-expected AC loss for filamentary samples and reference sample 
were attributed to two main contributions: Ic non-uniformities across the tape width [123,158] 
or, in the case of the filamentary samples, magnetic coupling of filaments [106]. The magnetic 
coupling of filaments was expected to be more significant at lower field magnitudes. The 
critical current non-uniformities can be inferred from trapped magnetic field measurements, 
Figure 64. 
 
Figure 64. Trapped field profile across the width of two filamentary coated conductor samples. The 
inhomogeneity in Ic can be inferred from the slightly different trapped fields recorded for each separate filament. 
Measured at 77 K and at a height of 0.5 mm above the sample surface. 
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3.5 Partial striation and percolation 
Whilst it has been stated, and demonstrated, that dividing a coated conductor into 
separate filaments is beneficial for reducing AC losses there is a danger of random defects 
blocking current percolation along the wire. Current blocking defects, such as high angle grain 
boundaries, are particularly problematic when many filaments with a small width are 
produced. The presence of defects has been used to explain the faster than anticipated drop in 
full tape Ic with increasing filament number for laser striated tapes [109,111]. 
To maintain reliability in long lengths Levin and Barnes [159] proposed the concept 
of multiply connected tapes. This concept involves deliberately introducing a sparse network 
of superconducting bridges between filaments to allow current redistribution. Different bridge 
designs such as “brick wall” and “fishnet” patterns, Figure 65, were demonstrated and found 
to result is acceptable AC loss reduction despite the filament connections [160,161]. Figure 
65 also illustrates, in a simplified way, the benefit of multiple connections between filaments 
if there is a likelihood of defects blocking current flow in narrow filaments. 
 
Figure 65. Plan view showing (a) an unstriated tape, (b) a fully striated tape, (c) a “brick wall” pattern bridged 
tape and (d) a “fishnet” pattern bridged tape. All examples also include two current blocking defects in red. The 
resulting fraction of the full width Ic is predicted for each example based on bridges allowing current 
redistribution. The benefit of a multiply connected structure is apparent when considering the current capacity 
after striation. 
3.5.1 Continuous partial striation 
The concept of bridging filaments can be extended to allow current redistribution 
along the entire length. If the striation does not completely prevent perpendicular current flow 
either by just suppressing Jc locally or by including many small bridges then current should 
be able to percolate around defects whilst the tape should have a lower total magnetic moment 
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and lower hysteretic AC loss than the unstriated case. The potential advantage of this concept 
is illustrated in Figure 66, when 2 defects are near each other. 
 
Figure 66. Schematic illustrating the expected current capacity for (a) the “fishnet” pattern, (b) the “brick wall” 
pattern and (c) the continuous partial striation concept when two defects (red blocks) are close to each other. 
Clustering of defects is plausible if they are caused by transient changes in REBCO 
deposition or growth conditions. If too many defects occur between superconducting bridges 
the bridging will no longer provide the required reliability benefit. Having continuous partial 
striations should enable maximum reliability and current redistribution in the case of clustered 
defects. 
The spark-discharge method for striating coated conductors described above has the 
potential to produce a partially bridged structure. The sparking frequency or linear speed of 
the needle can be varied to give a less dense pattern of spark impacts. 
A silver-stabilised sample was striated using the same parameters as the fully striated 
samples reported above, except with a higher linear velocity of 2 mm s-1. This led to 
incomplete separation of superconducting regions by leaving many small superconducting 
bridges between filaments. Figure 67 shows part of the trapped field profile, measured by Hall 
probe magnetometry, for two 24 × 12 mm tape pieces striated using different linear speeds. 
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Figure 67. Partial trapped field profiles across sample pieces of tape when divided using different needle speeds. 
The partially divided tape was produced using a linear needle speed of 2 mm s-1 and the fully striated tape used 
0.5 mm s-1. The positive trapped field value in the striated region (position 0 mm) indicates superconducting 
current circulating between filaments of the partially striated sample. 
The greater trapped field in the damaged region for the partially striated sample 
indicates that whilst current flow across the striation is reduced there is still a superconducting 
bridge between separated parts. 
3.5.2 AC losses 
A 120 mm long piece of tape was divided into 4 partially bridged filaments and tested 
for AC loss relative to an unstriated reference sample, Figure 68. 
 
Figure 68. AC losses for a partially striated sample and comparison with fully and non-striated samples. The 
partially striated sample only shows a very small reduction in the measured AC loss relative to the unstriated 
sample. Samples measured at 77 K and 36 Hz. Data courtesy of Lubomir Frolek. 
The partially striated sample only displayed ~7% lower losses at 100 mT (rms) than 
the non-striated reference sample compared with ~50% for the fully striated sample. The small 
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reduction in AC loss was ascribed to simply the loss of superconducting material and 
suppression of Ic in the striated regions. 
It was expected that the hysteretic magnetisation losses should be lower for a sample 
with an anisotropic current capacity, where Ic was higher parallel to the striations than 
perpendicular, as discussed by Majoros et al. [161]. This was also expected from the Hall 
probe magnetometry measurements that indicated a reduced total magnetisation with 
suppressed trapped field in the striated regions. However, a lower AC loss was not observed 
for the partially striated sample. This was ascribed to the different behaviour occurring in the 
dynamic AC loss measurements compared with the trapped magnetic field behaviour. 
The position of the bridging with respect to the sample geometry was thought to be 
important. The sample length can be considered equivalent to half the twist pitch for a longer 
conductor. The alternating magnetic field induces an electric field that depends on the 
proximity to the sample ends [162]. The alternating external magnetic field then induces 
currents to flow perpendicular to the filaments through the bridges. The further the bridge is 
from the sample centre-line the higher the electric field and therefore the higher the resulting 
power loss from current flow via the bridge. The network of closely spaced low current bridges 
present in the partially striated sample enable current transfer between filaments at all 
positions. Therefore, current flow perpendicular to the filaments causes sufficient dissipation 
to counteract any benefit from the striation. Due to the poor AC loss performance of the 
partially striated sample further characterisation was not performed. 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, a new method for producing filamentary coated conductors was 
presented. An electrical spark discharge was used to selectively degrade regions of 
superconducting tape. The robust, noncontact and scalable method was used to striate tapes 
into four filaments. The filamentary samples had lower AC losses than non-striated tapes with 
less than a 7% reduction in current carrying capacity. The high temperature plasma resulting 
from the spark impact at the tape surface resulted in exposed Hastelloy and severely degraded 
REBCO. This material in the striated regions provided an effective resistive barrier 
(> 0.2 Ω·m, several orders of magnitude higher than purely laser striated tapes) between 
adjacent filaments preventing excessive filament coupling. 
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The striated grooves were of the order of 200 µm wide and methods to reduce their 
size by improving the spark-discharge precision were discussed. The slightly higher than 
expected AC losses were discussed and ascribed to Ic non-uniformity with a contribution from 
magnetic coupling at low magnetic field amplitudes. 
The use of spark-discharge plasma to produce robust, continuously bridged 
filamentary samples was discussed and demonstrated. The ‘continuous partial striation’ 
concept developed had the possibility to improve upon the reliability of fully striated and 
sparsely bridged tapes when considering clustered defects. However, the bridged samples 
showed a loss reduction of only 7% with respect to the non-striated reference. This was 
ascribed to the dissipative perpendicular current flow that could occur along the entire length 
of the sample, which counteracted the expected reduction in magnetisation expected by 
dividing the conductor into filaments. Only a sparse network of strategically placed 
superconducting bridges should be used when designing long lengths of filamentary coated 
conductor. 
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4 PRINTED STRUCTURES 
Parts of the work presented in this chapter also appear in the following publications: 
[126] S.C. Hopkins, D. Joseph, T.B. Mitchell-Williams, A. Calleja, V.R. Vlad, M. 
Vilardell, S. Ricart, X. Granados, T. Puig, X. Obradors, A. Usoskin, M. Falter, M. Bäcker, 
B.A. Glowacki, Inkjet printing of multifilamentary YBCO for low AC loss coated conductors, 
J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 507 (2014) 22010. doi:10.1088/1742-6596/507/2/022010. 
and 
[163] S.C. Hopkins, T.B. Mitchell-Williams, D.R. Vanden Bussche, A. Calleja, V.R. 
Vlad, M. Vilardell, X. Granados, T. Puig, X. Obradors, A. Usoskin, M. Soloviov, M. 
Vojenciak, F. Gomory, I.V. Driessche, M. Backer, B.A. Glowacki, Low AC Loss Inkjet-
Printed Multifilamentary YBCO Coated Conductors, IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 26 
(2016). doi:10.1109/TASC.2016.2542001. 
 
4.1 Inkjet printing HTS 
Inkjet printing has been used as a chemical solution deposition method for the 
formation of HTS films since 2000 [164] and since then much work has been done improving 
the process, with the focus on filamentary structures [29,120,121,124,127,165–167]. Calvert 
[168] reviewed how inkjet printing began to be applied to functional materials and device 
fabrication. More recently Derby [169] provided an excellent review of inkjet printing of 
functional materials including technology, ink requirements, substrate-droplet interactions and 
pattern stability. The following sections will discuss the types of print head used in materials 
research, the rheological requirements for printable inks, and synthesis of solutions used to 
produce REBCO coated conductors. 
4.1.1 Inkjet printing technology 
Inkjet print heads can be categorised into two types: continuous inkjet (CIJ) and drop-
on-demand (DoD). CIJ heads form a continuous stream of charged droplets that are selectively 
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electrostatically deflected to land on the substrate or into a gutter that recirculates the ink for 
re-use. DoD printing, on the other hand, only produces drops when a signal is received by the 
print head. CIJ is less commonly used in materials research due to the issues with solvent 
evaporation and contamination associated with recirculating the ink. 
4.1.1.1 Drop-on-demand printheads 
The three main types of DoD print head are thermal, piezoelectric and 
electromagnetic, Figure 69. A thermal inkjet print head uses a thin film heating element to 
locally vaporise fluid, causing a pressure wave to eject a droplet. In piezoelectric printing the 
pressure wave comes from a voltage waveform applied to a piezoelectric crystal in contact 
with the ink chamber. In both techniques, the ink is prevented from flowing out of the nozzle 
in the absence of an applied signal through surface tension at the orifice and an applied 
pressure to the fluid reservoir, with the magnitude and sense depending on relative positions 
of the nozzle and ink reservoir. 
In electromagnetically actuated printheads a stopper blocks the nozzle orifice and a 
positive pressure is applied to the ink. When a signal is sent to a solenoid the stopper is raised 
and ink is released through the orifice. The length of time the orifice remains open (opening 
time) and the pressure on the fluid can be regulated to control drop formation. 
 
Figure 69. Schematic of (a) thermal, (b) piezoelectric and (c) electromagnetic inkjet nozzles. The arrow at the 
top indicates fluid flow direction. In electromagnetic printing the fluid is positively pressurised, whilst in thermal 
and piezoelectric the fluid is typically under slightly reduced pressure. Adapted from [169] and [170]. 
Although thermal printheads are commonly used in commercial and desktop printers 
it is less popular in functional materials deposition due to the restrictions on compatible 
materials. The bubble formation requires ink with sufficient volatility, plus there is the 
possibility that solvent loss during vaporisation could lead to destabilisation of the solution or 
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orifice blockage due to solid precipitation. The greater materials compatibility of piezoelectric 
and electromagnetic printheads enable a larger range of solvents and ink systems to be studied. 
Only a single nozzle for each type of printhead is shown in Figure 69, but multi-nozzle 
configurations are commercially available, e.g. Fujifilm [171], that have different geometries. 
For example, more compact designs and greater nozzle densities can be achieved by allowing 
adjacent nozzles to share actuators. 
The key differences in jetting performance between piezoelectric and 
electromagnetic printheads are the maximum print frequency and minimum drop volume. The 
drop volume depends on the orifice diameter but typical values for piezoelectric and 
electromagnetic nozzles are 1–100 picolitres (pL) and 1–100 nanolitres (nL) respectively. 
Piezoelectric print heads can also operate at frequencies an order of magnitude greater than 
electromagnetic, ~10’s kHz compared to ~1 kHz. However, electromagnetic print heads are 
typically more reliable due to the robust dispensing mechanism. An active piezoelectric nozzle 
is very sensitive to pressure fluctuations and, if a fine orifice is used, very susceptible to 
blockages from precipitates or other particles [172]. 
4.1.2 Ink requirements 
The primary requirements for suitable solution inks for functional materials 
deposition are stability and printability. Stability is characterised by the absence of 
precipitation or rheological change during storage and use and is affected by metal ion 
concentration, the presence of particles and chelating ligands. Total metal ion concentrations 
can be adjusted; however, the resulting thickness of the oxide film will be affected. It has been 
suggested that REBCO films > 1 µm thick are the lower limit to producing coated conductors 
with industrially acceptable current capacities [173]. 
Particle contaminants in solution inks may act as nucleation sites for precipitation. 
Filtration using a suitably fine mesh can minimise their presence and is also important prior 
to inkjet printing to prevent nozzle blockage. 
The choice of chelating ligand for the metal ions can affect the stability of precursor 
inks. Also, the presence of nanoparticles added to act as artificial pinning centres in YBCO 
films can affect the stability of solutions. For example, nanoparticles that are stably dispersed 
in standard trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) based REBCO precursor solutions may agglomerate in 
solutions with a lower fluorine content [174]. 
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Printability of an ink is complex and depends on the viscosity, density and surface 
tension in addition to any shear rate dependent behaviour. Furthermore, the interaction with 
the substrate will determine the wetting behaviour and the ability to produce suitable films and 
patterns. 
The density of inks is difficult to change significantly and will be around  
1000 kg m-3 for alcoholic, organic acid or aqueous solutions. The viscosity and surface tension 
are more readily adjusted by, for example, polymeric additions or surfactants. Criteria for 
printability of a fluid can be expressed in terms of the dimensionless ratios used to analyse 
flows in fluid mechanics [169,175], specifically the Reynolds (Re), Weber (We), and 
Ohnesorge (Oh) numbers, equations (15), (16) and (17) respectively. 
𝑅𝑒 = xv<y       (15) 
𝑊𝑒 = xSv<{       (16) 
𝑂ℎ = }c~c = y{v<     (17) 
Where v is velocity, ρ density, a characteristic length, such as nozzle diameter, η is 
viscosity and γ is surface tension. It has been suggested by Reis and Derby [175], using 
experimental results for ceramic suspensions in paraffin wax, that stable drop formation occurs 
for 0.1 < Oh < 1, whilst Jang et al. [176] refined this to 0.07 < Oh < 0.25 for aqueous solutions 
containing ethylene glycol. It was observed that when values of Oh are too low many satellite 
drops form and if Oh is too high the fluid is too viscous. Further considerations of surface 
tension at the nozzle orifice and splashing on the substrate surface led to a regime of 
printability for a fluid in terms of the Reynolds and Weber numbers, Figure 70. 
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Figure 70. Printability of a fluid as a function of the Reynolds and Weber dimensionless parameters as determined 
by Reis and Derby. Adapted from [169]. 
4.2 Ink synthesis 
4.2.1 REBCO 
The majority of REBCO precursor solutions have been based on the trifluoroacetic 
acid–metal organic deposition route (TFA-MOD) [177]. This was first developed in 1988 by 
Gupta et al. [178,179]. As described earlier, the process of MOD is to deposit a solution 
containing the relevant metal ions on a suitable substrate and then subject the film to a 
pyrolysis step to remove the organics and leave inorganic oxides/fluorides well distributed in 
the correct stoichiometric ratio. These then go through subsequent growth and oxygenation 
heat treatments to form the REBCO structure and attain the correct oxygen stoichiometry. In 
practice the rare-earth and copper precursors are relatively easy to transform into REBCO but 
barium proves more problematic as it forms stable BaCO3, which can be detrimental due to its 
relative stability. To avoid the formation of barium carbonates the fluoride route was 
developed, in which Ba1-xYxF2+x forms during pyrolysis and is subsequently reacted with water 
vapour during the growth phase to form Ba(OxFy)2, which then further reacts with the rare-
earth and copper precursors to form REBCO [180]. 
However, despite its versatility and widespread use there are issues with the basic 
TFA-MOD route, including the liberation of hydrogen fluoride gas during heat treatment and 
environmental concerns about the use of fluorine. Furthermore, copper trifluoroacetate species 
are prone to sublimation during the pyrolysis stage and this can lead to film degradation [181]. 
The presence of water vapour suppresses the sublimation of copper fluoride species. To 
prevent film cracking and severe porosity developing during pyrolysis a slow heating rate can 
also be used. However, to enable a production rate that is suitable for reel-to-reel processing 
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higher heating rates need to be used. Several authors have reported using additives such as  
2,4-pentanedione [66] and diethanolamine [182] that improve stress relaxation during organic 
removal and suppress copper trifluoroacetate species sublimation. 
The environmental issue of fluorinated solvents is being addressed through the 
development of low fluorine and zero fluorine, aqueous, precursor solutions [183,184]. Good 
results have been reported for low fluorine methods, but aqueous solutions have yet to meet 
the performance of standard TFA-MOD films on technical coated conductor substrates. 
In the work presented in this chapter both standard and reduced fluorine precursor 
solutions were used to grow REBCO films. Two different YBCO inks were used, one full-
TFA YBCO ink synthesised using the method described below based on work done by 
Mariusz Mosiadz [29] and another received from a European collaborator (Oxolutia, Spain) 
as part of the EUROTAPES project. The synthesis of PrYBCO solutions was also performed, 
section 4.6.2. 
4.2.1.1 Full-TFA YBCO synthesis 
YBa2Cu3O6.9 powder (99.90 %, SSC Inc.) was desiccated in a vacuum oven (150 °C, 
22 h). The powder was added to acetone (99.8 %, Fisher Scientific) in the approximate ratio 
3 g to 10 cm3. Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, 99 %, Sigma- Aldrich) was added drop-wise at room 
temperature with stirring. The TFA was added in the molar ratio 13:1, TFA:YBCO, with 
additional 10% molar excess acid to ensure complete reaction. The reaction mixture was 
refluxed with vigorous stirring (70 °C, 20 h) to yield a clear, blue solution. Trifluoroacetic 
anhydride (TFAA, 99%, Acros Organics) was added drop-wise at room temperature with 
stirring to remove water (approximately equal volume ratio TFAA:TFA). The solution was 
refluxed (70 °C, 1 h) to yield a clear, green solution. Excess solvent was removed in a rotary 
evaporator to yield a viscous dark green gel. This was diluted with anhydrous methanol 
(MeOH, 99.8 %, Sigma-Aldrich). A quantity of 2,4-pentanedione (acac) was added to give a 
molar ratio 0.64:1, acac:yttrium. The solution used had a 0.5 M total metal ion concentration. 
The solution was filtered (1 µm, glass fibre) and stored under argon. 
4.2.1.2 Low fluorine YBCO ink 
The YBCO precursor ink received from Oxolutia, referred to as “OxoYBCO” 
hereafter, was produced from yttrium trifluoroacetate, barium acetate and copper acetate. 
These were dissolved in propionic acid (PPA) before dilution with methanol (MeOH) and 
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addition of triethanolamine (TEA). This produced an ink with a fluorine content only 23% that 
of the standard full TFA-YBCO ink and was less sensitive to humidity and moisture. The ink 
had a total metal ion concentration of 0.5 M. 
4.2.2 Cerium oxide 
Oxide buffer and barrier layers require less complex precursor solutions than REBCO 
due to the relative simplicity of the final phase. For example, cerium oxide, CeO2, requires 
only one metal ion in solution and can be formed from the decomposition of a stable solution 
of the ions in propionic acid [29]. 
A ceria precursor ink was synthesised to print barrier strips for the “inverse printed” 
samples, described earlier in section 1.5.4 and below in section 4.5.1, using the following 
method. Cerium (III) acetate hydrate (99.90%, Sigma-Aldrich) was desiccated in a vacuum 
oven (150 °C, 22 h). The powder was added to propionic acid (PPA, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) in 
the approximate molar ratio 1:14 (cerium acetate : PPA) and heated under reflux until a clear 
yellow solution formed (120 °C, 3 h). This was diluted with PPA to form a solution of 0.5 M 
metal ion concentration. The solution was filtered (0.2 µm, PTFE membrane) and stored under 
argon. 
4.3 Drop visualisation 
Before deposition of patterns and coatings drop visualisation was carried out on inks 
to determine suitable parameters for stable jetting. 
4.3.1 Visualisation system 
The drop imaging system consisted of a collinear LED strobe and camera (F-125 
Stingray, Allied Vision Technologies), Figure 71. The camera was fitted with a telephoto lens 
with adjustable zoom. Synchronised signals to the nozzle controllers and the strobe enabled 
images to be collected with an adjustable delay time. The maximum framerate of the camera 
was 30 frames per second. Using different delay times between nozzle actuation and image 
capture enabled the formation of droplets to be imaged in microsecond time steps. This meant 
that the sequence of images collected for a given ink, nozzle and parameter combination was 
for a series of different drops. 
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Figure 71. Relative positions of the components of the drop visualisation system. 
Software processed and analysed image sequences generated by the visualisation 
system. The software automatically cleaned, cropped, thresholded and quantitatively analysed 
each image. The drop volume was calculated assuming cylindrical rotation symmetry and the 
centre of mass was used to determine the drop velocity. The number of droplets produced, 
their volume and their velocity were the primary statistics used to compare the influence of 
printing parameters on ink jetting. Whilst, qualitative observations on the stability and 
reproducibility of jetting were also used to decide on appropriate parameters. 
4.3.2 Optimisation of jetting for different inks 
Different ink and nozzle combinations were used depending on the desired pattern. 
Only single nozzle printheads were used in the current work to simplify the optimisation. 
Generally, an electromagnetic nozzle (SMLD 300 with 100 µm diameter orifice, Fritz Gyger 
AG) was used for depositing continuous coatings or when positional accuracy was less 
important. A piezoelectric nozzle (MJ-AT with 60 µm diameter orifice, MicroFab 
Technologies Inc.) was used for printing filamentary coatings, where the smaller droplet size 
enabled better spatial resolution. 
4.3.2.1 Electromagnetic nozzle printing 
The electromagnetic nozzle was used to deposit the full TFA-YBCO and the 
OxoYBCO ink. The nozzle opening time and pressure applied to the ink reservoir were varied 
in the range 80–500 µs and 90–400 mbar respectively. An example of good and poor jetting 
for the full TFA-YBCO ink is shown in Figure 72. 
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Figure 72. Image sequence demonstrating (a) good and (b) poor jetting and drop formation for the full TFA-
YBCO ink. The parameters for (a) were 90 µs opening time and 100 mbar pressure whilst for (b) were 150 µs 
and 200 mbar. The good jetting formed a single droplet with a volume of 5.8 nL and velocity 1.8 m s-1. 
Good jetting was characterised by the reliable formation of a single well defined drop. 
Poor jetting resulted in a long ligament that fragmented into multiple satellite drops. The 
formation of large, or multiple, drops was avoided to ensure accurate and uniform deposition. 
Additionally, parameters that gave low drop velocities, below ~0.5 m s-1, were not used, which 
ensured accurate placement by minimising lateral drift on route to the substrate. It was found 
that higher pressures and longer opening times both gave larger drops with higher velocity. 
An image sequence illustrating good and poor jetting for the OxoYBCO ink is shown in Figure 
73. A summary of the jetting parameters used and the resulting drop volumes and velocities 
are given in Table 9. 
 
Figure 73. Image sequence demonstrating (a) good and (b) poor jetting and drop formation for the OxoYBCO 
ink. The parameters for (a) were 100 µs opening time and 100 mbar pressure whilst for (b) were 200 µs and 
200 mbar. The good jetting formed a single droplet with a volume of 6.8 nL and velocity 1.9 m s-1 
4.3.2.2 Piezoelectric nozzle printing 
The piezoelectric nozzle was used to deposit the ceria precursor and OxoYBCO inks 
when filamentary structures were required. The waveform driving the piezoelectric actuator 
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was more complex, Figure 74, with several adjustable parameters including peak voltage, 
ramp rate and dwell. The pressure applied to the ink reservoir was not adjusted to tune jetting 
but was carefully controlled using a regulator and pressure gauge to keep the fluid meniscus 
at the nozzle orifice. 
 
Figure 74. Schematic showing a characteristic waveform applied to the piezoelectric actuator during jetting. The 
waveform was symmetric and bipolar. Maximum voltage, Vmax, dwell time, td, and ramp time, tr, were adjusted 
to tune the jetting. 
Whilst it was possible to fully specify the waveform a symmetric, bipolar type was 
chosen to reduce the number of variables and maintain a manageable parameter space. The 
number of combinations to test and analyse increases exponentially with the number of 
variables. Voltages were varied in the range 18–50 V, dwell times 10–35 µs and ramp times 
1.5–7 µs. The range of ramp rates used was 2.9–26.7 V µs-1. 
Examples of good stable jetting and poor jetting resulting in satellite drops are shown 
in Figure 75. Drop volumes are approximately two orders of magnitude lower than those 
produced during stable jetting using the electromagnetic nozzle. 
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Figure 75. Image sequences showing stable jetting producing a single drop for (a) the ceria precursor ink and (c) 
the OxoYBCO ink. Also, image sequences showing jetting that results in satellite drop formation for (b) the ceria 
and (d) the OxoYBCO inks. All sequences shown are for the same Vmax of 30 V and tr of 3 µs, the differences are 
in the dwell time, td. (a) and (c) are for a dwell time of 30 µs whilst (b) is for 15 µs and (d) 20 µs. 
The effects on drop volume and velocity with changing Vmax and td for the ceria ink 
are displayed in Figure 76. A similar dependence was observed with the OxoYBCO ink. 
 
Figure 76. Drop volume and velocity dependence on Vmax for three dwell times for the ceria ink. All data are for 
a constant ramp time of 3 µs. Drop volume and velocity both increase with higher voltages and shorter dwell 
times. 
The data in Figure 76 are for a single ramp time, therefore, the change in voltage 
shows how the droplet properties depend on the ramp rate. Higher ramp rates led to larger 
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volumes and greater velocities. Furthermore, the shorter the dwell time the higher the velocity 
and volume. However, short dwell times also tended to be the least stable, with jetting at the 
lowest values becoming unreliable and the formation of secondary satellite droplets becoming 
more common. The parameters used for deposition of the various inks are summarised in Table 
9. 
Table 9. Printing parameters and drop properties for the nozzle and ink combinations used. 
 Electromagentic Piezoelectric 
Ink Full TFA-YBCO OxoYBCO Ceria OxoYBCO 
Pressure; opening time 100 mbar; 90 µs 100 mbar; 100 µs – – 
Vmax; td; tr – – 30 V; 30 µs; 3 µs 30 V; 30 µs; 3 µs 
Drop volume (pL) 5800 6800 72 66 
Drop velocity (m s-1) 1.8 1.9 0.9 1.1 
 
4.4 Direct filament printing 
Inkjet printing enables deposition of filamentary conductors without the need for 
subtractive post processing. Directly printing filaments has the advantage of simplifying the 
production route, when compared with other techniques such as inverse printing, section 4.5. 
A key challenge with directly-printed REBCO filaments is to increase the final filament 
thickness out-of-plane whilst retaining narrow tracks in-plane. The final film thickness 
depends on the concentration of metal ion concentration and the spreading of the ink. The 
REBCO thickness can be increased either by increasing the ink concentration, reducing the 
lateral spacing between drops or by performing repeated printing passes. More concentrated 
inks were challenging to jet using the piezoelectric nozzle and it was found that only a limited 
range of drop separations led to uniform tracks, e.g. [185], hence the number of printing passes 
was investigated. 
4.4.1 Sample production 
The substrate was stainless steel (SS) coated with a biaxially textured, alternating 
beam assisted deposition (ABAD) yttrium stabilised zirconia (YSZ) and zirconium doped 
ceria (CZO) layer. This substrate was ultrasonicated in ethanol prior to inkjet deposition. 
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The OxoYBCO ink was deposited using the piezoelectric nozzle with parameters 
given in Table 9. The printhead was scanned above the surface using a 3-axis stage (developed 
in-house) with a linear speed of 10 mm s-1. The drop spacing was 0.08 mm and drops were 
deposited in a square array. The spacing was decided by studying drop replicas on the substrate 
and observing the resulting line widths using optical microscopy. Three filaments, each 2 mm 
wide, were printed. The filaments were formed using 1, 2 and 3 printing passes. Ink was left 
to dry at ambient temperature in air for 60 s between printing passes. 
The sample was thermally processed in a 2-step heat treatment. First, the temperature 
was ramped slowly to 500 °C in a humid oxygen atmosphere. The second step was a growth 
and oxygenation process where the YBCO phase was grown in a low partial pressure of 
oxygen (200 ppm O2 in argon) at 810 °C before oxygenating at 450 °C in pure oxygen for 
3.5 hours, Figure 77. Temperature set point and gas switching were computer controlled and 
logged. The growth and oxygenation steps for the reported samples were performed by 
Dr Roxana Vlad at Oxolutia, Spain. 
 
Figure 77. Temperature and humidity profiles for (a) the pyrolysis stage and (b) the growth and oxygenation of 
the thermal processing for YBCO films. The pyrolysis was conducted in flowing oxygen. The growth was in 
200 ppm oxygen (balance argon) and oxygenation was in pure oxygen. 
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4.4.2 Sample properties 
The superconducting properties of the sample were characterised using scanning Hall 
probe magnetometry as described earlier in section 2.3.1.3, except with a measurement height 
of 0.5 mm. However, the substrate received (as part of the EUROTAPES project) had a 
significant curvature and therefore had to be mounted for scanning without bending the 
sample, Figure 78. 
 
Figure 78. Photographs showing (a) plan view and (b) profile view of the directly printed sample mounted for 
Hall probe mapping. The significant curvature of the substrate made characterisation challenging. 
The trapped field profile for the sample, Figure 79, indicated that the filament 
produced using 2 printing passes had the highest critical current. However, the value was not 
double the single pass filament implying the progression was not linear. Additionally, the strip 
formed with 3 passes showed the lowest critical current implying that continued increase in Ic 
was not possible simply by increasing the number of passes. 
 
Figure 79. Trapped field distribution for the directly printed sample showing 3 superconducting filaments each 
formed using a different number of printing passes. 
The non-linear increase in Ic with increasing film thickness has been reported for 
films grown by many different techniques [186] and Wang et al. [187] explained the 
phenomenon by measuring interfacial misfit dislocations near the substrate/film interface. The 
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misfit dislocations were thought to be effective pinning centres, increasing the critical current 
density. For thicker films the interfacial misfit dislocation density was lower. Multilayering 
with CeO2 increased the misfit dislocation density again and enabled thicker films with high 
Jc to be produced [188]. 
The difference between the single and two print pass strips can be explained by the 
reduction in interfacial dislocation density and therefore reduction in the average Jc when 
growing a thicker film. However, the lower Ic of the 3-pass filament requires an explanation 
specific to the heat treatment of MOD derived REBCO films. When films are thermally treated 
the process liberates gases and the film shrinks in thickness. This can lead to film cracking and 
porosity during the pyrolysis stage. To reduce the impact of this and enable thicker films 
Holesinger et al. [189] have demonstrated multilayer, sequentially deposited and pyrolysed 
MOD REBCO films.  
Thickness variation in the printed films may also impact the optimum growth 
conditions [124,190]. This is important for directly printed films due to the inherent film 
thickness variation across the width of a single filament, Figure 80. This film thickness 
variation makes it difficult to optimise the REBCO growth process for the full width of the 
filaments meaning some of the critical current capacity expected from the superconductor is 
lost. To avoid this fundamental difficulty associated with directly printed filaments the concept 
of “inverse” printing was investigated. 
 
Figure 80. Schematic showing cross section of directly printed filaments and their resulting thickness variation 
at the edge. The aspect ratio of the filaments is of the order of 1000:1. Thickness variation makes it difficult to 
optimise REBCO growth across the full width. 
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4.5 Inverse filament patterning 
4.5.1 Concept 
As discussed above, the film thickness variations across the width of directly printed 
samples motivated the study of alternative methods to pattern the YBCO film into separate 
filaments. The patented “inverse” printing technique [125], Figure 81, involves depositing a 
compatible, insulating barrier material such as CeO2 as fine filaments, then simply heat 
treating them before depositing REBCO precursor solution across the entire surface. The 
sample then goes through the standard thermal treatment and the barrier strips prevent 
correctly textured REBCO growing above them, leading to separated filaments. 
 
Figure 81. Schematic showing the inverse printing process. Untextured barrier material (e.g. ceria) prevents 
textured, superconducting REBCO from growing locally above, leading to separated filaments. 
An advantage of this technique is that the precise deposition required for filament 
patterning is de-coupled from the REBCO precursor solution deposition and growth. This 
approach has been demonstrated for printed barriers and MOCVD grown REBCO [127] but 
the work reported here includes the only examples for fully printed conductors. 
4.5.2 Sample production 
Piezoelectric nozzle deposition was used for printing fine tracks of the ceria precursor 
ink, which acted as the insulating barrier material for both inverse printed samples, IP1 and 
IP2. The jetting parameters are given in Table 9. The velocity of the print head was  
10 mm s-1. The drop separations used are provided in Table 10. The substrate was the same as 
described in section 4.4.1; SS|ABAD-YSZ|CZO. 
Buffered substrate
Heat treatment,
650 oC, 1hr
Heat treatment,
pyrolysis, growth & oxygenation
Ceria ink tracks
printed
REBCO ink
deposited over
entire surface
Correctly textured
REBCO filaments
Untextured
REBCO material
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Table 10. Drop spacing used for producing the inverse printed samples. 
Sample Ceria ink OxoYBCO ink 
IP1 
4 lines, 2.5 mm apart, 0.025 mm 
longitudinal drop spacing 
0.7 mm spaced square array 
IP2 
4 lines, 2.5 mm apart, 0.040 mm 
longitudinal drop spacing 
0.6 mm spaced square array 
 
Following ceria ink deposition, the samples were subjected to a simple heat treatment 
where they were heated to 650 °C at a rate of 5 K min-1, held for 1 hour before cooling back 
to room temperature. This resulted in the formation of non-textured CeO2, confirmed by the 
presence of the CeO2(111) peak observed in X-ray diffraction (XRD) using the Bragg-
Brentano geometry. The samples were then fully overprinted with the OxoYBCO ink using a 
square array of drops deposited with the electromagnetic nozzle. The samples then went 
through the same heat treatments as the directly printed sample described above, Figure 77, 
again with the growth and oxygenation stages performed by Dr Roxana Vlad at Oxolutia. 
The OxoYBCO ink was chosen for producing the superconducting phase because it 
was more reliable for producing superconducting YBCO following heat treatment. Non-
filamentary coated samples were produced using the full TFA-YBCO ink, however, despite 
the correctly textured phases being detected using x-ray diffraction (XRD) the samples did not 
display reliable superconducting properties, this is discussed further in section 4.6.4.3. 
4.5.3 Conductor properties 
Scanning Hall probe magnetometry was performed as described in section 2.3.1.3, 
with a lateral step size of 0.2 mm and measurement height of 0.35 mm. The trapped field 
profiles for both samples IP1 and IP2, Figure 82, show that separate superconducting filaments 
were formed. 
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Figure 82. Trapped field profiles for samples (a) IP1 and (b) IP2. Distinct but non-uniform superconducting 
filaments can seen for both samples. 
However, the uniformity and length of the superconducting filaments is not good. 
Photographs of both samples, Figure 83, illustrate some of the defects present that contributed 
to poor superconducting filaments. 
 
Figure 83. Photos showing the samples (a) IP1 and (b) IP2 after full processing. The ceria tracks are more uniform 
in IP2 but the YBCO at the sample edges is poorer. Cracked regions and incompletely converted phases are 
visible along the top and bottom edges of IP2. 
Additionally, as experienced with the substrate used for direct filament printing, the 
excessive curvature of the substrate contributed to non-uniform properties across the tape 
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width and length. Figure 84 shows the curvature of several substrate pieces used for sample 
preparation. The curvature in the width direction of IP2 caused non-uniform wetting, leading 
to a build-up of ink along one edge, which then cracked during pyrolysis. The ends of the 
samples appeared to be affected by the flow of gas during thermal processing. The leading 
edge appeared to convert to superconducting YBCO more readily than the trailing edge 
suggesting that either HF gas evolution from the sample upstream or stagnant flow at the 
surface prevented full conversion of parts of the film. 
 
Figure 84. Photo showing as received pieces of buffered substrate. The reflected light illustrates the curvature of 
the tape pieces. 
The sample IP1 was also tested for AC losses, by Dr Mykola Soloviov, using the 
procedure described in section 3.2.3.5. The AC loss data was compared with the Brandt-
Indenbom model, equation (7), for an equivalent full-width sample using an equivalent surface 
current of 4100 A m-1, Figure 85. 
 
Figure 85. Measured and calculated AC losses for sample IP1. Calculated values used a sample length of 11 mm, 
filament width of 2.3 mm and surface current density of 4100 A m-1. Sample tested at 77 K. 
The Ic for the sample was calculated using equation (18), derived by Dr Anup Patel, 
which related the peak trapped field magnitude, B0, above a thin rectangular film to the surface 
current density, Js. 
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𝐽: = 9?sLXlX  A^ Shg      (18) 
Where a is the half width of the rectangle, x is the measurement height, µ0 is the 
permeability of free space and f is a correction factor to account for ferromagnetic substrates 
(f = 1 for non-magnetic substrate). Using a trapped field value of 2 mT gave an estimate of 
4100 A m-1 for Js, corresponding to a tape Ic of 49 A for the full 12 mm width. The AC loss 
measurements do indicate that, as expected, the filaments result in lower AC loss than an 
equivalent monolithic sample. However, the comparison has several limitations including 
sample length and uniformity. It is clear from the Hall scan data that the filaments are not 
uniform and so a single value of Ic required for the Brandt-Indenbom calculation results in 
significant error. Particularly as the real Ic is likely to be lower than the calculated value in 
several of the filaments, meaning the losses will naturally be lower than those predicted using 
the Brandt model. Furthermore, the short sample length also reduces precision in the 
measurement system. 
The main performance limitations for the inverse printed samples were due to the 
lack of homogeneity in the substrate and uniformity of deposition and growth. Several of the 
causes, such as substrate curvature and gas flow over the edges of the sample, are related to 
using short samples. Preliminary results, reported by collaborators at Oxolutia, on longer 
samples using reel-to-reel type manufacturing, where the tape tension and perpendicular gas 
flow reduce those issues, were promising and 30 cm long samples have been produced. 
4.6 Toward a Rutherford architecture 
The inverse printing architecture aimed to solve some of the practical production 
problems with printing filamentary REBCO coated conductors. However, even with a fully 
optimised process the lack of filament transposition means the tape still needs to be twisted to 
reduce the effect of coupling loss. 
Oberly et al. [191] proposed an approach for developing a low AC loss coated 
conductor design that mimics the Rutherford cable architecture. The twist pitch length can be 
made much smaller than achievable by simply twisting a striated tape, meaning coupling 
losses can be kept low even at high AC frequencies. The Rutherford cable architecture is 
shown in Figure 86. 
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Figure 86. (a) Photograph of traditional metallic Rutherford cable. (b) Schematic diagram showing top surface 
and (c) winding path of a single filament. 
Producing a coated conductor with the Rutherford cable architecture is much more 
complex than producing the same design using traditional metallic low temperature 
superconductors. The strains that would be induced by the tight curvature required in the tapes 
at the edges of the cable would supress superconductivity or damage the HTS layer. This leads 
to two feasible approaches; bonding multiple, patterned tapes together, or, producing the 
layered structure additively during manufacture. The first approach has been demonstrated by 
Abraimov et al. [192], where two patterned tapes were attached face-to-face with resistive 
joints, Figure 87. The sample demonstrated low AC losses over a wide range of frequencies 
confirming the benefit of the design in reducing coupling losses. However, the approach 
resulted in the loss of 50% of the superconducting layer through destructive chemical etching. 
 
Figure 87. Diagram showing the pattern etched into coated conductor tape by Abraimov et al. [192]. Two tapes 
were then bonded face-to-face by diffusion bonding the exposed silver on the filaments. Current could then only 
follow the transposed path of connect filaments. 
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Ben Yahia et al. [193] have recently demonstrated a similar process with laser striated 
tapes and a different geometry to transpose filaments, Figure 88. This results in lower materials 
wastage but still requires complex processing and resistive joints between tapes. 
 
Figure 88. Diagram showing patterned tape structure used by Ben Yahia et al. [193]. A second tape patterned in 
the same way is then rotated by 180 degrees and bonded face-to-face with the first. The overlap area can be 
adjusted to ensure a low resistance contact. The contact area needs to be precisely aligned to prevent recoupling 
of filaments. 
The concept presented in the current work is to use selective deposition possible via 
inkjet printing to additively manufacture a coated conductor that follows the Rutherford cable 
architecture. The processing steps are shown schematically in Figure 89. 
 
Figure 89. Schematic steps to produce a printed Rutherford architecture coated conductor. (a) Deposit and 
thermally process filaments of YBCO precursor simultaneously with an ink that will form an isostructural 
insulating material such that a flat layer forms. (b) Deposit and thermally process filaments/continuous layer of 
thin insulating layer such as ceria. (c) Connect exposed YBCO with filaments of YBCO. The current paths should 
then follow a route like the arrow in (c). 
The 3 stages are as follows: printing diagonal partial filaments and barrier spacers in 
a single pass, then covering the central regions with a thin insulating barrier before finally 
connecting filaments across the top. Each stage has specific challenges associated with it. In 
the first layer the barrier material must be compatible with the REBCO, insulating and must 
(b)(a) (c)
YBCO
Buffer
Barrier material e.g. PrxY1-xBCO
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effectively transfer texture to the layers above whilst the entire surface must be flat and smooth 
enough for further chemical deposition. The second layer buffer material needs to be similar 
to the barrier material of the first layer except thin enough to not cause significant grain 
misorientation at the step between via and filament. The final layer must be able to grow 
effectively over the top of the insulating layer whilst retaining good current characteristics. 
The “vias” at the edge of the conductor should have an area ~3 orders of magnitude greater 
than the cross section of individual filaments to compensate for the lower c-axis critical 
current. This should be feasible because the typical filament thickness is of the order of 1–
3 µm so the via needs to be approximately 1–3 mm long and could be extended to maximise 
the full width of the substrate [191]. 
Crossover and ramp structures with superconducting REBCO strips grown over CeO2 
insulating layers have been demonstrated on small (< 1 mm2) single crystals by van Wijck et 
al. [194]. The purpose of their work was device fabrication but demonstrated that REBCO 
tracks could successfully be grown over thin (80 nm) steps of textured CeO2. This indicated 
that it would be theoretically possible to have a Rutherford type coated conductor with 
superconducting filaments passing over thin insulating barriers. The purpose of the current 
work was to develop a suitable material and deposition method for the barrier material present 
in the first layer. 
4.6.1 PrYBCO as a barrier layer 
Cerium oxide was initially considered as a barrier material because it is electrically 
insulating, compatible with REBCO and can be used to transfer crystallographic texture to 
REBCO layers; for example, it is commonly used as the final layer in buffer stacks of coated 
conductors. However, the main issue envisaged was the difficulty of growing a strip of the 
precisely the required thickness simultaneously with the first layer REBCO. Ceria inks 
typically produce thin films, 20–40 nm, when grown using solution deposition and if good 
crystallographic texture is required. 
The thickness of REBCO films grow from inkjet printed solutions is typically of the 
order of 1 µm. Therefore, using YBCO doped with praseodymium, PrxY1-xBa2Cu3O7-d 
(0 < x < 1), was decided upon. PrBCO is isostructural to other superconducting REBCO 
materials, with only a small lattice mismatch (< 3%) to YBCO. However, unlike other REBCO 
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HTS materials PrBCO does not typically display superconducting properties and when YBCO 
is doped with praseodymium the critical temperature, Tc, is reduced as shown in Figure 90. 
 
Figure 90. Critical transition temperature, Tc, dependence on praseodymium content for the PrxY1-xBCO system. 
Redrawn from [195]. 
Different mechanisms have been described to explain the lack of superconductivity 
in PrBCO [195], including mixed valence of the praseodymium, where the Pr4+ contributes an 
additional electron filling a hole in the Cu-O planes. However, experimental evidence suggests 
Pr is in the III valence state. Therefore, an alternative explanation that assumes that a  
Pr(4f)-O(2p) hybridisation takes place is plausible. This prevents superconductivity by 
magnetic interactions with Cooper pairs or by localising charge carries. Some authors suggest 
mixed models with both hole filling and magnetic pair breaking. Several authors have also 
reported superconductivity in PrBCO [196–199], but only detectable with magnetic or 
microwave measurement because the superconductivity is highly localised and so the material 
still exhibits high DC resistivity. Blackstead et al. [196] ascribed lack of bulk 
superconductivity in PrBCO to Ba site substitution by Pr. 
Multilayers of YBCO and PrBCO have been studied to determine fundamental 
properties of HTS materials [200], develop epitaxial insulating layers for devices [201] and 
determine pinning mechanisms in coated conductors [202]. This confirmed that it would be 
feasible to produce superconducting REBCO on top of insulating PrBCO layers. 
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4.6.2 PrYBCO ink development 
It was assumed that the similarity in reactivity of the rare-earth elements and the fact 
that PrBCO is isostructural to YBCO would allow PrBCO to be synthesised using an 
analogous route to TFA-MOD production of YBCO. Additionally, inks with reduced fluorine 
content were developed because of their lower sensitivity to atmospheric moisture and ability 
to produce thicker coatings in a single step. 
Separate metal ion solutions were prepared to enable easy synthesis of different 
fluorine content solutions. Six different stock solutions were synthesised and are summarised 
in Table 11. The synthesis procedure was similar for all except the precise reagents. 
Table 11. Chemical reagents used to synthesise stock solutions used to make PrYBCO inks 
Stock solution Solid reagent Organic acid 
Y(TFA)3 Y2O3 (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich) 
Trifluoacetic acid (99%, Alfa Aesar) 
Pr(TFA)3 Pr6O11 (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) 
Cu(TFA)2 CuO (>99.0%, Alfa Aesar) 
Ba(TFA)2 BaCO3 (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich) 
Cu(PPA)2 CuO (>99.0%, Alfa Aesar) 
Propionic acid (99% Sigma-Aldrich) 
Ba(PPA)2 BaCO3 (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich) 
 
The starting powder (oxide or carbonate) was dissolved in an excess of organic acid 
reagent (propionic acid, PPA, or trifluoroacetic acid, TFA) in an aqueous (50 vol%) solution 
with de-ionised water. The reaction mixture was heated under reflux until a clear solution was 
obtained. Excess solvent was removed on a rotary evaporator to leave a viscous gel. The 
corresponding acid anhydride (propionic acid anhydride or trifluoroacetic acid anhydride) was 
added and solvent evaporation repeated. The product was diluted with anhydrous methanol 
before a final solvent removal stage. The viscous gel was then diluted to the required 
concentration with anhydrous methanol. To form the REBCO precursor inks, Table 12, 
stoichiometric quantities of each individual metal ion solution were mixed. 
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Table 12. Composition of PrYBCO inks with different fluorine contents. RE = Y or Pr. 
Ink Components 
Full F RE(TFA)3, Ba(TFA)2, Cu(TFA)2 
Low F-1 RE(TFA)3, Ba(PPA)2, Cu(TFA)2 
Low F-2 RE(TFA)3, Ba(TFA)2, Cu(PPA)2 
Low F-3 RE(TFA)3, Ba(PPA)2, Cu(PPA)2 
 
4.6.3 Thermal analysis 
4.6.3.1 Experimental methods 
Thermal decomposition of pure PrBCO solutions were analysed using 
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Samples were heated in flowing (60 cm-3 min-1) wet 
oxygen at a rate of 10 K min-1 from room temperature to 1000 °C. 
Samples were formed by drying the precursor solution in the platinum crucible used 
for testing to allow stable calibration of the initial mass prior to heating. Thin films on glass 
substrates were also produced because research by Eloussifi et al. [203] had suggested that the 
decomposition behaviour of thin films was different to that for bulk powder samples due to 
the differences in gas and thermal transport, with thin films displaying lower decomposition 
onset temperatures. However, the masses recorded for these films were too low to be analysed 
reliably. 
4.6.3.2 Results 
The thermogravimetric data is shown in Figure 91. The different ink types had 
different decomposition profiles, with the decomposition temperature range varying for 
different fluorine contents. 
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Figure 91. Thermogravimetry data showing the relative mass loss and derivative as the pure PrBCO precursor 
solutions were heated. Samples were approximately 10 mg and were heated at 10 K min-1 in wet oxygen. The 
inks with a lower fluorine content had a wider decomposition temperature range. 
The Full F PrBCO ink showed a sharp mass loss. The shoulder to the Full F derivative 
curve at 290 °C indicated that multiple decomposition processes were occurring 
simultaneously in the same range of temperatures. The lower fluorine content inks 
decomposed over a larger temperature range. The Low-F1 and F2 inks had lower initial onset 
temperatures and higher final decomposition temperatures than the Full F. The Low-F3 ink 
had the largest temperature range of all the inks tested with an onset of 250 °C and final peak 
occurring at 395 °C. 
The distinct peaks visible at ~250 °C and ~320 °C for Low F-1 and F-2 were ascribed 
to the decomposition of the propionate and trifluoroacetate components respectively, based on 
the analysis of low fluorine YBCO solutions by Palmer et al. [204]. This explained why the 
Full F ink decomposed over a narrower range with onset at a higher temperature. From thermal 
analysis of separate metal trifluoacetates performed by Mosiadz et al. [205–207] the onset of 
the decomposition peak for the Full F solution was ascribed primarily to copper species with 
the RE and barium decomposition reaching their maximum reaction rate at a slightly higher 
temperature. 
The more gradual thermal decomposition was thought to be beneficial for film 
formation because it reduces the chance of thermal runaway, sudden thickness change or rapid 
gas release. Chen et al. [208] reported that low fluorine precursor solutions for YBCO could 
cope with higher temperature ramp rates partly because less hydrogen fluoride (HF) gas was 
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released during pyrolysis. The lower HF generation was ascribed to BaF2 and (RE)F3 still 
forming despite only one halogenated precursor. 
The difference in the final relative mass loss between the samples followed the 
expected trend assuming a similar product phase; the propionate precursors had a lower mass 
than the trifluoacetates so with a similar final product the relative mass loss will be lower. 
Other differences in the final masses may be in part due to how hygroscopic each solution was 
[204]. The Full F and Low F-1 solutions both exhibited a slightly greater solvent loss before 
the main decomposition peaks, implying that they had retained more solvent or absorbed more 
water from the atmosphere. 
Based on the thermal analysis results it was decided to use the low-F3 type ink for 
thin film production. The broader range for decomposition was likely to result in less extreme 
stress generation in the film during pyrolysis. Also, the composition matched more closely 
with the successfully used OxoYBCO ink that had previously been used for depositing 
filamentary conductors. 
4.6.4 Thin films 
4.6.4.1 Thin film preparation 
To determine the if c-axis textured PrBCO could be grown from solution precursors 
an initial sample was produced by spin coating the Low F-3 PrBCO ink onto a 1 cm2 
lanthanum aluminate (LAO) single crystal substrate followed by pyrolysis, growth and 
oxygenation as described in section 4.4.1. An angular speed of 6000 rpm for 2 min was used 
to distribute the 1 M ink across the surface of the substrate. 
Samples were also prepared on buffered metal substrate (SuperOx, buffer architecture 
as in Figure 53 but without the GdBCO and silver layers). Squares, 12 mm × 12 mm, of 
buffered substrate were spin coated with the different inks before thermal treatment. In 
addition to the pure PrBCO precursor solutions three doped solutions were also formulated 
and deposited. The doped solutions had x = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively, where x was the 
relative fraction of praseodymium, PrxY1-xBa2Cu3O7-d. They were all formed using the low-F3 
formulation. 
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4.6.4.2 Phase identification 
Following thermal treatment x-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed in the Bragg-
Brentano geometry and data were collected 20–50° degrees 2θ. The peak positions were 
compared with International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) reference patterns to identify 
the expected phases (YBCO: 00-038-1433, PrBCO: 00-050-0429, BaCeO3: 00-035-1318). 
The sample deposited on the LAO single crystal, Figure 92, showed that correctly 
textured pure PrBCO could be grown using the MOD approach, which had not been 
demonstrated before. The next stage was to determine if the process was repeatable for 
buffered metallic tapes. 
 
Figure 92. XRD pattern for pure PrBCO film grown on top of single crystal LAO substrate. The solution was 
1 M PrBCO Low F-3. Several of the film peaks overlap with the substrate. 
The 00l type peaks were less pronounced when PrBCO films were grown on buffered 
polycrystalline substrate, Figure 93. The fluorine content appeared to have a small effect on 
the phase evolution, with BaCeO3 detected in the sample grown from the Full F solution. 
 
Figure 93. XRD patterns for pure PrBCO grown on buffered metal tape using full and low fluorine precursor 
solutions. The 00l peaks were more pronounced and there was less barium cerate detectable for the film grown 
from the Low F-3 solution. 
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The praseodymium in the PrYBCO barrier material needs to remain localised during 
heat treatment to avoid doping the surrounding filaments and supressing their critical 
properties. To reduce the diffusion gradient present during thermal processing a lower Pr 
content can be used. This would be important for simultaneously depositing and growing the 
first filamentary layer. A relative mole fraction of just 0.3 should be sufficient to supress the 
Tc of PrYBCO below 77 K. The films produced with a lower praseodymium content films 
showed better phase formation, Figure 94, however they also appeared to grow BaCeO3, an 
impurity phase, more readily.  
 
Figure 94. XRD patterns for films with different praseodymium contents but all from Low F-3 type solutions. 
Correctly textured REBCO was detectable in all cases. 
The presence of BaCeO3, formed by the reaction of Ba with the ceria buffer layer, is 
generally thought to be detrimental for formation of high quality superconducting films [209]. 
The barium cerate still transmits the correct crystallographic texture but the surrounding 
REBCO may become Ba deficient. Other authors have reported that pure PrBCO is very 
sensitive to synthesis conditions [197–199] and this may partly explain the apparent difference 
in phase formation between the films with different Pr contents.  
4.6.4.3 Critical temperature of PrYBCO films 
Critical temperature testing of films to confirm the expected Tc dependence was not 
successful due to lack of reliable superconducting films when pure YBCO was deposited and 
grown. The unreliability of successful superconductor growth prevented the subsequent stages 
of development required for producing a Rutherford architecture, including demonstrating that 
superconducting YBCO could be grown on PrYBCO using solution methods. 
The growth of superconducting REBCO from solution precursors is a complex 
process with numerous variables to control, including temperature and gas atmosphere. 
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Several key challenges were identified that prevented reliable superconductor growth. Firstly, 
substrate uniformity for the majority of the project was poor. As was shown in Figure 84 the 
substrate was not flat, which caused problems for ink deposition and conversion. Alternative, 
more uniform substrate was sought following the conclusion of our groups involvement in the 
EUROTAPES project. The new buffered substrate from SuperOx was much more uniform, 
however, samples that were produced using the tape only showed measurable transition 
temperatures when tested inductively and did not give macroscopically connected 
superconducting films. This may have been caused by the second principle challenge; solution 
aging. Recently, Pinto et al. [210] reported a study on the aging of REBCO precursor solutions, 
where a time period of < 50 days was enough to degrade the Tc of YBCO grown from low 
fluorine precursor solutions. This is despite the solutions appearing visibly stable, i.e. without 
precipitation, for many months. The aging was linked to changes in the solutions detectable 
via NMR, with the formation of methyl propionate correlating with poorer solution 
performance. They found that aged solutions showed greater traces of impurities and a-axis 
oriented grains. This aging effect complicated the optimisation of the heat treatment process, 
adding an additional variable to control and invalidating earlier conclusions about 
unsuccessful combinations of growth temperatures and atmospheres. 
4.7 Summary 
In this chapter, a brief overview of drop-on-demand inkjet printing technology that 
can be used for functional materials deposition and patterning was given. The requirements of 
inks and jetting parameters were discussed. 
Directly printed filamentary coated conductor samples were produced using 
piezoelectric nozzle printing. Different numbers of printing passes were investigated to 
increase the thickness of YBCO filaments and increase Ic. However, when more than 2 passes 
were deposited before thermal treatment the superconducting properties were poorer. 
A patented “inverse” printed filamentary coated conductor architecture was described 
and fully printed samples using ceria as a barrier material were produced. The superconducting 
properties of samples were characterised using Hall probe magnetometry and AC loss 
measurements. Challenges and limitations with substrate and processing uniformity were 
discussed. 
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A more complex printed Rutherford architecture concept was described. Inkjet 
printing is the only scalable method that could deliver an additively produced conductor with 
transposed filaments. The concept required a suitable insulating material to act as an 
isostructural barrier material. Praseodymium doped YBCO, PrxY1-xBa2Cu3O7-d, (PrYBCO) 
was identified as a suitable candidate. Pure PrBCO precursor solutions were synthesised with 
a range of fluorine contents. The thermal decomposition for the different inks was 
characterised with reduced fluorine content inks showing preferable characteristics. Thin films 
of pure PrBCO were grown on single crystal and buffered metallic substrates. Additionally, 
PrYBCO films with different Pr contents were grown on technical substrates. Lower Pr 
contents appeared to give the best films. 
Further development of the complex Rutherford type architecture was limited by the 
reliability of superconducting film production. However, as mentioned inkjet printing enables 
patterning during manufacture, further increasing materials efficiency and reducing costs 
whilst reducing post-production subtractive processing. Therefore, this motivates further 
research into optimising the REBCO growth processing. Furthermore, the ability for an inkjet 
processing route to produce complex filamentary coated conductor structures in a single 
production line is unique. To capitalise on the benefits available for printed structures the 
reliability of thermal processing, substrate and compatible precursor inks need to be improved 
systematically for the specific laboratory conducting research. 
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SECTION II: SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELLS 
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5 INTRODUCTION: SOFCS 
5.1 Solid oxide fuel cells 
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are electrochemical cells that directly convert 
chemical energy into electrical energy. They are inherently more efficient than conventional 
power generation systems such as internal combustion engines. SOFCs typically operate at 
high temperatures 500–1000 °C, which enable further efficiency gains by combining with gas 
turbines or producing combined heat and power (CHP). The high operating temperature also 
allows for internal reforming of hydrocarbon fuels and fast reaction kinetics with non-precious 
metal catalysts. 
SOFCs have a solid, gas tight, electronically insulating oxide electrolyte that 
separates two porous electrodes, Figure 95. The fuel is oxidized at the anode and oxygen is 
reduced at the cathode. Cells also include electrically conducting interconnects required to 
attach an external load or for connecting several cells in series or parallel into a stack to 
increase voltage or current output. Gas seals are also used to prevent mixing of the fuel and 
oxidant gases. 
 
Figure 95. Schematic illustrating the operating principle of a SOFC. The electrodes are porous and conductive 
whilst the electrolyte is dense and electronically insulating. 
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5.1.1 Sources of loss 
The voltage of a fuel cell is predicted by the Nernst equation, (19), which gives the 
theoretical potential based on the free energy change for the chemical reaction occurring. 
𝐸 = 𝐸) − ~o ln	 𝐾     (19) 
Where E is the potential, E0 is the standard electrode potential, R is the gas constant, T is the 
temperature, z the number of electrons transferred, F the Faraday constant and K the 
equilibrium constant for the reaction, which depends on reactant and product concentrations. 
However, the actual cell voltage will be lower than this even at open circuit conditions 
due to current and gas leakage. The operating voltage is then further reduced below the open 
circuit voltage (OCV) due to overpotentials associated with the finite rates of reaction 
occurring in different cell components, Figure 96. Cell OCV is typically ~1 V but they usually 
operate at 0.5–0.7 V under load. The main sources of loss are due to limitations in the charge 
transfer processes occurring at the electrodes, ohmic resistance of the electrolyte and mass 
transfer of gas phase reactants in the porous electrodes. These losses can be minimised by a 
combination of cell design, materials choice and structural modification. 
 
Figure 96. The main contributions to cell overpotentials under cell loading as the current load increases. Adapted 
from [211]. 
5.1.2 SOFC design 
The two main types of fuel cell design are planar and tubular geometries, Figure 97. 
Tubular designs benefit from simpler gas sealing and handling. Planar designs have the 
advantage of cheaper conventional fabrication routes but the sealing is more complex due to 
differential thermal expansion, which can be problematic for thermal cycling. 
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Figure 97. Schematic of two alternative SOFC geometries. Planar cells are generally easier to manufacture, whilst 
tubular designs simplify gas handling. 
This thesis will look at planar cells due to their simpler manufacture and potential for 
modification by using scalable inkjet printing techniques. Within planar cells there are 
different designs, with differences based on the component that acts at the primary support, 
Figure 98. 
 
Figure 98. The main different planar cell designs. (a) Electrolyte supported (b) anode supported (c) cathode 
supported and (d) metal or ceramic supported. Adapted from [212]. 
Ohmic and mass transport losses can be addressed through cell design, typically by 
reducing the thickness of components. However, cost and mechanical integrity also play a 
part. In the various designs the thick component is typically of the order of 0.5–5 mm whilst 
the remaining layers are thin, ~5–50 µm. The thin layers improve performance by reducing 
ohmic and mass transport losses and improve mechanical integrity by reducing the number of 
critical flaws and lowering mechanical stresses during heating and cooling [212]. 
Each of the alternative cell designs have their own advantages and disadvantages. In 
electrolyte supported cells the electrolyte can be sintered and densified at high temperature 
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(~1400 °C) without danger of any deleterious reaction with other cell components, which can 
be particularly problematic with cathode materials [213,214]. The strength of electrolyte 
supported cells is usually good, because the primary support is fully densified. The main 
drawback for electrolyte supported cells is the relatively thick electrolyte required, which 
increases ohmic losses. Results from electrolyte supported symmetric cells will be presented 
in chapter 6 and 7. 
Cathode supported cells benefit from a thinner electrolyte. However, cathode 
materials tend to be relatively high cost, high density and low strength. They have been used 
successfully by Siemens/Westinghouse [215] in a capped tubular design, which allows for 
simpler gas distribution and cheaper metal interconnects that are in a reducing atmosphere 
during operation. 
Anode supported cells, commonly based on a nickel-yttria stabilised zirconia cermet 
(Ni/YSZ), are popular for enabling thin electrolyte and cathode layers [216,217]. Anode 
materials are typically stronger and cheaper than cathodes. The design is susceptible to thermal 
shock and electrolyte cracking due to volume changes during cell reduction. However, careful 
control of the microstructure and proportions of the phases present can reduce their fragility 
and several companies manufacture anode supported cells [218–220]. Anode supported cells 
will be studied further in chapter 6. 
An alternative approach that allows all electrochemically active components to be 
thin is to use a metal or ceramic support with little or no chemical activity. This can 
substantially reduce the cost of the cell whilst improving the mechanical integrity. Ceramic 
supports are more chemically inert, which is beneficial for sintering of the other components 
and in the case of heating in a non-reducing atmosphere. Furthermore, the coefficient of 
thermal expansion (CTE) is more closely matched to the other components. However, the 
higher stiffness and lower toughness compared to metal supports is a drawback for rapid or 
frequent thermal cycling. Metal supports offer very good thermal shock resistance and the 
inherent electrical conductivity of the support is an advantage [221]. 
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5.2 Material choice 
5.2.1 Electrolyte 
The electrolyte needs to be ionically conductive, electronically insulating and gas 
tight at the operating temperature. Additionally, it must be chemically stable over a wide range 
of temperatures and oxygen partial pressures (pO2). The four main classes of material that 
have been utilised as SOFC electrolytes are stabilised zirconia, doped ceria, doped Bi2O3 and 
doped LaGaO3. Of these yttria stabilised zirconia (YSZ) has been the most widely used. The 
doping level is commonly 3–10 mol% and the 8 mol% variant (8YSZ) has the highest ionic 
conductivity, Table 13. YSZ has good mechanical integrity and a wide range of stability but 
must be very thin to avoid substantial ohmic losses at intermediate temperatures (< 800 °C). 
Scandia doped zirconia (ScSZ) has better ionic conductivity than YSZ but the scarcity and 
relative cost of scandium makes it less attractive for large-scale SOFC implementation [222–
226]. 
Doped ceria e.g. gadolinium doped ceria, Ce0.9Gd0.1O2-x (CGO), has a significantly 
higher ionic conductivity at intermediate temperatures than YSZ. However, at higher 
temperatures, above 600 °C, the material becomes a mixed ionic electronic conductor (MIEC), 
which results in electronic leakage across the electrolyte [226]. Hence, if doped ceria 
electrolytes are to be used they need to be operated at lower temperatures and with suitably 
active electrodes. Lower operating temperatures are beneficial for reducing degradation rates 
and allows cheaper metal interconnects and simpler gas sealing materials to be used [224]. 
Doped bismuth oxide has similar conductivity to doped ceria but also suffers from the same 
disadvantage of electronic conductivity at high temperatures [222]. 
Doping LaGaO3 with strontium and manganese to form a lanthanum strontium 
magnesium gallate (LSGM) perovskite leads to a material with a similar ionic conductivity to 
CGO but with a wider temperature range for ionic conductivity. The disadvantage lies in the 
difficulty to produce the desired single phase. Moreover, the preferred phase is not as stable 
across the entire temperature range experienced during temperature cycling. All the non-
zirconia based electrolyte materials also have poorer mechanical properties meaning they are 
only suitable in practical applications if they are supported by a different cell component 
[222,227]. 
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Table 13. Ionic conductivity of electrolyte materials. Adapted from [222]. 
Material Conductivity / S cm-1 at (temperature, °C) 
3 mol% Y2O3-ZrO2 0.058 (1000), 0.018 (800) 
8 mol% Y2O3-ZrO2 0.178 (1000), 0.052 (800) 
10 mol% Y2O3-ZrO2 0.136 (1000), 0.037 (800) 
8 mol% Sc2O3-ZrO2 0.31 (1000), 0.12 (800) 
9 mol% Sc2O3-ZrO2 0.34 (1000), 0.109 (800) 
(Ce0.7Gd0.3)O1.85 0.25 (1000), 0.093 (800) 
(Ce0.8Sm0.2)O1.9 0.25 (1000), 0.096 (800) 
(La0.9Sr0.1)Ga0.8Mg0.2O3-∂ 0.316 (1000), 0.121 (800) 
(La0.8Sr0.2)Ga0.83Mg0.17O3-∂ 0.17 (800) 
25 mol% Er2O3-Bi2O3 0.37 (700) 
 
5.2.2 Anodes 
Anode materials need to have good electronic conductivity, oxygen diffusivity and 
reactivity for oxidation reactions. The dominant anode material in SOFCs is Ni/YSZ cermet. 
This is commonly constructed from a mixture of NiO and YSZ powders then the NiO is 
reduced to Ni in-situ. Nickel has the dual benefits of good electrical conductivity and excellent 
catalytic activity for the oxidation of hydrogen [216]. However, pure nickel coarsens at typical 
SOFC operating temperatures and the pure metal has a significant CTE mismatch with 
standard electrolytes. Spacil addressed these two shortcomings with a mixed Ni/YSZ 
composite structure [228]. The YSZ then prevents significant nickel coarsening by preventing 
substantial diffusion between nickel particles and the composite structure has a much more 
closely matched CTE with the ceramic electrolyte. The conductivity is reduced but if the nickel 
forms a percolative network the conductivity remains sufficient. Another advantage is the 
increase in the triple phase boundary (TPB) if the YSZ also form a continuous phase, Figure 
99. The TPB is the location where gas phase, ionic and electronic conductors meet and the 
electrochemical reactions can occur. 
The main disadvantages for Ni/YSZ anodes arise when hydrocarbon fuel is used. 
Sulphur is commonly present in commercial hydrocarbon fuels and poisoning occurs when 
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the H2S concentration exceeds a few ppm [229]. Nickel also catalyses the formation of carbon 
filaments under reducing conditions [230,231]. This leads to “coking” of the anode and a 
severe reduction in performance. The carbon can be removed if sufficient steam is present, 
however, this requires dilution of the fuel and due to the catalytic activity of nickel is not 
effective for higher hydrocarbons. Adding small quantities of noble metals (Au, Rh or Ru) can 
suppress coking as can the addition of an oxidation catalyst such as ceria [232]. 
To avoid the fundamental challenges of Ni/YSZ anodes alternative oxide materials 
have been developed that show good redox stability and resistance to fuel impurities and 
coking. Perovskite materials such as lanthanum chromites and strontium titanates have been 
investigated. For example, doped lanthanum chromite (La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3) has been 
demonstrated to be redox stable and sufficiently chemically active in pure H2 [233]. Also, 
La0.4Sr0.6TiO3 was shown to be redox stable, sulphur tolerant and resistant to coking [234]. 
Alternative anodes also include composites of ceria with a relatively inert metal such 
as copper [235,236]. The copper does not suffer from carbon deposition and provides the 
required electrical conductivity, whilst the ceria behaves as an oxidation catalyst and provides 
an ionically conducting path to the electrolyte. Further discussion of anode enhancement is 
discussed in section 6.1.1. 
5.2.3 Cathodes 
The requirements for the cathode are similar to the anode in terms of stability and 
conductivity, however, the reactivity needs to be optimised for catalysing the oxygen reduction 
reaction (ORR). The polarisation losses associated with the ORR at the cathode are commonly 
the dominant sources of loss in SOFCs, particularly at intermediate temperatures [237]. 
Lanthanum manganite doped with strontium, La1-xSrxMnO3 (LSM), is a popular cathode 
choice because of the stability and good activity for the ORR at temperatures > 800 °C and 
decent electronic conductivity (> 200 S cm-1) [238–240]. However, the material has poor 
oxygen ion conductivity [241] and therefore very thin cathodes are required to minimise the 
distance to the electrolyte and graded electrolyte/cathode interfaces can be used to maximise 
the TPBs and thereby reduce polarisation losses [242,243]. 
Cathode materials with better ionic conductivity include strontium doped lanthanum 
ferrites, lanthanum cobaltites and mixed perovskites: La1-xSrxFeO3 (LSF), La1-xSrxCoO3 
(LSC), and La1-xSrxFe1-yCoyO3 (LSCF) [244,245]. These all have much better ionic 
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conductivities than LSM and generally have higher activity for the ORR at lower temperatures 
too. However, they tend to react readily with YSZ at standard electrode sintering temperatures 
[246–248]. The detrimental effects of this can be reduced by using a doped ceria interlayer 
[249,250]. Nanostructuring the cathode can improve the performance of the cathode in several 
ways, including by maximising the TPB length and by reducing the required sintering 
temperature to avoid deleterious reaction with the electrolyte, this will be further discussed in 
sections 5.3.1 and 7.2. 
5.2.4 Interconnects 
Interconnects provide electrical connection between cells in a stack and separate the 
fuel and oxidising gases from each other. They need to be electrically conductive, impervious 
to gases, stable in oxidising and reducing atmospheres during thermal cycling and 
mechanically robust. Both ceramic and metal materials have been used. Ceramic materials 
such as lanthanum chromite (LaCrO3) can be doped with elements such as Sr and Ca to achieve 
the required electrical conductivity and stability [251]. Other ceramic materials that have 
shown good sinterability in air and compatibility with YSZ are calcium and nickel doped 
yttrium chromites [252]. Ceramic interconnects, whilst good in terms of oxidation resistance, 
tend to be expensive to fabricate, relatively fragile and with poorer electrical conductivity than 
metals. 
Metal interconnects are preferred for their lower cost, higher conductivity and better 
mechanical properties, particularly at lower operating temperatures. The motivation to reduce 
cell operating temperatures is in part to enable the use of cheaper and more robust 
interconnects. Plansee Ducralloy (94Cr-5Fe-1Y2O3) [253] has excellent properties in terms of 
corrosion resistance, CTE and mechanical strength but the powder metallurgy required to form 
components results in a very high cost. Stainless steels are a natural choice but suffer from 
poor oxidation characteristics at high temperatures [254]. Additionally, cathode materials are 
poisoned by chromium that becomes mobile at elevated temperatures, resulting in degradation 
in cell performance [255]. Stainless steel interconnects can be protectively coated and 
materials such as chromium free (Mn, Co)3O4 spinels have been shown to be effective [256]. 
5.2.5 Sealing 
Sealing is required to prevent mixing between fuel and oxidant gases and materials 
must match the CTE of cell components closely whilst remaining stable and inert at the 
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operating temperature. Rigid glass ceramic seals, e.g. BaO-CaO-SiO2 and BaO-Al2O3-SiO2, 
are relatively cheap and provide a gas tight seal [257]. However, they are susceptible to 
thermal shock and damage to one seal can result in failure of an entire stack [258]. 
Compressive metal or mica seals are much more resistant to thermal shock but require 
compressive stresses to be applied throughout usage. Metal seals can cause short circuiting 
and mica seals require high compressive loads to maintain gas tightness. 
5.3 Minimising electrode losses 
Lowering the operating temperature is beneficial for several of the auxiliary 
components of fuel cell stacks and will reduce the cost of manufacture and improve cell 
lifetime [224]. The higher electrode polarisation losses at intermediate temperatures, 500–
800 °C, are one of the biggest impediments to lowering SOFC operating temperatures. This 
section will look at how the general approach of nanostructuring the electrodes can enhance 
performance, particularly at intermediate temperatures. 
5.3.1 Nanostructuring electrodes 
The rate limiting chemical reactions occurring at the electrodes are thermally 
activated and so there is an exponential decrease in rate when lowering temperatures, leading 
to higher electrode overpotentials. These reactions occur at regions in the electrodes where 
ionic and electronic conductors meet the gas phase: the triple phase boundary (TPB), shown 
schematically for an anode in Figure 99. Therefore, one way the overall rate of reaction can 
be increased is by increasing the total length of this boundary within the porous electrode 
structure. The longer the boundary the more reaction sites and therefore the lower the 
polarisation resistance. This can be achieved effectively by decorating the electrode surface 
with electronically or ionically conducting nanoparticles, Figure 100. 
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Figure 99. Schematic anode structure showing the triple phase boundaries (TPBs) where ionic and electronic 
conductors meet the gas phase.  
If the nanoparticles are to extend the TPB then they need to form a continuous 
connected path. For example, ionically conducting nanoparticles on the surface of an 
electronically conducting scaffold need to form a continuous network to the ionic conductor 
phase of the electrode or the electrolyte. The grains that make up the electrode are typically 2 
to 3 orders of magnitude larger than nanoparticles and so nanostructuring can increase the TPB 
length by at least an order or magnitude [259,260]. 
 
Figure 100. Schematic porous electrode with nanoparticles decorating the surface. The nanoparticles can be 
continuous or discrete. 
However, the nanoparticles do not necessarily have to form a continuous network to 
reduce electrode polarisation resistance. If they catalyse the electrochemical reactions that 
occur at the surface then they can improve performance when discretely covering the surface. 
For example, ceria can catalyse the oxidation of hydrocarbons in the anode [216] and cobalt 
oxide can catalyse the ORR in the cathode [261]. 
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5.3.2 Solution infiltration 
Due to the high temperatures required for electrolyte sintering nanostructuring of 
SOFC electrodes is usually performed by infiltrating a solution precursor into porous 
electrodes after cell fabrication. A simple thermal treatment is used to grow well distributed 
particles. Solution infiltration separates the high temperature processing required to sinter the 
electrolyte and electrodes from the nanoscale development of the catalytic phases. The 
relatively low growth temperature prevents excessive particle coarsening. 
Jiang provides a recent review of the advances and challenges of nanostructuring 
SOFC electrodes via infiltration [244]. Specific examples of solution infiltration of anodes and 
cathodes are in chapter 6 and 7 respectively. 
Often vacuum impregnation, multiple infiltration steps and intermediate heat 
treatments are used to increase loading of the infiltrate into the porous electrode. Also, the 
infiltration is often performed by manual pipetting, immersion or flooding the sample. The use 
of many steps and waste of rare-earth or noble metal precursors is inherently expensive. 
Furthermore, the requirement of achieving high mass loading leads to more concentrated 
precursor solutions, which then results in poorer ink distribution. 
Chapters 6 and 7 report work using drop-on-demand (DoD) inkjet printing to 
infiltrate solution precursor inks into anodes and cathodes respectively. Inkjet printing is a 
simple, scalable and cost-effective non-contact technique. It can be used to deposit solutions 
or suspensions on a variety of surfaces including very thin, fragile or non-planar porous 
electrode supports. It can reproducibly dispense droplets in the range of pL to nL volumes at 
high rates (kHz). Inkjet printing allows excellent uniformity control and introduces the 
possibility of printing 2D and 3D patterns as well as delivering precursors into porous 
scaffolds with high levels of reproducibility and accuracy. The precision of deposition is 
beneficial for experimental platforms and for large-scale production where waste minimisation 
of raw materials is important. DoD inkjet printing has been demonstrated by our group to be 
an effective technique for construction and infiltration of fuel cells utilising both suspension 
and solution precursor inks [262–268]. 
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5.4 Impedance spectroscopy 
To quantify the effects of tailoring the structure of fuel cell electrodes it is useful to 
test symmetric cells using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Symmetric cells, 
Figure 101, enable the response of a single electrode to be isolated from the other electrode. 
 
Figure 101. Schematic of a symmetric cell with two identical electrodes.  
EIS determines the complex impedance of the electrode as a function of frequency. 
This allows the different contributions to cell resistance to be identified. To measure the 
impedance a sinusoidal voltage with a small amplitude (e.g. 10 mV) is applied to the cell and 
the current response measured, Figure 102. 
 
Figure 102. Schematic current response to an applied sinusoidal voltage. 
The voltage can be considered as the real component of the general complex voltage 
given by equation (20): 
𝑉 = 𝑉)𝑒V      (20) 
Where V0 is the amplitude of the voltage, i is √(-1), ω is the angular frequency and t is time. 
The current response, equation (21), is measured and in general may have a phase offset: 
𝐼 = 𝐼)𝑒 Vh      (21) 
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Where I0 is the amplitude and θ is the phase shift. The impedance is then calculated as the 
ratio of the complex voltage to the current, equation (22): 
𝑍 = 13 = 1X3X 𝑒R = 𝑍 𝑒R = 𝑍 + 𝑖𝑍"   (22) 
Where real and imaginary components are Z’ and Z” respectively. The impedance is calculated 
for a range of frequencies, typically spanning several orders of magnitude (e.g. 0.1 Hz to 
1 MHz). The negative of the imaginary component, -Z”, can then be plotted against the real 
component, Z’, to produce a Nyquist plot. 
Equivalent circuits can be constructed to model the processes occurring at the 
electrodes and the expected impedance response can be fitted to experimental data to find 
values for the resistance of each process. Typically, equivalent circuits are constructed of 
resistors, capacitors and, where appropriate more complex components such as Warburg or 
Gerischer elements, which describe behaviour when diffusion and mass transport are limiting 
[269]. Some examples of equivalent circuits and their Nyquist plots are shown in Figure 103. 
 
Figure 103. Impedance spectra for different RC circuits. The real axis intercepts can be used to determine the 
resistance of different loss components. The offset from the origin is a measure of the ohmic series resistance. 
The diameter of semi-circular arcs gives the contribution from polarisation losses. The frequency at the peak of 
the arcs are related to the capacitance and resistance of the component they arise from, i.e. ω = 1/(RC). The red 
dotted line shows the total measured impedance, the coloured shading in (d) shows the contributions from each 
separate element, which may overlap with each other, complicating deconvolution. 
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Equivalent circuits can be useful for determining the relative contribution from 
different cell processes. However, care must be taken that data are not over-fitted and that the 
circuit components correspond to realistic physical processes. In equivalent RC circuits the 
resistors generally model a conductive path, such as bulk conductivity, whilst the capacitors 
are usually associated with space-charge polarisation. The simple parallel element in Figure 
103(a) is a common feature in electrochemical systems and is often used to represent the 
impedance of electrode interfaces or an electric double layer that occurs at the surface of 
electrodes. A constant phase element (CPE) is sometimes used instead of a capacitor to model 
imperfect capacitance [269]. 
Many authors have used EIS and equivalent circuit models to assign arcs occurring 
at different frequencies to specific electrochemical processes, e.g. [237]. The specific values 
for peak frequency are material and temperature dependent but in general the lowest frequency 
arcs are assigned to diffusion processes in the anode, low-medium frequency arcs to oxygen 
adsorption and dissociation and higher frequency arcs to charge transfer processes at solid 
interfaces. This will be discussed further in section 7.3.2.1. 
5.5 Summary 
This chapter has introduced the operating principle and advantages of SOFCs. The 
primary materials used for the components of SOFCs were briefly discussed and the main cell 
designs were described. The principal sources of loss that reduce SOFC power during 
operation were examined and electrode polarisation losses were identified as the key barrier 
to increasing power outputs at lower operating temperatures. Lower operating temperatures 
offer the opportunity to significantly reduce SOFC production costs and improve longevity. 
Nanostructuring electrodes via solution infiltration was introduced as a method to 
reduce polarisation losses and improve stability. The benefits of using inkjet printing to 
infiltrate porous electrodes were presented. Finally, a brief overview of impedance 
spectroscopy and the interpretation of spectra in terms of equivalent circuits was given. 
In the following chapters results of both anode and cathode infiltration using inkjet 
printing will be presented. 
• In chapter 6 the infiltration of thick (~500 µm) anodes with doped ceria 
precursor solutions is investigated. With the aim of improving performance 
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using DoD inkjet printing; a simple, scalable technique. Methods to increase 
anode porosity and infiltrated Ni-Fe anodes will also be presented. 
• In chapter 7 will study dual infiltration of cathodes with doped ceria and 
cobalt oxide nanoparticles. The sequence of the infiltration process will be 
investigated and tested in model symmetric cathode cells. 
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6 ANODE INFILTRATION 
Parts of the work presented in this chapter also appear in the following publication: 
[270] T.B. Mitchell-Williams, R.I. Tomov, S.A. Saadabadi, M. Krauz, P. V. 
Aravind, B.A. Glowacki, R.V. Kumar, Infiltration of commercially available, anode supported 
SOFC’s via inkjet printing, Mater. Renew. Sustain. Energy. 6 (2017) 12. doi:10.1007/s40243-
017-0096-2. 
6.1 Anode supported cells 
As mentioned in chapter 5 the state-of-the-art commercial SOFCs are based on a 
combination of cermet anodes (e.g. Ni/8YSZ) and ion-conducting ceramic electrolyte, most 
often yttria-stabilized zirconia (8YSZ). They operate at temperatures within the region of 800–
1000 °C, which allows utilisation of the waste heat leading to higher fuel efficiency. Such 
operating temperatures require use of expensive corrosive resistant interconnects and are 
detrimental to the durability of the cell due to functional materials degradation. Consequently, 
the main barriers for the commercialisation of SOFCs have been the high cost of production 
and their operational durability. Thus, the success of SOFC commercialisation is critically 
dependent on the reduction of the operating temperature. However, lower operating 
temperatures leads to increased polarisation losses in the electrodes and decreased ionic 
conductivity of the electrolyte. The strategies used to compensate for this effect, apart from 
lowering the electrolyte resistance by using thinner electrolytes, include a reduction of the 
polarisation losses via electrode nanoengineering [244]. Wet infiltration has been shown to be 
one of the most effective approaches in enhancing of the electrochemical activity of the anodes 
and cathodes. Nanodecoration of the electrode surface with particles of a mixed conducting 
oxide and metal catalysts (e.g. gadolinium doped ceria, Ni, Pt, Pd, Cu) has been shown to be 
a successful method for lowering the operating temperatures and improving the long-term 
stability of SOFCs [271–273]. The concept, introduced in section 5.3.2, is based on the 
infiltration of precursor solutions into the porous electrode scaffold after the high temperature 
electrolyte sintering step. The formation of the nanoparticles is performed at relatively low 
temperatures with a simple heat treatment in air. The nanoparticles effectively increase the 
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triple phase boundary (TPB) length and catalyse the electrochemical reactions. Furthermore, 
the presence of oxide nanoparticles has been shown to prevent scaffold particles coarsening 
and increase the resistance to poisoning from non-pure fuel gases. 
6.1.1 Solution infiltrated cells 
Solution infiltration of both cathode and anodes has been demonstrated by various 
groups [274,275] in laboratory conditions. The infiltration is usually performed with 
micropipette drop delivery or sample immersion. The procedure often involves several loading 
steps with intermediate vacuum treatments to increase the mass load of the infiltrate. An 
appropriate heat treatment is performed after each step to form either a nanodecoration 
composed of discrete nanoparticles or interconnected nanoparticle coverage on the electrode 
scaffold. The process is cumbersome and slow resulting in non-uniform ink distribution (both 
lateral and in-depth) and waste of expensive ink. Liu et al. [276] infiltrated 1 M (metal ion 
concentration) water based inks of Sm doped ceria (Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.9, SDC) into laboratory 
produced anode-supported button cells, Ni/SDC|SDC|Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3 (vertical lines separate 
cell components, slashes represent composites). The ink was manually dropped onto the 
porous anode under vacuum and the infiltration was driven by capillary action. After drying, 
the pellets were fired at 800 °C for 2 hours to decompose the nitrate salts and form 
corresponding metal oxides. Different loading levels were achieved by repeating the 
infiltration cycle. It was demonstrated that the cell performances at 600 °C in humidified H2 
changes with SDC loading. Loadings of 0.96 mmol cm−3 (two infiltration cycles) and 
1.41 mmol cm−3 (three sequential infiltration cycles) led to an increase of the maximum power 
output by 8 and 22% respectively. Timurkutluk et al. [277] infiltrated gadolinium doped ceria 
(CGO) precursor ink into the anode and cathode of Ni/ScSZ|ScSZ|LSF/ScSZ button cells. 
After five infiltration passes it was found that at 700 °C the cell impregnated with 1.5 M 
solution provides peak power density of 1.34 W cm-2 compared to the cell without 
impregnation producing only 0.78 W cm-2. They also noticed that infiltration with more 
concentrated precursor solutions reduced power output due to a reduction in open porosity. 
Sholklapper et al. [278] reported that infiltration of SDC into a composite Ni/ScSZ anode led 
not only to an increase in fuel electrode performance (from 348 to 403 mW cm-2) but more 
importantly to a significant increase in sulphur tolerance. Single step infiltration of the cathode 
of commercially available cells has been reported by Dowd et al. [279]. They could load ~8–
10 wt% La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-x (LSC) into a composite LSCF/SDC cathode that had a thickness of 
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~50–60 µm in a single step using an ultrasonic spray nozzle. The samples showed improved 
power performance and increased durability after 200 hours of operation compared to a 
reference. The improved performances of the anodes infiltrated with mixed conducting oxides 
could be attributed to the extension of TPB as well as enhanced catalytic activities of the 
anodes. 
6.2 Enhancing performance of commercial cells 
For the infiltration to be incorporated industrially the process needs to be 
commercially viable. Inkjet printing is an inherently scalable, low-cost and controllable 
technique delivering nano- to pico-litre drops with kHz frequency over large areas with 
micrometre positioning precision. Our research group has shown it to be an effective technique 
for fabrication and infiltration of SOFCs [263,265,266]. The efficient use of potentially 
expensive precursor materials and reproducibility of the inkjet infiltration process are 
significant advantages for both research and scale-up. Additionally, the non-contact nature 
allows more delicate electrolyte supported cells to be infiltrated safely whilst the drop impact 
velocity, in the range or 1–2 m s-1 [280] can improve infiltration without having to employ 
vacuum processing. 
The current chapter studies the feasibility of inkjet printing infiltration of anode 
supported SOFC produced via commercial fabrication technology. The aim of the research 
was to reduce the number of infiltration processing steps. The goal was to achieve deep 
penetration of the ink into the thick anode supports avoiding vacuum infiltration treatments 
and to ensure uniform lateral delivery of the ink with nanolitre precision. 
The performance of two inks, one propionic acid based and another water based were 
investigated. Many research groups report results from water based solution infiltration, whilst 
our previous work showed how propionic acid based inks can be used to form doped ceria 
[264]. Propionic acid based solutions spread well on metal and oxide surfaces [281] and so, 
unlike aqueous solutions, do not require additional surfactants to achieve a high degree of 
wetting. Hence, there was interest in comparing the performance enhancement for alternative 
precursor solutions, particularly where the rheological properties for each ink may be different. 
In addition to fuel cell infiltration, symmetric anode cells were produced and infiltrated to 
demonstrate the suitability of propionic acid ink precursor. Finally, an alternative method for 
producing robust, infiltrated anodes was investigated.  
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6.2.1 Solution inks 
6.2.1.1 Solution ink preparation 
Two gadolinium doped ceria (CGO) precursor inks were prepared based on different 
solvents: water (H2O) and propionic acid (PPA). Both were produced using cerium nitrate 
hexahydrate (99.999%, Alfa-Aesar) and gadolinium nitrate hexahydrate (99.9%, Alfa-Aesar). 
A stoichiometric quantity of the salts (Ce0.9, Gd0.1) were dissolved in the solvent to produce a 
stock solution with a total metal ion concentration (TMIC) of 1.5 M. The water based ink had 
a surfactant (Triton© X-100, Sigma Aldrich) added (3 wt% of nitrates used) to improve 
printability and wetting characteristics. The inks were then diluted to lower TMIC 
concentrations to achieve optimised rheology for inkjet deposition. The ink details and 
properties are summarised in Table 14. 
Viscosity was measured using a programmable viscometer (LVDV-II+, Brookfield) 
fitted with a small sample adaptor and spindle (SC4-18, suitable for viscosities 1.5–30000 cP). 
Rotation speeds were scanned from 20 to 160 RPM, corresponding to shear rates of 26 and 
211 s-1 respectively. No shear thickening or thinning behaviour was observed for either ink. 
Table 14. Anode infiltration CGO ink details and properties 
Primary solvent Concentration / M Additives Viscosity / cP 
Water 1.0 Triton© X-100, 3wt% of nitrates 1.8 
Propionic acid 0.5 None 2.2 
 
6.2.1.2 Jetting 
A single inkjet printing nozzle (100 µm diameter ruby orifice, electromagnetically 
driven Domino Macrojet printhead) was used to produce symmetric anode cells and infiltrate 
the anode supports of the fuel cells. The pressure applied to the fluid reservoir and the opening 
time of the nozzle orifice were optimised to dispense well defined drops. 
To ensure accurate and precise jetting and to fully characterise the jetting process 
drop visualisation and optimisation was performed. The system for visualisation was the same 
as described in section 4.3.1. This enabled optimisation of the jetting parameters to produce 
desired drop formation and ensure equivalent quantities of ink were uniformly distributed on 
the surface of each anode support. 
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6.2.1.3 Contact angles 
A micropipette was used to dispense a single 10 µL drop of each ink onto flat, dense, 
polycrystalline substrates representative of the anode components: yttria-8mol% zirconia 
(8YSZ) and nickel oxide (NiO). The drop visualisation system was used to image the sessile 
drop and the drop spreading after deposition. Contact angles were measured by analysing 
images using ImageJ [282]. 
6.2.2 Fuel cell preparation 
The cells used were commercially available anode supported solid oxide fuel cells 
(CEREL, Poland). They had a composite nickel oxide/yttria-8mol% zirconia (NiO/8YSZ) 
anode, 8YSZ electrolyte and lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite (LSCF) cathode. The anode 
thickness was approximately 500 µm with an electrolyte and cathode total thickness < 25 µm. 
The anode diameter was 20 mm and the cathode was 17 mm, giving an effective area of 
2.26 cm2. 
Two samples were infiltrated: one with the water based ink and the other with the 
PPA based solution. A third cell was left unaltered to act as a reference. The choice of optimum 
jetting parameters for each ink was also driven by the condition to have similar drop volumes 
and drop velocities for both inks. Thus, the difference in the performance could be attributed 
only to the difference in the inks rheological parameters or decomposition behaviour. Inks 
were deposited on to the anode surface at room temperature using jetting parameters that gave 
drop volumes of approximately ~19 nL and velocities of ~1.5 m s-1. Drops were deposited 
across the entire anode in a square array pattern with a spacing of 1 mm. For the PPA based 
ink passes were repeated until the ink was no longer absorbed quickly into the porous anode 
(4 passes). Two passes were used for the H2O ink to reflect the higher metal ion concentration. 
No vacuum treatment was employed at any stage of the infiltration procedure. Following the 
first ink deposition step the cells went through a brief thermal treatment to remove organic 
components in the anodes. The cells were heated to 500 °C in air with heating and cooling 
rates of 5 °C min-1. The room temperature ink deposition was then repeated with the same 
number of passes. The final stage was a higher temperature calcination, where the cells were 
heated to 800 °C in air and held for 30 mins. Heating and cooling rates were 5 °C min-1. 
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The cells were weighed (SI-234 Analytic Balance, Denver Instrument) before and 
after the infiltration process to determine the mass loading of CGO. In both cases the infiltrated 
cells had approximately 1 wt% CGO in the anode following infiltration and calcination. 
6.2.3 Symmetric anode cell preparation 
Symmetric cells were produced and tested in collaboration with Dr Chingfu Wang 
using the following procedures. 
6.2.3.1 Suspension ink 
A suspension ink of NiO:CGO (60:40 wt%) was formed by milling 10 mol% 
gadolinium doped cerium oxide powder (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) and NiO (99%, Sigma-
Aldrich) powders for 8 hours. The powders were dispersed in a mixed solvent mixture of 
methanol and terpineol (50:50 vol%) and ethyl cellulose (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) was added 
as a polymeric dispersant.  
6.2.3.2 CGO electrolytes 
CGO pellets were formed from 10 mol% gadolinium doped cerium oxide powder 
(99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) milled with 3 wt% hydroxypropyl cellulose (Sigma-Aldrich, average 
molecular weight: 10,000) for 4 hours. Pellets were pressed using 0.350 g of powder in a 
12.5 mm diameter die under 3 tonnes before sintering at 900 °C in air. CGO pellets were used 
due to their higher ionic conductivity relative to 8YSZ at intermediate temperatures, therefore 
allowing thicker, more robust symmetric cells to be produced. 
6.2.3.3 Symmetric anode deposition 
Symmetric button cells were fabricated by depositing the NiO/CGO suspension ink 
on to the surface of the CGO pellets. Drops were deposited in a square array pattern with 
0.6 mm spacing and 0.2 mm offset between printing passes to avoid drop replica stacking. The 
deposition was performed on a hot stage at 90 °C. Six printing passes were performed on each 
side to give anodes with thicknesses of ~10 µm. The anodes were sintered in air at 1100 °C. 
6.2.3.4 Symmetric anode infiltration 
Cells were infiltrated on both sides with the propionic acid based ink. Infiltration was 
performed using a 1 mm square array pattern across the entire surface with the substrate at 
room temperature. Following every 2 print cycles an intermediate heat treatment was 
performed where the sample was heated to 350 °C before cooling back to room temperature. 
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This was to burn out organic residues and increase the loading fraction possible. A maximum 
of 20 printing passes was performed on each side leading to a maximum mass loading of 
~30 wt%. 
Following infiltration both the infiltrated and reference samples were heated to 
1400 °C in air to simulate the conditions used during typical electrolyte sintering. Following 
sintering the anode area was 1 cm2. 
6.2.4 Characterisation 
6.2.4.1 Fuel cell electrochemical characterisation 
Electrochemical performance was characterised using an Open Flange test set-up 
(Fiaxell SOFC Technologies) with polarisation curves measured using a potentiostat (Gamry 
Instruments) controlled using proprietary software (Gamry Instruments Framework). 
Cells were reduced in pure hydrogen at 800 °C for 2 hours then tested in pure 
humidified hydrogen. The humidity was controlled by bubbling the fuel gas through a water 
bath held at 30 °C, corresponding to an equilibrium humidity of ~4%. The flow rate was 
100 cm-3 min-1. Nickel and gold mesh acted as the current and voltage taps for the anode and 
cathode respectively. Sealing was achieved compressively against alumina felt on the cathode 
and against mica sheet at the anode. With the size of fuel cell used and the compressive sealing 
there was a small, consistent, leak during all cell tests. These measurements were performed 
in collaboration with Ali Saadabadi at TU Delft. 
6.2.4.2 Symmetric cell electrochemical characterisation 
Cells were reduced at 800 °C for 2 hours prior to measurement. AC impedance 
measurements were performed using a Solartron impedance analyser system (SI1260+SI1287) 
using a two-electrode configuration. The EIS scans from 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz, with an applied 
voltage of 10 mV and no bias, were conducted at a temperature of 600 °C under 4% humidified 
hydrogen (balance argon) with a gas flow rate of 30 cm-3 min-1. Z view software (Solartron) 
was used to obtain Nyquist plots. Stability testing was also performed on an infiltrated sample 
for 50 hrs at 600 °C. 
6.2.4.3 Microstructural characterisation 
Microstructural characterisation was carried out after electrochemical performance 
testing. For full fuel cells using high resolution scanning electron microscopy (FEI Nova 
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NanoSEM). Samples were fractured and mounted with the exposed surface visible to 
determine the size and distribution of the nanoparticles in the anode. Image analysis for 
nanoparticle size was performed using ImageJ [282]. Symmetric cells were imaged using a 
JEOL JSM 6430 SEM in plan view. 
6.2.5 Jetting parameters 
The drops jetted towards the surface of the anode support had a defined kinetic energy 
prior to their contact with the porous medium, as discussed in [280]. Hence, while the axial 
momentum of the impact was transformed to radial spreading, the pressure of the impact 
facilitated the ink penetration into the substrate. Next, capillary effects have drawn the ink into 
the porous support. Reis et al. [283] presented a numerical model studying the dynamics of 
the impact/absorption of a liquid drop on a porous medium. Spreading and penetration of the 
drop into a porous medium was found to be governed by several parameters amongst which 
several have practical importance to our experimental scenario – Reynolds number (Re), 
Weber number (We), porosity (ε) and contact angle (θ). Equations (15) and (16) for Re and 
We are reproduced below. 
𝑅𝑒 = xv<y       (15) 
𝑊𝑒 = xSv<{       (16) 
In this case v is the drop impingement velocity, a the drop radius at impact, ρ the density of 
the ink, η is the viscosity and γ the surface tension. Re can be thought of as the ratio of inertial 
to viscous forces whilst We gives a measure of the relative importance of the inertia to the 
surface tension. The model results of Reis et al., e.g. Figure 104, indicated that Re is more 
related to the amount of momentum dissipation, while We, ε and θ can be mainly related to 
capillary pressure. Consequently, the penetration depth and spreading of the ink in the 
infiltration procedure performed in our experiments were found to be a complex function of 
fixed parameters (ε), parameters with limited variability (ρ, η, γ and θ) restricted by the 
rheological window of stable jetting for the print-head in use and sufficiently variable 
parameters (v, a). Hence effort was directed towards achieving high impingement velocity (v) 
simultaneously preserving stable jetting without formation of satellite drops or splashing. 
Generally smaller drop volumes (a) were considered desirable to ensure more uniform 
delivery of the ink over the anode support surface. Additionally, the uniformity of the ink 
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distribution was controlled by the optimum choice of the printer lateral step size and the 
overlap between the drop replicas on the surface. 
 
Figure 104. Example results redrawn from Reis et al. [283] illustrating the effect of Weber number on the 
infiltration of liquid droplets into a porous substrate. 
Drop visualisation enabled both ink jetting parameters to be tailored in such a way 
that each triggering event resulted in a single drop, without satellite drops, before reaching the 
substrate. Figure 105 shows images of optimised jetting of the drops in flight for both the 
water and propionic acid based CGO inks. For both inks the initial drop forms an elongated 
tail after it detaches from nozzle, but the tail part catches up to form a single drop. Hence at 
optimised jetting parameters no satellite drop formation is achieved. 
 
Figure 105. Time sequence illustrating drop formation for the (a) water based ink and (b) the propionic acid based 
CGO ink. The images shown are for the printing parameters used during infiltration. The formation of a single 
drop with a known volume and velocity was achieved by adjusting the ink reservoir pressure and nozzle opening 
time. 
Figure 106 shows how the parameters of applied ink reservoir pressure and nozzle 
opening time influenced the drop volume and drop velocities. Higher pressures and longer 
opening times both led to larger drop volumes and greater velocities. The extreme values for 
both volume and velocity were constrained by the ability to reproducibly deposit well-formed 
droplets. When very low pressures or opening times were used, jetting was inconsistent and 
drop velocities were very low leading to poor accuracy at the substrate. When very large values 
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for opening time and pressure were used, very long ligaments formed and broke up in to many 
satellite drops resulting in poor control of placement and volume. 
 
Figure 106. Plots illustrating how the adjustable printing parameters affected the drop volume and velocity for 
(a) the water based ink and (b) the propionic acid based CGO ink. Series are plotted showing how both drop 
volume and velocity vary with opening time for a fixed pressure and vice versa. Higher pressures and longer 
opening times both gave higher velocities and larger drop volumes. 
6.2.6 Contact angles 
The contact angle on relevant substrates was found to be lower for the propionic acid 
ink than the water based ink, Figure 107. The static contact angle was 24° for the water based 
CGO ink and 6° for the propionic acid based ink on 8YSZ. Both inks wetted the NiO surface 
better than the 8YSZ such that it was not possible to measure a static contact angle on the NiO 
substrate. In Figure 108 a time-series of photographs illustrates how drops of both CGO inks 
wet the NiO surface. These results indicate that the PPA ink is likely to have spread over the 
surface of the anode more uniformly and therefore should lead to a better distribution of the 
CGO nanoparticles. 
 
Figure 107. Photographs illustrating the difference in contact angle on polycrystalline, dense 8YSZ between (a) 
the water based ink and (b) the propionic acid based ink. The PPA ink showed better wetting and a lower static 
contact angle. 
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Figure 108. Time-series of photographs illustrating the wetting behaviour on NiO for (a) the water based and (b) 
the propionic acid based ink. Whilst both inks wet the surface well the PPA based ink spread further. 
6.2.7 Full cell results 
6.2.7.1 Microstructure 
The presence and distribution of CGO nanoparticles was studied by high resolution 
SEM. It can be seen in Figure 109 that the CGO nanoparticles had a similar size in both 
infiltrated samples. The size of the nanoparticles varied from approximately 40 nm to 100 nm. 
An average of 120 particles gave a mean of 56 nm and standard deviation 16 nm. 
 
Figure 109. Secondary electron images showing the fractured cross-section of the fuel cell anodes. CGO 
nanoparticles decorate the anode surface for (a), (b) the PPA and (c), (d) the H2O infiltrated cell. Both at the outer 
surface, (a), (c) and near the electrolyte interface, (b), (d). 
Both also showed an approximately constant distribution of nanoparticles throughout 
the thickness of the anode from the outer surface to the electrolyte interface. The formation of 
CGO nanoparticles near the anode/electrolyte interface was the main target of the infiltration 
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experiment, as modelling studies have shown that the electrochemical reaction processes occur 
within ~20 µm of the interface [284]. 
6.2.7.2 Full cell electrochemical performance 
The polarisation curve and power density for each of the cells is shown in Figure 
110(a). The samples infiltrated with the CGO precursor solution show a small improvement 
in the maximum power measured. The power density was approximately 7% and 12% higher 
for the H2O and PPA samples respectively, relative to the reference cell, but only at low 
voltages. The measured open circuit voltages (OCV) were lower than the theoretical expected 
value and indicated a small, but consistent, leak in the testing system. However, despite the 
leak all three samples show approximately the same OCV (950–980 mV). With the best 
performing cell, the PPA infiltrated sample, showing the lowest. 
The results suggested that the presence of 1 wt% CGO in the anode only affected the 
power output of commercially available fuel cells at low cell voltages. The power output, for 
the PPA infiltrated cell, at 750 °C measured at different H2/N2 volume ratios is presented in 
Figure 110(b). The sharp rather than gradual decline in the power density with the reduction 
of H2 vol% suggested the presence of substantial concentration losses, most likely due to the 
low porosity of the anode support. 
 
Figure 110. (a) I-V characteristics and resulting power curve for both infiltrated and reference fuel cells. The 
infiltrated cells only show a small improvement in the maximum power output relative to the reference cell at 
impractically low voltages. (b) The power density shows a sharp decrease when the fuel concentration is reduced 
indicating high concentration losses due to low open porosity in the cells. 
The lack of substantial performance improvement for the infiltrated samples at 
suitable cell voltages was attributed to two factors: the relatively low nanoparticle loading and 
the relatively small contribution to total loss from the anode polarisation resistance. In 
symmetric cells when a large CGO particle loading fraction is achieved the polarisation 
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resistance of the anode is decreased significantly. However, in the real fuel cells there will also 
be loss contributions from the cathode polarisation resistance and concentration losses. 
Therefore, the small reduction in anode polarisation resistance may be dwarfed by the other 
loss mechanisms in this case. 
The small difference between the performance of the H2O and PPA infiltrated 
samples at higher current densities may be in part explained by the connectivity of the CGO 
nanoparticles. Although the particles are of similar sizes and shapes, the CGO in the PPA 
sample display better connectivity than in the H2O, Figure 109(b) and (d), providing a more 
continuous percolative path through the anode scaffold. The small difference in the CGO 
particle morphology was ascribed to the higher surface tension of water compared to propionic 
acid, which was reflected by the contact angle measurements presented in section 6.2.6. This 
may have led to more isolated precursor residue replicas during the drying process and 
therefore less connected CGO nanoparticles. 
To improve the performance more significantly the cathode should also be infiltrated 
to reduce the polarisation resistance of both electrodes. Kiebach et al. [285] infiltrated cells 
assembled into a stack by flooding the electrodes using the gas manifolds to deliver the 
aqueous CGO and CGO/Ni precursor solutions. They found an improvement in stack 
performance following cathode infiltration but no significant further improvement after 
subsequent anode infiltration. In fact, the flooding method led to poor electrical contact with 
one of the cells due to accumulation of CGO at the bottom of the stack and therefore a 
reduction in the total power output. The precise deposition achievable with an inkjet printing 
approach reported here avoids those inherent materials wastage and accumulation problems. 
However, our results broadly agree; anode infiltration alone did not significantly enhance the 
electrochemical performance of commercial cells at intermediate temperatures, due to the 
dominance of cathode losses [237]. The benefit of anode infiltration in commercial cells may 
be more pronounced for long term stability and fuel impurity tolerance [273,286,287]. 
Furthermore, using a more porous anode structure would benefit the cell in two ways: 
it would reduce the concentration losses occurring due to limited gas diffusion and increase 
the fraction of nanoparticle loading achievable. To determine the effectiveness of the 
infiltration procedure on enhancing the anode performance, symmetric anode cells were 
produced and tested. This enabled the anode losses to be separated from the more dominant 
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cathode and concentration losses. Therefore, verifying that the propionic acid ink precursor 
route was suitable for solution infiltration. 
A CGO electrolyte was used due to the higher ionic conductivity at intermediate 
temperatures [288]. This meant a thicker electrolyte could be used, which facilitated easy 
production and handling. A composite NiO/CGO anode was used to ensure a compatible 
thermal expansion coefficient with the electrolyte. Thin anodes, ~10 µm, prevented significant 
concentration losses. 
6.2.8 Symmetric cells 
6.2.8.1 Symmetric cell microstructure 
Following infiltration, the symmetric anodes were found to have a high density of 
CGO nanoparticles decorating the surface, Figure 111, even after 8 printing cycles. This 
indicated that the PPA ink could effectively deliver precursors for forming well distributed 
nanoparticles. 
 
Figure 111. Secondary electron image showing the symmetric anode structure in plan view (a) before and (b) 
after 8 infiltration printing passes. The infiltrated sample had a high density of CGO nanoparticles decorating the 
surface. Images courtesy of Dr Chingfu Wang. 
6.2.8.2 Symmetric cell impedance 
The symmetric cell infiltrated with CGO using 20 printing cycles of the propionic 
acid ink demonstrated a lower polarisation resistance, Figure 112, than the reference cell. The 
smaller polarisation resistance arc for the infiltrated sample indicates that the infiltrated CGO 
nanoparticles effectively extend the triple phase boundary (TPD) and therefore geometrically 
enhance the electrode performance. 
(a) (b)
1 µm1 µm
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Figure 112. Nyquist plots for symmetric anode cells tested at 600 °C. The size of the arc indicates the magnitude 
of the polarisation losses. The infiltrated cell showed much lower polarisation losses than the reference both 
before and after 50 hours aging. Data courtesy of Dr Chingfu Wang. 
The Nyquist plots were shifted to subtract the ohmic component, which depends on 
electrode contact and electrolyte thickness, for clarity. The area specific resistance (ASR) 
values were estimated using the real axis intercepts and are summarised in Table 15. The 
infiltrated cell had an ASR that was more than 10 times lower than the reference cell before 
and after aging. The lack of significant performance degradation after 50 hours was promising 
and demonstrated that at 600 °C the nanostructured anode was stable. 
Table 15. Area specific resistances of the symmetric cells at 600 °C. 
Sample Area specific resistance (ASR) / mΩ·cm2 
Reference 830 
Infiltrated: 0 hours 50 
Infiltrated: 50 hours 60 
 
6.3 Improving porosity 
As mentioned above improving porosity should improve the effect of anode 
infiltration in two ways: increasing the mass loading achievable using solution infiltration and 
by lowering concentration losses that occur due to gas diffusion becoming limited. Two 
methods to increase anode porosity are demonstrated in the following sections. 
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6.3.1 Reduced anodes 
When the NiO component of a typical SOFC anode is electrochemically reduced to 
nickel metal a solid volume reduction occurs with a corresponding increase in porosity. 
Kiebach et al. [285] used this approach to infiltrate a stack after sealing and anode reduction. 
They flooded the electrodes via the gas manifolds before heating to 350 °C and the process 
was repeated ~3 times to achieve sufficient loading, however, a figure for the loading was not 
provided. The advantage of infiltrating after cell production and reduction is that a subsequent 
high temperature stage, for example to sinter the electrolyte or cathode, is not required. 
Therefore, lower temperatures can be used to form the nanoparticles, which should lead to 
smaller sizes. 
6.3.1.1 Porosity differences 
The porosity of samples was measured using the Archimedes principle, equation (23), 
and using mercury porosimetry (AutoPore IV, Micromeritics Instrument Corporation). There 
was a close agreement, < 2% difference, between measurement techniques. The Archimedes 
method was performed by thoroughly drying the samples before weighing then vacuum 
impregnating the porous structure with de-ionised water for several hours. Then the samples 
were weighed suspended from a basket in de-ionised water before measuring the weight after 
removal from the water and patting dry to remove surface water. 
o𝑝𝑒𝑛	𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = eReeRe>      (23) 
Where ww is the weight of the sample with water filling the pores but not on the 
surface, wd is the weight of the dry sample weighed in air and ws is the weight of the sample 
measured whilst suspended in water. 
Samples were reduced in flowing 4% H2-Ar at 500 °C for 5 hours. Ramp rates were 
5 K min-1. The porosity of nickel-iron anodes, described in more detail below in section 6.3.2, 
was measured before and after reduction, Table 16. The pre-sintering temperature and 
reduction of oxide both make a significant difference to the open porosity of the anode, with 
reduction having a greater influence for initially less porous anodes. 
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Table 16. Porosity of nickel-iron anodes before and after reduction 
Pre-sintering 
temperature / °C 
Open porosity / % 
Non-reduced Reduced Difference 
1000 50 54 4 
1400 21 30 9 
 
6.3.1.2 Anode infiltration 
To explore if greater loadings could be achieved with cell reduction 2 identical 
‘dummy’ cells were infiltrated with the water based CGO ink described earlier, section 6.2.1.1. 
The dummy cells were nominally the same as the commercial fuel cells described above, 
section 6.2.2, except without a cathode, i.e. a NiO/8YSZ 500 µm anode with a dense 8YSZ 
electrolyte. Both cells were infiltrated using the procedure described earlier, section 6.2.2, with 
a single intermediate burn out stage between solution infiltrations via inkjet printing. 
SEM micrographs of the fractured surface near the electrolyte interfaces are shown 
for both reduced and non-reduced samples in Figure 113. The reduced sample had a greater 
CGO loading, approximately 1.3 times larger, based on the mass differences before and after 
infiltration. The microstructure supports this observation with a denser network of CGO 
particles decorating the structure of the reduced anode sample, Figure 113(b). 
 
Figure 113. Secondary electron images showing the fractured surface of (a) the non-reduced and (b) the reduced 
dummy cells after infiltration. A greater density of CGO particles was observed in the anode that had been 
reduced prior to infiltration. 
6.3.1.3 Cathode stability 
Two symmetric non-infiltrated cathode cells were produced to determine whether 
complete button cells could survive the reduction procedure before anode infiltration. Full 
details of the cells are in section 7.3.1. They cells were formed from composite LSCF/CGO 
500 nm 500 nm
(a) (b)
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cathodes approximately 20 µm thick supported by a CGO electrolyte. Both were tested using 
the EIS equipment described in section 6.2.4.2 but in air and with a frequency range of 0.01 Hz 
to 100 kHz. Both cells were characterised at temperatures 500, 550, 600, 650 and 700 °C 
before and after heat treatment. One of the cells was heat treated in 4%H2-Ar at 500 °C for 
5 hours to simulate the reduction process whilst the other went through an identical thermal 
cycle but in air. 
The Nyquist plots for both cells are shown in Figure 114. As with other impedance 
data for symmetric cells the ohmic component has been subtracted for clarity. The heat 
treatment in a reducing atmosphere appeared not to significantly degrade the cathode 
performance. Both samples had similar impedance arcs regardless of the atmosphere they had 
been heated in. 
 
Figure 114. Nyquist plots for two symmetric cathode cells after reducing and non-reducing heat treatments. Both 
cells behaved similarly despite different heat treatment atmospheres. 
A commercial button cell with LSCF cathode, identical to those in section 6.2.2, was 
reduced using the heat treatment described above. The cathode cracked and spalled off from 
the electrolyte surface. The difference compared to the symmetric cells may have been due to 
the cathode being pure LSCF rather than LSCF/CGO composite. A new cell with a composite 
cathode was fabricated. The anode was reduced prior to infiltration and the cathode remained 
intact and adherent. This sample also had the cathode infiltrated with CGO and was compared 
with a cell that did not have the anode reduced prior to infiltration and a separate reference 
cell that only had the cathode infiltrated. These three button cells were sent to collaborators at 
the University of St. Andrews for testing, but the reduced anode cell fractured during testing 
so the results were not comparable. Further testing using these 20 mm commercial button cells 
was not performed. 
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6.3.2 Pre-sintered anode infiltration 
The difference in porosity between anodes pre-sintered at different temperatures was 
more significant, Table 16, than the difference when reducing the oxide to metal. This 
suggested that an alternative production route, Figure 115, could be used to utilise the higher 
porosity after an initial, lower temperature, sintering stage to maximise CGO particle loading. 
 
Figure 115. Alternative infiltration procedure. The additional infiltration of the pre-sintered anode in step 1 
should enable high particle loading and good coverage near the electrolyte. 
6.3.2.1 Nickel-iron anodes as a model system 
To investigate the approach outlined above nickel-iron supported cells were chosen. 
Whilst Ni/YSZ has remained the primary material of choice for anode supported SOFCs, the 
brittle nature of the cermet causes cell failure due to cracking and the cells typically do not 
cope well with thermal shock or cycling, meaning they cannot be started at short notice. One 
solution is to use metal supported cells (MSCs). Metal supported cells either use the porous 
metal support as an anode directly or it can support a very thin electrochemically active layer 
adjacent to the electrolyte. MSCs are low cost, can be manufactured straightforwardly and can 
survive thermal and mechanical stresses well [221]. Furthermore, using a metallic anode 
ensures a percolative current path through the electrode, even when porosity is high. 
Nickel has excellent catalytic activity for the oxidation of hydrogen [216] but the 
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch to common electrolyte materials, e.g. 8YSZ 
or CGO, and cost mean it is not entirely suitable. Alloying with iron lowers the CTE to a value 
much closer to the ceramics use for electrolytes whilst simultaneously reducing the cost 
substantially [221]. Ishihara first demonstrated the performance of Ni-Fe metal supports [289] 
and the process has been developed including the use of thin Ni-CGO anode layers [290–293].  
Electrolyte
deposition
Cathode
deposition
Infiltration
Infiltration
Infiltration
1 2 3 4
~1400 °C ~1100 °CPre-sintered
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Infiltration of stainless steel supported cells has been demonstrated [267,274] and the 
infiltration of CGO into Fe-Cr anodes was reported to improve oxidation resistance [294], 
however, infiltration of Ni-Fe supports has not been reported and is the subject of the current 
work. The feasibility of the alternative infiltration route shown in Figure 115 was investigated 
using nickel-iron porous anodes. 
6.3.2.2 Pellet production 
Nickel (II) oxide powder, NiO, (6–10 µm size, Hart Materials) was mixed with 
iron (III) oxide powder, Fe2O3, (99%, Fisher Scientific) in a molar ratio 4:1 (i.e. Ni:Fe 2:1 
atomic ratio). Carbon (10 wt% of metal oxide powders) and hydroxypropyl cellulose 
(Mw~80000, 20 mesh, 99%, 10 wt% of metal oxide powders) powders were added as fugitives 
and binders. The mixture was milled for ~6 hours in a planetary ball mill. Pellets were 
uniaxially pressed using 2 g of powder in a 25 mm diameter cylindrical die with 5 tonnes 
applied for 1 minute (100 MPa). The pellets were then pre-sintered at 1000 °C for 2 hours, 
with an intermediate dwell at 500 °C during the heating ramp for 1 hour. Heating and cooling 
rates were 1 K min-1 and 5 K min-1 respectively. The pellets showed very little shrinkage after 
pre-sintering with diameters of 24.7 mm. The open porosity of the pre-sintered pellets was 
~50%, Table 16. 
6.3.2.3 Ink infiltration 
6.3.2.3.1 Ethanol based CGO ink synthesis 
A stoichiometric quantity of cerium nitrate hexahydrate (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) and 
gadolinium nitrate hexahydrate (99.9% Alfa Aesar) were added to absolute ethanol (Ce:Gd, 
9:1 molar ratio). Urea (>99.5%, Fisher Scientific) was added as a complexing agent (1:1.5 
molar ratio Metals:Urea). The powders were dissolved with stirring and gentle heating 
(40 °C). The solution was cooled to room temperature before being made up to 0.75 M total 
metal ion concentration with absolute ethanol and filtered (3 µm glass fibre) before storage. 
The solution remained stable and printable for a period of several months. The viscosity was 
4.7 cP. 
6.3.2.3.2 CGO infiltration and electrolyte printing 
The ethanol based GCO precursor ink was infiltrated into a porous nickel-iron-oxide 
pellet using the same electromagnetic nozzle described earlier, section 6.2.1.2. The printing 
parameters were 225 mbar pressure and 240 µs opening time, giving drops of ~60 nL volume 
and 2.3 m s-1 velocity. Drops were deposited in a square array pattern with 1 mm separations 
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and drop stacking was avoided with 0.5 mm offsets in x and y directions between print passes. 
Eight printing passes were performed with no substrate flooding or intermediate heating. The 
total mass loading of CGO was ~2 wt% of the oxide pellet. 
A 10 mol% scandium 1 mol% cerium doped zirconia (10Sc1CeSZ) electrolyte was 
deposited across the surface of the infiltrated and a non-infiltrated pellet in collaboration with 
Dr Rumen Tomov. The full ink details and jetting characterisation can be found in [268]. 
Briefly; the ink was a suspension of milled oxide powder and hydroxypropyl cellulose 
dispersed in a mixed solvent of terpineol and methanol. Drops (~22 nL) were deposited in a 
square array pattern (0.8 mm) whilst the substrate was heated (120 °C). The pellet was rotated 
and offset between each of the 3 printing passes. Both pellets were then sintered at 1300 °C in 
air for 4 hours. The electrolyte layer was ~10 µm thick after sintering. 
6.3.2.4 Anode structure 
Following electrolyte sintering both the pellets displayed significant shrinkage. 
However, the difference between the two was appreciable, Figure 116. The infiltrated sample 
had shrunk by ~8% compared with ~14% for the non-infiltrated sample, meaning the 
infiltrated sample will have retained greater open porosity. This difference in shrinkage was 
ascribed to the difference in diffusion mediated sintering of the nickel-iron oxide particles. 
The CGO nanoparticles will have supressed surface diffusion and grain necking during the 
high temperature sintering. 
 
Figure 116. Photograph showing the difference in shrinkage during electrolyte sintering for the non-infiltrated 
and infiltrated Ni-Fe-O pellets. The infiltrated sample shows a lower degree of shrinkage. 
The infiltrated anode was then broken into two halves; one was reduced (5 hours, 
500 °C, 4%H2-Ar) and the other was left oxidised. These were then infiltrated using the 
ethanol CGO ink again before going through a brief thermal treatment (700 °C, 1 hour). This 
20 mm
InfiltratedNon-infiltrated
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was to investigate the combination of both processes, lower temperature pre-sintering and 
reduction, on the ability to increase CGO nanoparticle loading. The microstructures are shown 
in Figure 117 for both halves and show that following the electrolyte sintering stage the non-
reduced anode still retains sufficient porosity for effective CGO ink infiltration. 
 
Figure 117. Secondary electron micrographs of the (a)–(c) non-reduced and (d)–(f) reduced halves of the 
infiltrated Ni-Fe pellet after the 2nd infiltration and heat treatment. Images from near the electrolyte interface 
showing that the CGO precursor ink penetrates the anode structure effectively, resulting in CGO particles 
distributed throughout the thickness. 
In both halves of the infiltrated pellet there appeared to be some larger (600–900 nm) 
and many smaller (30–90 nm) particles covering the surface. The presence of this bi-modal 
distribution was more noticeable in the reduced half of the pellet. The larger particles of CGO 
were assumed to be from the first infiltration stage before electrolyte sintering, which then 
20 µm
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20 µm
3 µm
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coarsened and agglomerated during the high temperature processing of the electrolyte. The bi-
modal distribution of particle sizes may be advantageous for maximising the triple phase 
boundaries (TPB), particularly if an additional infiltration of, for example, metal nanoparticle 
precursors is performed. Lee et al. [295] showed that a bi-modally sized Ni/CGO anode 
functional layer (AFL) dramatically improved the performance of a low-temperature solid 
oxide fuel cell, with power densities ~70% higher than cells with conventionally sized AFLs. 
The performance enhancement was attributed to the higher TPB density present when a bi-
modal particle distribution was used. 
Both electrochemical reduction of the anode before infiltration and reducing the pre-
sintering temperature were found to improve the open porosity, which then enabled higher 
mass loading of CGO nanoparticles into the electrode scaffold. The double infiltration 
technique in combination with the lower pre-sinter temperature was more promising because 
it increased final anode porosity and did not lead to cathode delamination. 
6.4 Summary and outlook 
Commercially available anode supported solid oxide fuel cells 
(Ni/8YSZ|8YSZ|LSCF- 20 mm in diameter) were anode infiltrated with gadolinium doped 
ceria (CGO) using a scalable drop-on-demand inkjet printing process. Cells were infiltrated 
with two different precursor solutions; water based or propionic acid based. The saturation 
limit of the 0.5 mm thick anode supports sintered at 1400 °C was found to be approximately 
1 wt%. No significant enhancement in power output was recorded at practical voltage levels. 
Microstructural characterisation was carried out after electrochemical performance testing 
using high resolution scanning electron microscopy showing that well distributed CGO 
nanoparticles decorated the anode surface. This work demonstrated that despite the feasibility 
of achieving CGO nanoparticle infiltration into thick, commercial SOFC anodes with a simple, 
low-cost and industrially scalable procedure other loss mechanisms were dominant. 
Comparison with infiltration of model symmetric anode cells with the propionic acid based 
ink demonstrated that significant reductions in polarisation resistance were possible. 
Increasing the anode porosity was identified as an objective to both reduce 
concentration losses and improve CGO nanoparticle loading. Different approaches to 
improving porosity were investigated including electrochemically reducing the anode prior to 
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solution infiltration and infiltration at an earlier processing stage, when porosity was naturally 
higher. 
Chemical reduction of conventional NiO/YSZ anodes before infiltration did enable a 
greater mass loading. Also, the reduction procedure was found to not deleteriously affect 
composite cathodes when tested in a symmetric cells configuration. However, when full button 
cells were reduced the cathode delaminated and spalled from the surface. Replacing the pure 
LSCF cathode with a composite LSCF/CGO electrode improved integrity but the cell later 
fractured during testing. This prevented a complete comparison with cells that had non-
reduced infiltrated anodes. 
Lowering the pre-sintering temperature of nickel-iron anodes from 1400 °C to 
1000 °C significantly increased the open porosity and motivated the investigation of an 
alternative processing route. Infiltrating the anode before the electrolyte deposition and 
sintering reduced shrinkage. This was a promising processing route because it enabled a higher 
loading of CGO into the anode structure by including an additional infiltration step and by 
retaining a higher porosity for subsequent infiltrations after high temperature sintering steps. 
Furthermore, the bi-modal distribution in CGO particle sizes in doubly infiltrated Ni-Fe 
anodes may improve TPB density and enhance performance. 
Future work will continue study of the alternative processing route for Ni-Fe anodes,  
including producing complete cells for electrochemical testing. Furthermore, functional 
grading of the infiltrated species will be investigated by adapting the rheological properties of 
precursor solutions and controlling the deposition conditions. The printing parameters and 
substrate temperature along with solution viscosity and substrate wetting will be the primary 
factors explored. Preliminary results suggest that solution additives such as citric acid facilitate 
rapid gelling of deposited infiltrate solutions, particularly at elevated substrate temperatures. 
This, in combination with a systematic study on the effect of drop volume and velocity, may 
enable controlled depth distribution of functional nanoparticles into the anode scaffold. 
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7 CATHODE INFILTRATION 
Parts of the work presented in this chapter also appear in the following publication: 
[296] R.I. Tomov, T.B. Mitchell-Williams, C. Gao, R. V. Kumar, B.A. Glowacki, 
Performance optimization of LSCF/Gd:CeO2 composite cathodes via single-step inkjet 
printing infiltration, J. Appl. Electrochem. 47 (2017) 641–651.  
doi:10.1007/s10800-017-1066-1. 
7.1 Cathode materials 
As discussed in the previous chapters lower operating temperatures result in the 
reduction of the overall electrochemical performance due to increased ohmic losses as well as 
electrode polarisation losses. The polarisation losses in the cathode are particularly high at 
intermediate temperatures. Hence, increasing the cathode electrochemical activity through 
surface nano-engineering of the porous electrode is particularly important. 
The performance of state-of-the-art commercial cathodes based on La1−xSrxMnO3−δ 
(LSM) is hindered by insufficient ORR activity and low oxygen ion conductivity at 
intermediate temperatures. Therefore, La1-xSrxCo1-yFeyO3-δ (LSCF) is preferred as a material 
for working temperatures below 700 °C, having high electronic and ionic conductivity as well 
as good catalytic activity for the oxygen reduction reaction [297–299]. LSCF is a mixed ionic- 
electronic conductor (MIEC) belonging to the perovskite family, ABO3-type, in which both A 
and B sites can be partially or fully substituted. Partial substitution of La3+ by Sr2+ in LaCoO3−δ 
was found to be accompanied by an increase in mean oxidation state of the cobalt and an 
increase in oxygen deficiency due to charge compensation [297]. Substituting Fe on the B site 
gradually decreases the degree of ionic conductivity at lower temperatures [299] but also leads 
to a reduced CTE and hence better thermo-mechanical compatibility with CGO electrolytes 
[298]. La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ (LSCF6428) is often chosen as a compromise offering high 
electronic conductivity (~340 S cm-1 at 550 °C), high ionic conductivity (~1 × 10-1 S cm-1 at 
800 °C in air) and a lower CTE value (~15.3 × 10-6 K-1 at 373–873 K). Esquirol et al. [300] 
reported that LSCF/CGO composite cathodes offer further improvement at temperatures 
below 650 °C. However, the structural stability of LSCF-based cathodes limits their 
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widespread application. LSCF-based cathodes have been found to suffer from substantial 
long-term degradation, typically at a rate of 0.05% per hour [301]. Strontium surface 
segregation and the coarsening of the cathode microstructure are often reported as possible 
degradation mechanisms for LSCF-based cathodes. The combined effects of lower surface 
stress and surface charge results in SrO-terminated surfaces having lower energy than LaO-
terminated surfaces thus promoting Sr segregation [301]. The enrichment of Sr at the cathode 
surface leads to an increase in the cathode polarisation losses through deactivation of ORR 
sites and decrease in surface activity [302].  
7.2 Improving cathode stability and performance 
Increasing the TPB density and including ORR catalysts on the surface of the cathode 
are critical to maintain acceptable levels of performance whilst reducing the operating 
temperature. Solution infiltration for electrodes has already been discussed in sections 5.3.2 
and 6.1.1. CGO has been demonstrated as particularly effective for infiltrating cathodes [303] 
due to its high ionic conductivity, high surface exchange coefficient and good chemical 
compatibility with LSCF. Nie et al. [304] infiltrated LSCF6428 cathodes with aqueous 
solutions of Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.95 (SDC) precursors and glycine as a complexing agent. Impedance 
analysis of LSCF/SDC|8YSZ|SDC/LSCF symmetric cells indicated substantially lower 
polarisation losses, relative to a non-infiltrated cathode. The area specific resistance (ASR), of 
the infiltrated cells was 0.074 Ω·cm2 compared to 0.150 Ω·cm2 for the reference at 750 °C. 
Yun et al. [305] impregnated LSCF6428 with Ce0.8Gd0.2O1.9 sol ink. Symmetrical 
LSCF6428|8YSZ|LSCF6428 cells showed a reduction in polarisation resistance from 5.0 to 
2.2 Ω·cm2 at 700 °C. Liu et al. [306] used a 0.25 M La0.4875Ca0.0125Ce0.5O2-δ (LCC) precursor 
solution to produce a thin coating over the surface of LSCF cathodes. The polarisation 
resistance was reduced to 0.076 Ω·cm2 from 0.130 Ω·cm2 at 750 °C. 
Burye et al. [271] used an alternative approach; a porous CGO scaffold was infiltrated 
with CGO followed by the electronic conductor LSCF. This led to a polarisation resistance of 
only 0.1 Ω·cm2 at 540 °C. The low Rp at that temperature was due to the nanosized LSCF 
particles, which then did not substantially coarsen during aging due to the CGO nanoparticles 
decorating the scaffold surface. 
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7.3 Dual infiltration 
Cobalt oxide has previously been shown to catalytically enhance the ORR occurring 
in the cathode, particularly at lower operating temperatures [261,307–309]. The infiltration of 
doped ceria into cathodes has also been demonstrated to reduce polarisation resistance and 
improve long term stability [271,285,304]. Imanishi et al. [310] demonstrated that dual 
infiltration of cobalt oxide (CoO = Co3O4) and gadolinium doped ceria (CGO) precursors into 
LSM/YSZ cathodes improved the low temperature performance of anode supported cells. The 
improvement was attributed to a combination of enhanced ORR from the nanoparticles 
combined with the low sintering rate of the CGO suppressing CoO particle coarsening and 
agglomeration. Cells with only CoO infiltrated showed poor stability and CoO particles 
aggregated substantially within 100 hours at 600 °C. Imanishi et al. performed the dual 
infiltration using a single, mixed metal ion precursor and assumed both separate nanoparticles 
formed. 
Both CoO and CGO separately infiltrated improve cathode performance and as 
discussed, simultaneous dual infiltration also shows enhancement. However, the current work 
investigates if, when the infiltration is performed sequentially, there any advantage to one 
sequence over the other. 
Symmetric LSCF/CGO composite cathode cells were produced to investigate the 
relevance of infiltration sequence. Symmetric cells allowed the performance of the cathode to 
be analysed separately from anode effects. 
7.3.1 Symmetric cell production 
7.3.1.1 CGO electrolyte pellet 
CGO pellets were formed from 10 mol% gadolinium doped cerium oxide powder 
(99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) milled with 3 wt% hydroxypropyl cellulose (Sigma-Aldrich, average 
molecular weight: 10,000) for 4 hours. Pellets were uniaxially pressed in a 12.5 mm diameter 
die under 3 tonnes before sintering at 1400 °C in air. Furnace ramp rates were 5 K min-1. The 
sintered pellet had a diameter of 11.6 mm and thickness 0.6 mm. 
7.3.1.2 Cathode suspension ink 
Suspension inks was formed from commercial La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 (LSCF, Fuel 
Cell Materials), Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95 (CGO, Sigma-Aldrich), denoted further as CGO, and 
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hydroxypropyl cellulose (Sigma-Aldrich) powders. Two stable primary inks, containing LSCF 
and CGO, respectively, were made from commercial ceramic powders in a mixture with alpha-
terpineol as a carrier and dispersant. The inks were produced by wet milling with 3YSZ milling 
balls in a planetary ball mill for various several hours. Hydroxypropyl cellulose was used as a 
polymeric dispersant for ink stabilisation. It not only provided steric stabilisation of the 
suspension but also acted as a binder and a fugitive, promoting the formation of a porous 
scaffold. The rheology of the inks was adjusted to the viscosity range required for printing by 
varying the amounts of the diluting solvent. Methanol (reagent grade, Sigma-Aldrich) was 
chosen as a diluting solvent due to its high volatility allowing fast drying of the droplets. 
Terpineol (Sigma-Aldrich) was selected as a low vapour pressure carrier, inducing Marangoni 
flows counteracting the formation of coffee-ring stains. It also played the role of a natural 
dispersant of the oxide particles and had excellent miscibility with the dispersant and the 
diluting solvent. 
The composite cathode suspension ink was produced by mixing equal volumes of the 
individual LSCF and CGO suspension inks. The ink was filtered (3 µm glass fibre) before 
deposition to prevent clogging of the printhead. The cathodes were deposited with optimised 
printing parameters [296] using the electromagnetic nozzle described earlier, section 6.2.1.2. 
Six printing passes were used to deposit the ink and the pellet was heated to ~120 °C between 
each pass. The cells were sintered in air at 1000 °C for 2 hours with heating and cooling rates 
of 5 K min-1. The final cathode thickness was ~20 µm. 
7.3.1.3 Cathode infiltration 
The ethanol based CGO ink described earlier, section 6.3.2.3.1, was used along with 
a cobalt oxide precursor solution. The cobalt ink was synthesised using the same method as 
the CGO solution ink but with cobalt nitrate hexahydrate (99%, VWR International) as the 
metal ion source. The ink properties and printing parameters for both inks used are summarised 
in Table 17. Parameters were selected to give equivalent drop volume and velocities to achieve 
similar molar loading of both materials. 
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Table 17. Infiltration ink compositions and jetting parameters. Both inks were synthesised from metal nitrates 
and had ethanol as the primary solvent. Both inks had a urea concentration of 1.125 M. 
Ink 
Metal ratio; cation 
concentration 
Viscosity 
/ cP 
Opening time 
/ µs 
Pressure 
/ mbar 
Drop 
volume / nL 
Drop velocity 
/ m s-1 
CGO Ce0.9Gd0.1; 0.75 M 4.7 240 225 58 2.3 
CoO Co; 0.75 M 4.3 230 225 62 1.6 
The infiltration was performed at room temperature with intermediate heating to 
150 °C between print passes. Five infiltration passes of one ink (CGO or CoO) were performed 
on each side before the samples were heated to 700 °C for 1 hour in air. Then the second ink 
was infiltrated using the same process. Sample C_CGO_Co was infiltrated with the CGO 
solution ink first then the CoO solution ink. Sample C_Co_CGO was infiltrated using the 
opposite sequence. The total nanoparticle loading was ~20 wt% for both infiltrated samples. 
A non-infiltrated reference cell, C_Ref, was also tested. 
7.3.1.4 Symmetric cell characterisation 
Cells had gold coatings sputtered over the surface to provide a good electrical contact 
to gold wire electrodes. Two electrode impedance spectroscopy was performed at 
temperatures of 500, 550, 600, 650 and 700 °C in air with a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 
1 MHz using an applied voltage of 10 mV and no bias (Autolab PGSTAT302N, Metrohm 
Autolab B.V.). Samples were tested in their as-prepared state, after 24 hours aging at 650 °C 
and after a total of 72 hours aging at 650 °C. The aging was conducted in a separate furnace 
in air so each aging procedure incorporated an additional 2 thermal cycles. The total hours 
aging was described using the total time spent during the dwell phase of the aging heat 
treatment. Therefore, this does not include the time at intermediate temperatures in the ramp 
phases or the time it took to perform the measurements. 
The microstructure was characterised using high resolution SEM (Nova NanoSEM) 
with an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. The cells were fractured and the cross-section sputter 
coated with palladium to prevent charging. 
XRD diffraction patterns were collected for the symmetric cells, blank CGO pellets 
and the starting LSCF powder. Scans were performed (D8 Bruker) using Bragg-Brentano 
geometry with a position sensitive detector (LynxEye) from 20–80° degrees 2θ with a 0.02° 
step size and 0.7 sec/step. 
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7.3.2 Symmetric cell results 
7.3.2.1 Electrochemical performance 
Nyquist plots showing the impedance data at 500 and 550 °C for the 3 cells as-
prepared and after 72 hours aging are shown in Figure 118. The ohmic contribution (high 
frequency real axis intercept) has been subtracted for clarity. The frequency response of the 
complex impedance is shown in Figure 119. The impedance data show that all the samples 
display a low frequency peak between 5 Hz and 30 Hz, which corresponds to the right-hand 
arc visible in the Nyquist plot. Most samples also display a high frequency peak near 100 kHz, 
corresponding to the left-hand arc in the Nyquist plot. For the reference and C_Co_CGO 
samples the high frequency losses were the dominant component of the polarisation resistance 
whilst the low frequency losses were more significant for the C_CGO_Co sample. There was 
generally an increase in the high frequency losses following aging. 
 
Figure 118. Nyquist plots showing the impedance of the symmetric cathode cells at (a) 500 °C and (b) 550 °C. 
The ohmic component has been subtracted. The infiltrated cells both show substantially lower polarisation 
resistances than the reference cell both before and after aging. The sample infiltrated with CGO before CoO has 
the lowest resistance before and after aging. 
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Figure 119. Frequency response for the imaginary component of the impedance for the symmetric cells at (a) 
500 °C and (b) 550 °C. All samples show a low frequency peak between 5 Hz and 30 Hz. Most samples also 
show a high frequency peak near 100 kHz, except for the infiltrated C_CGO_Co sample at 550 °C. 
The total polarisation resistance, Rp, was estimated using the difference in real axis 
intercepts and normalised to the electrode area (1.05 cm2) and divided by 2 to reflect the 
contribution from both electrodes to give the area specific resistance, ASR. These are given in 
Table 18 for each of the symmetric cell samples. 
Table 18. Area specific resistances for symmetric cathode cells before and after aging 
  Area specific resistance (ASR) / Ω·cm2 
 Sample 500 °C 550 °C 
Initial 
C_Ref 15.1 5.7 
C_CGO_Co 2.3 0.8 
C_Co_CGO 5.9 1.3 
72 hours 
C_Ref 15.8 6.6 
C_CGO_Co 4.1 1.0 
C_Co_CGO 9.1 3.1 
 
The high-frequency arc in the complex impedance of the symmetric cells was 
attributed to charge transfer processes occurring between the LSCF and the CGO [271,311]. 
The low-frequency arc was thought to be due to oxygen exchange at the surface of the LSCF 
[300,312–315]. The presence of doped ceria on the surface of LSCF has been demonstrated to 
enhance the surface exchange reaction and was attributed by Hong et al. [316] to the doped 
ceria providing additional free oxygen vacancies. A similar mechanism has been proposed by 
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Gao et al. [309] for the enhancement when cobalt oxide nanoparticles decorate the surface of 
LSCF cathodes. 
For the dual infiltrated cells the boundary where surface exchange was enhanced will 
be greater due to CoO and CGO nanoparticles decorating the surface of the LSCF. This can 
explain the reduced low-frequency polarisation losses in the infiltrated samples. The high-
frequency losses are also lower in the infiltrated samples, primarily due to the higher density 
of boundaries between ionically and electrically conducting phases. At the measurement 
temperatures presented LSCF has a much lower ionic conductivity than CGO [317] and so 
transfer between the 2 phases is critical in terms of percolation paths in the CGO phase. Hence, 
the charge transfer processes (high frequency) are dominant at these temperatures. Therefore, 
increasing the boundary length between the two types of conductor, ionic and electronic, is 
expected to reduce the total resistance associated with the charge transfer processes. 
All cells showed an increase in polarisation resistance after aging at 650 °C. Different 
mechanisms have been suggested for the degradation of LSCF/CGO composite cathodes 
including strontium segregation and microstructure coarsening [301,302]. Endler-Schuck et 
al. [318] found no significant microstructure coarsening over the course of 1000 hours aging 
at 600, 750 and 900 °C. This agrees with the results from Kiebach et al. [319] who found that 
the microstructure did not substantially change during 2000 hours of aging and the majority 
of strontium segregation occurred during the high temperature (1250 °C) cathode sintering 
phase. They found that chromium poisoning from the metal interconnects was the most likely 
cause of degradation. In our work on LSCF/CGO cathode enhancement via CGO solution 
infiltration the scale of the microstructure also appeared unaffected [296]. This lead us to 
conclude that the likely degradation mechanism was associated with strontium surface 
segregation. CGO has a lower CTE than LSCF and therefore might provide a localised surface 
micro-compression effectively suppressing the strontium segregation, as proposed by Ding et 
al. [301]. 
A study by Liu et al. [317] into the degradation of LSCF/CGO cathodes prepared by 
the infiltration of LSCF into a CGO porous scaffold found that coarsening of the nanosized 
LSCF was the primary cause for performance degradation with time. However, the X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results they presented suggested that cobalt surface 
segregation occurs. This may help explain the observed small reduction in low-frequency 
losses observed for the reference sample, Figure 119. The segregated cobalt oxide at the 
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surface may enhance the surface exchange reaction but the effect is outweighed by the increase 
in high-frequency losses. Liu et al. do not report the frequency dependence of the polarisation 
losses for their cells so it is not clear whether the cobalt oxide they detected could have had 
any positive effect. 
The reason for the difference in performance between the infiltrated cells is not 
entirely clear. The frequency response of the two samples show opposite trends; as-infiltrated 
C_CGO_Co has dominant low-frequency losses whilst C_Co_CGO has dominant high-
frequency losses. At 500 and 550 °C the total ASR is dominated by high-frequency losses and 
therefore the infiltration sequence of CGO before CoO results in a lower ASR. Assuming, 
simply, that the first ink infiltrated into the structure results in that material being more closely 
connected to the LSCF backbone then the difference might be partly explained by considering 
the expected effects of each nanoparticle. If the reduction in high-frequency polarisation loss 
is primarily due to an improved TPB between LSCF and CGO then one would expect the 
C_CGO_Co sample to show a significantly lower high-frequency loss, which in turn increase 
again due to nanoparticle agglomeration during aging. The infiltration sequence used in 
sample C_Co_CGO may prevent as large a TPB extension due to purely geometrical reasons; 
if the cobalt oxide nanoparticles coat the scaffold surface before the introduction of the CGO, 
therefore reduce the extent of the contact between LSCF and CGO nanoparticles. Hence, the 
high-frequency losses are larger in C_Co_CGO than in C_CGO_Co and the total polarisation 
loss is greater. Other effects such as the dissolution of segregated Sr and/or other phases by 
the infiltrated inks could also take place. Such effects could not be quantified without further 
high resolution TEM analyses, which are beyond the tasks of this thesis but are an aim for 
future work. 
7.3.2.2 Microstructure 
The fractured cross sections for the infiltrated samples are shown in Figure 120. The 
samples were imaged after aging and did not show signs of significant coarsening with 
scaffold grain sizes of the order of ~200–700 nm and nanoparticles ~20–50 nm. The difference 
in electrochemical performance between the two infiltrated samples did not have an obvious 
cause in the microstructure, at least at these length scales. Energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX) was attempted to determine if different nanoparticles could be identified, 
but due to the non-planar cross section of the samples and interaction volume extending 
beyond the particle sizes the results were inconclusive. 
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Figure 120. Secondary electron micrographs showing the fractured surface of the LSCF/CGO infiltrated 
cathodes. (a), (b) Sample C_CGO_Co and (c), (d) sample C_Co_CGO appear to have similar distributions and 
sizes of nanoparticle decorating the cathode scaffold surface. 
7.3.2.3 XRD 
XRD patterns of the three cells plus the starting LSCF powder are shown in Figure 
121. There also does not appear to be a significant detectable difference between the infiltrated 
cells. If doping of the LSCF lattice by cobalt occurred then a shift in lattice parameter and 
therefore peak position would be expected; this was not observed indicating that infiltrated 
cobalt did not substantially alter the LSCF lattice. 
 
Figure 121. XRD patterns for the symmetric cells and the starting LSCF powder. No change in lattice parameters 
suggestive of doping were observed. 
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7.4 Summary and outlook 
In this chapter symmetric, composite cathode cells, LSCF/CGO|CGO|LSCF/CGO 
were infiltrated with CGO and cobalt oxide precursor solutions using DoD inkjet printing. 
Different sequences of infiltration, CGO then cobalt oxide and vice versa, were tried. Both 
infiltrated samples showed significant improvements in the total polarisation resistance 
compared to a non-infiltrated reference. However, the sequence of infiltration was also found 
to be important, with the sample that had CGO infiltrated first displaying a lower polarisation 
resistance at low temperatures (500 and 550 °C). Impedance spectroscopy indicated a 
difference in dominant loss mechanism between the infiltrated samples. The CGO first sample 
had lower charge-transfer process resistance, whilst the cobalt oxide first sample had a slightly 
lower surface-exchange resistance. From the point of view of total polarisation loss reduction 
the preferred infiltration sequence was found to be CGO followed by cobalt oxide. 
SEM and XRD analysis did not provide a conclusive reason for the difference in 
measured performance. Both infiltrated samples had a similar distribution and size of 
nanoparticle decorating the electrode surface and XRD did not detect doping of the electrode 
scaffold. Further characterisation will be carried out in collaboration with colleagues at 
Imperial College London using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and high-
temperature Raman spectroscopy to determine if there is a difference in surface chemistry 
between the samples that can explain the difference in performance. Also, nanoscale 
characterisation using TEM should provide information about differences in the nanoparticles 
in both infiltrated samples. Additionally, samples with simultaneously infiltrated CGO and 
cobalt oxide and separate CGO and cobalt infiltrated cells will be produced to determine the 
separate contribution to cell performance. 
Finally, testing of large-area (25 cm2), commercially available, anode supported fuel 
cells with infiltrated cathodes is underway. This will demonstrate that sequential inkjet 
infiltration of CGO and cobalt oxide enhances intermediate temperature performance and 
improves long-term stability. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This thesis presented work on low-cost methods to tailor the structures of HTS wires 
and SOFCs to reduce energy losses. Section I focussed on filamentary HTS coated conductors 
for AC power applications. Section II investigated nanostructuring SOFC electrodes to reduce 
polarisation losses. The main conclusions and future work recommendations are summarised 
for each chapter below. 
8.1 Roebel cable offcuts & uniform fields 
8.1.1 Main conclusions 
Roebel cables are an effective cable design to reduce AC losses, however, the 
material wasted as part of the punching process substantially increases their cost. Stacks of the 
offcut tape can be magnetised to produce trapped field magnets. Different stacking 
arrangements can be used to achieve more spatially uniform trapped field profiles. A new 
‘angled stack’ arrangement produces the most uniform profile. 
Field magnitude and uniformity can be improved further by using wider tape pieces 
and self-supporting stacks can be produced from solder coated tape. Layering several stacks 
and including a bottom layer of a soft ferromagnetic material further improve magnitude and 
uniformity. FEM modelling indicates that the maximum trapped fields expected with optimal 
stacking and lower temperatures far exceeds that achievable from permanent magnets. 
8.1.2 Future work 
Future work should investigate pulse magnetisation of angled stacks, which is a more 
practical method for magnetising trapped field magnets. Additionally, field magnitudes and 
uniformity at lower temperatures should be studied to verify model predictions. Future Roebel 
cable designs may also lead to wider offcut pieces, which may only be feasible if the waste 
material can be successfully utilised. 
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8.2 Spark-discharge striation 
8.2.1 Main conclusions 
The spark-discharge that occurs during the dielectric breakdown of air between 
electrodes can be used to selectively degrade REBCO coated conductors and striate them to 
form filamentary tapes. The sparking process results in a resistive barrier between 
superconducting filaments and striated samples display lower AC losses than unstriated. The 
striation process does not substantially damage the conductor away from the impact zone and 
the process is effective for both silver stabilised tapes and un-coated samples. 
Partially striated conductors, with multiple small bridges continuously connecting 
filaments, were proposed as a robust design to enable current sharing in the case of current 
blocking defects. However, the design was ineffective at reducing AC losses. Superconducting 
bridges between filaments can only be accommodated if their location with respect to the twist 
pitch length is carefully controlled. 
8.2.2 Future work 
Improvements to the spark-discharge spatial precision should be investigated through 
a more complete survey of the adjustable parameters including relative electrode speed, spark 
gap, voltage and electrode radius of curvature. Additionally, preliminary experiments with 
alternative atmospheres (reduced pressure or argon) suggest that a more controlled discharge 
is possible. 
8.3 Printed structures 
8.3.1 Main conclusions 
Inkjet printing can be used as a deposition method to produce filamentary coated 
conductors with no subtractive post-processing. Direct printing of filaments and patterning of 
substrates using inert barrier materials are both possible routes, with the ‘inverse’ printing 
method displaying some practical advantages. Namely that filament resolution and filament 
thickness are decoupled with the inverse process, theoretically enabling thicker, narrower 
filaments than direct deposition. 
Thin film textured PrBCO and PrYBCO can be produced using solution deposition 
and thermal treatment methods. This is promising as an enabling step for producing more 
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complex filamentary structures based on the Rutherford cable architecture. PrYBCO is a non-
superconducting but isostructural REBCO material, which could allow multi-stage deposition 
of multi-layered superconductors with transposed filaments. 
Solution deposition and growth of REBCO is a complex process and the conversion 
from wet film to textured oxide requires careful control of temperature and atmosphere. 
Solution precursors can degrade with time without visible changes, which leads to films with 
lower transitions temperatures. The specific growth conditions need to be carefully optimised 
for the specific experimental or production facility to enable reliable formation of 
superconducting layers. 
8.3.2 Future work 
Once reliable solution deposition and growth of superconducting layers is achieved 
then the following stages for producing the Rutherford architecture can be investigated. These 
stages are: demonstrating the growth of superconducting YBCO over the top of a layer of 
PrYBCO, growing a superconducting filament across a thin region of textured ceria, 
simultaneous deposition of PrYBCO and YBCO to form the first layer. After these steps are 
demonstrated then the final combination to produce a fully printed structure with transposed 
filaments should be possible. The greatest challenges are anticipated to be the growth of 
superconducting filaments over the ceria barrier, particularly in the step region, and the 
possibility of cation diffusion between regions during the high temperature thermal 
processing. 
8.4 Anode infiltration 
8.4.1 Main conclusions 
The 0.5 mm thick anode of commercially available anode supported fuel cells can be 
infiltrated with ~1 wt% CGO nanoparticles using simple, scalable inkjet printing to deposit 
the solution precursors. Inkjet printing results in minimal wastage of rare-earth precursors and 
drop impact velocity is thought to improve penetration into the porous structure. Despite 
results on symmetric anode cells indicating a reduction in polarisation losses after infiltration 
there was no significant improvement measured for the complete fuel cells. This was due to 
limited nanoparticle loading and other losses dominating (cathode polarisation, diffusion 
losses). 
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Greater open porosity enables higher CGO loading and can be achieved by 
chemically reducing NiO to Ni metal in the anode or by lowering the pre-sintering temperature 
of anode pellets. If reduction is carried out following cell fabrication the cathode can become 
damaged and delaminate, however, if a composite cathode is used this can be mitigated. Lower 
pre-sintering temperatures combined with additional infiltration before electrolyte sintering 
results in retention of higher open porosity in Ni-Fe anodes. Secondary infiltration of CGO 
nanoparticles following electrolyte sintering results in a bimodal size distribution of infiltrated 
nanoparticles, which may be beneficial for lower polarisation losses. 
8.4.2 Future work 
The rheological and deposition parameters that affect the infiltration of precursor inks 
in the porous anode structure will be studied. An empirical model of the dominant factors 
influencing solution penetration into porous anodes will be constructed. This will confirm 
whether drop impingement velocity improves solution penetration. Additionally, the dominant 
factors that enable higher particle loadings in a single step e.g. ink concentration, surface 
tension, porosity and deposition temperature will be identified. 
8.5 Cathode infiltration 
8.5.1 Main conclusions 
Dual infiltration of CGO and cobalt oxide precursors into LSCF/CGO composite 
cathodes reduces cathode polarisation resistance at intermediate temperatures. Infiltrated 
cathodes continue to display better properties after aging at 650 °C for more than 72 hours. 
The nanoparticles reduce both high frequency and low frequency polarisation losses by 
improving the charge transfer between different cathode phases and catalysing the oxygen 
reduction reaction respectively. The sequence when infiltrating the two precursor inks is 
important; samples that are infiltrated with CGO before cobalt oxide precursors demonstrate 
better performance that those produced using the opposite sequence. However, the effect does 
not appear to have an obvious microstructural cause. 
8.5.2 Future work 
Scale-up to demonstrate the benefit of dual infiltration in larger area (25 cm2), 
commercially available cells is in progress. Furthermore, XPS and high temperature Raman 
spectroscopy will be performed to elucidate the difference between dual infiltrated cells. 
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Similarly, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) should provide important information 
about the structure and composition of nanoparticles that decorate the cathode surface. Also, 
separately infiltrated samples will be produced and compared to determine the relative effect 
of each type of oxide nanoparticle. 
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